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Engineering and art. It is high time that someone re-
futed the notion that art and engineering are antithetical. 

Too often 1 have heard it said that engineering is cold 
and unfeeling, or even depressing; that the engineer with 
his slide rule and transit, his concrete and steel, or his 

wires and electrons does not appreciate the "finer things"; 
that his works are without aesthetic value. 
Could it be that the authors of such remarks lack a 

comprehension of some of the most beautiful and moving 
elements of human experience ? Surely, they do not under-
stand the forces that motivate most of us, or appreciate 
the pervasiveness of art. They do not like what they do 
not understand. 

I have never found a widely accepted definition of art. 
If we believe that "art is creation for (aesthetic) satisfac-
tion," or "the application of ingenuity to the mani-

pulation of emotion," or "systematic application of 
knowledge or skill in affecting a desired result," or "ap-
plication of skill or taste to production according to 
aesthetic principles" (Webster), we admit the greater part 
of creative experience and must include our own creations. 
Indeed, are we not surrounded with examples of engineer-
ing that stand out as some of man's most aesthetic 
creations— the Golden Gate Bridge, the Eiffel Tower, 
the F-11 jet, or the 1903 Oldsmobile? Some of the best 
examples of modern art are created in our own field. 
Have you ever looked closely at a thin-film integrated 
circuit or a thyratron in action? 

But man's most beautiful creations are not physical. 
They are to be found in the conception of ideas. What is 
more beautiful than some of our basic scientific or en-
gineering relationships? Here is simplicity, symmetry, 

variety, contrast, order, and an element of surprise. And 
what of the concepts of resonance, harmonic analysis, 
with overtones in quantum mechanics almost beyond 

human comprehension? As in other branches of art, 
pleasure is found in the synthesis of such ideas in the 
creation of new and exciting combinations. What can 
have more aesthetic value than the appreciation of 
general principles that are timeless and universal? 
The catenary is more beautiful than the bridge; the 
logarithm than the tower; Newton's third law than the 
jet. We share a problem with great artists in that the 
beauty and significance of great engineering, scientific, 
and mathematical works are not widely appreciated. No 

one who has not mastered the basic disciplines of science 
is qualified to judge the aesthetic value of our work. 
The artist and the scientist or engineer have much in 

common in their very nature. Many of our leaders are 
not bad amateur painters, musicians, and sculptors, even 
without training. Although few have prospered, as did 
Leonardo da Vinci, as both artist and engineer, it is 
clear that for many a fundamental choice of profession 

Spectral lines 

was made very early in life and through rather subtle 
influences. In many cases, the basic difference is in con-
centration of effort. We agree with Spengler' that: 
"Newton, Gauss, and Riemann were artist-natures, and 
we know with what suddenness their great conception 
came upon them." 

Under slightly different social conditions might not 
many of us have ended up in the arts, and conversely? 
Are not the great peaks of productivity in the arts and 
sciences perhaps caused by the attraction of the most 

gifted people to the areas in which such advances are 
made? In recent years there have been unprecedented 
forces encouraging gifted youth into the sciences. Prob-
ably many potentially great artists today are creating new 

physical theories, or building jet engines. 

Great art is often not recognized as such by the genera-
tion that produces it. Perhaps we are living in the midst 
of what will eventually be seen as the best example of 
this, an artistic renaissance in the form of engineering. 

It is difficult to find examples of modern art produced 
by premeditation that can excel the sometimes accidental 
output of our machines and laboratories. The best 
example of junk art I have seen was an experimental 
transistor amplifier with uncut pigtails and no bread-
board, which an engineer had tacked to his door because 
it was "pretty." The computer has produced random 
patterns more Mondrian than Mondrian's own work.' 

We can take some satisfaction in recent efforts to 
promote collaboration between artists and engineers, 

and between artists and digital computers. Artists have 
always worked with the tools of applied science, else they 
would be without paint, chisels, or strings. It is high 
time they learned to use electronics and power more 
effectively in their creations, whereas engineers un-
doubtedly can profit from the artistic viewpoint. Collabor-
ation is common in the popular arts, in the mass market 
of publishing and entertainment, styling and architecture. 
Unfortunately, excellence in art has not often survived the 

relationship. Collaboration of engineers with the pur-
veyors of "fine art" and "modern art" will be really 
productive only if we match excellence with competence. 
The problem doubtless is one of communication between 

such diverse points of view. Let us hope that some 
can successfully bridge the gap. The artist who profits 
most therefrom will have become an engineer. 
We build with solid stuff but our works are not less 

aesthetic because they are useful. Let us apologize to 
no one. Engineering is nobility in art.—C. C. Cutler 
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Data communication 

requirements 

of computer systems 

The growing field of teleprocessing—the use of one 
or more central computers by many distant substa-
tions—is placing new requirements and burdens on 
communications technology, so that intercomputer 
communication speeds can be accelerated 

John C. McPherson 

International Business Machines Corporation 

Teleprocessing systems are mushrooming throughout 
public and private industry: computer-to-computer 
links form an integral wart of our national defense 
system and air traffic control; manned terminal-to-
computer systems establish reservations on airlines 
and at motels; hybrid systems keep our tax returns 
honest. But these computer centers, remote terminals, 
and displays are often far apart, and require lines 
of direct communication. A large number of inex-
pensive, switchable data channels are needed, with 
a speed resolution of 10 to 20 characters per second, 
for connecting human-operated terminals to a multi-
plex of special-purpose computers. Machine-to-
machine communication requires channels with -high-
speed data resolution that are several orders of mag-
nitude faster, with virtually error-free performance. 

The area in which data communication and computer 
systems in combination furnish a useful service is rapidly 
growing, and there are indications of a much greater 
growth in the future. In essence, given a suitable data com-
munication network, a particular computer can serve a 
large number of dispersed terminals, and—more signifi-
cantly—an individual, at his terminal, can make use of 
any one of a number of computers for specialized infor-
mation or services. 

In the two technologies -COncerned, recent progress 
has permitted revolutionary changes in methodology. 
When technology shows a way of improving perform-

ance by a factor of ten or more, major changes in our 

civilization usually follow. In computer technology, costs 
of some individual electronic components have decreased 
by a factor of more than 1000, with corresponding reduc-
tions in size in the last two decades. Prices of integrated 

circuits have been reduced by a factor of ten the last few 
years; moreover, performance has improved dramatically. 
Improvements also have been striking in communica-

tion technology. Long-haul telephone channels, which 
cost $200 per channel mile 30 years ago, now cost some-
where between $ 10 and $20, a reduction factor of more 
than ten. Coupled with this improvement is an expansion 
in bandwidth by a factor of ten or more. In addition, the 
introduction of digital transmission systems has made it 
possible to increase the data transmission capacity of 
voice circuits by a factor of roughly 25 over analog voice 
channels. 
The development of digital transmission methods has 

made it possible to transmit a very large number of chan-
nels over a pair of wires. A telegraph channel on the 
switched network operates at 150 bits/s. The line rate of 
the Ti carrier system is 1 544 000 bits/s; and this re-
peatered line could transmit approximately 104 telegraph-
speed data channels. 
Thus the technological base for what is called teleproc-

essing—the use of computers at a distance—is one of 
high-capacity and low-cost data communication facilities, 
particularly where large bandwidths are involved, and 
high-performance, low-cost computing systems special-
ized to simplify their direct use by the customer. 

Remote data-processing systems 

A number of remote data-processing systems are emerg-
ing with distinct characteristics and communication re-
quirements. For purposes of discussion, they are grouped 
as inquiry systems; data-collection systems; conversa-
tional computing systems; remote batch-processing sys-
tems; information distribution systems; interactive 
graphic systems; and remote document-production sys-
tems. 

Inquiry systems, typified by the airlines reservations 
systems, connect a large number of terminals to a single 
data-processing center, and serve to keep track of a partic-
ular facility on a total system basis. Other inquiry systems 
include hotel reservation systems and centralized inven-
tory-control systems. One under study is a mechanized 
telephone directory information service. 

Data-collection systems are typified by the various 
weather reporting systems, the reporting of transactions 
on the stock exchange, and, within companies, the report-
ing, from many terminals, of the status of factory produc-
tion. 

Conversational computing systems, including time shar-
ing in the strict sense of the term, are now proliferating 
rapidly. These systems share a computer's time among a 
group of users, at terminals permitting therm to enteeprol-
grams a statement at a time and carry out calculations on 
the computer, using the facilities of a large program li-
brary provided in the central system to facilitate their 
work. Conversational computing systems include Quik-
tran, the Administrative Terminal System, and Datatext, 
for storing text material for revision or updating. The po-
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tential variety of services offered by these conversational 
computing systems appear almost unlimited, since com-
puting systems can be tailored to a wide range of special-
ized needs. 
A very promising conversational-system use is com-

puter-aided instruction, where students at individual 
terminals study computer-assigned material, answer com-
puter-posed questions, and perform assignments on the 
terminal. Work can be immediately corrected by the 

computer and used to guide the future course of instruc-
tion. 

Remote hatch-processing systems are somewhat similar 
to conversational computing systems, but do not give the 
immediate response that is the essential characteristic of 
conversational systems. Large jobs may require transmis-
sion of large amounts of data and program; and, for this 
kind of work, batch processing is more efficient than line-
by-line problem entry. In many instances, such systems 
will connect computers with one another for load balanc-
ing, or for the transfer of jobs checked out on a small 
computer to a larger and faster unit for production runs. 
Remote batch-processing systems are also used for in-
creasing the reliability of a set of computing facilities by 
providing backup for one another, or to combine the 
work loads of two or more locations on a single large com-
puter. It is anticipated that remote computing systems will 

be increasingly employed as a method for using com-
puters on a per-hour or per-job basis, without requiring 
the man with a problem to go to a computer center. 

Information distribution systems may very often operate 
like inquiry systems. In addition, distribution systems will 
broadcast information on a selective basis to customers. 
Stock quotation services, and the distribution of railroad 
freight traffic information to railroad traffic agents, ship-
pers, and consignees, are examples of such systems now in 
operation. In the future, as technical information such as 
bibliographies, abstracts, and complete documents is 

accumulated in appropriate fOrm, the distribution of in-
formation from the machine files, pertinent to specific in-
quiries, will take a central position in automated informa-
tion retrieval systems, and will distribute technical know-
how more directly than through the present media of pub-
lication. The computer affords a memory storage facility 
in a data communication network that is ready for ex.->" 
ploitation. What is "said" now can be recalled auto-
matically by any number of people at any later date. A 
direct inquiry-and-answer service-24 hours a day—could 
supplement publication and widespread distribution of 
timetables, telephone directories, city directories, classi-
fied directories, address lists, price books, stock lists, 
and similar documents. 

Interactive graphic systems are in use for displaying 
computer-supplied information on a cathode-ray tube in 
response to inquiries from a terminal, and are being used 
on a local basis for the design of electric circuits and for 
displaying the dynamic response of such circuits, for the 
design of wiring patterns and printed circuits, for the for-
mation of integrated circuit masks, for the design of three-
dimensional structures such as ships' hulls, automobile 
bodies, airplanes, and for other computer-aided design 
activities. These systems also play an important part in the 
plans for computer-aided instruction, where pictures or 
drawings, in addition to text, either simplify the presenta-
tion of information or provide a more convenient method 
for student interaction and response to course material. 

Remote document-production systems form a class of re-
mote data processing that permits the use of a central 
computer to do the paper work for a large number of 
other locations in a manufacturing and marketing or-
ganization by producing the printed documents at the 
point of use. In addition to printing business documents 
at remote locations, the systems can also print graphical 
information, such as circuit diagrams, flow charts, line 
drawings, and specifications. This involves one-way trans-
mission of very large amounts of digital information, as 
well as high-speed reproduction equipment associated 
with the remote terminal. 

Systems in use 

To show the extent to which these remote data-process-
ing systems are already in use, IBM can be cited as an 
example. For a number of years the company has used a 
broadband, 48-kHz switched network to permit the inter-
change of computer information between main plants and 
principal remote locations. The system started out with a 
single line connecting computing centers in New York and 
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. Today it involves 30 terminals, re-
ceiving and transmitting computer data at the rate of 5100 
eight-bit characters per second. These 30 points include 
locations as far away from the principal plants in Pough-
keepsie and Endicott as Raleigh, N.C., Rochester, N.Y., 
San Jose and Los Angeles, Calif., and Chicago, Ill. There 
are approximately 22 500 broadband-circuit kilometers in 

this net. At present, the terminals are used on an average 
of 70 hours per month. All switching is via a broadband 
switch at White Plains, N.Y. 

In addition, IBM has a very-high-speed data commu-
nication network, connecting some 60 small, stored-pro-
gram test stations to a central computer and file system in 
one of its plants. This system is connected by an IBM-de-
signed digital transmisSión system, working at a rate of 
1.25 million bits per second, so that information can be 
delivered to any of the test stations from the central data 
bank at better than magnetic tape speeds. The network is 
used for manufacturing and test purposes in the plant, and 
avoids the cost of independent input devices such as cards, 
paper tape, or magnetic tape at the individual test stations. 
It also provides a manufacturing information collection 
system as well. Data communication circuits are up to 1.6 

km in length. Additional types of terminals for data col-
lection, process control, and data input to computers 
under test have been designed and added to the original 
system. 
Two networks are used for communications between 

Poughkeepsie, field engineering support centers, and a 
number of branch offices. One permits terminals at the 
branches to be used for computer-assisted instruction in 
maintenance techniques. The other network is used to col-

lect information concerning machine and program prob-
lems encountered in the field, and to provide immediate 
maintenance and programming corrections. At present, 
there are about 75 terminals connected via off-premise 

Centrex lines from the Poughkeepsie switchboard. This 
network will probably increase to about 250 inquiry 

points, and the communication facilities will be suitably 
rearranged. Inquiries concerning specific machines, and 
particular engineering or program change notices, are 
handled by the central computer, which replies with a 
typed message while the inquirer is on the line. Voice-
grade lines on the telephone network are also utilized to 
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provide temporary remote terminal access to several ex-
perimental computer systems at the IBM Research and 
Advanced Systems Laboratories. 
For management information, IBM has terminals at 

each of ten district offices that communicate with a com-
puter at the Marketing Division's headquarters in White 
Plains, N.Y.; the system supplies daily information on 

marketing activities and orders. 
The Internal Teleprocessing System, the most fre-

quently used network, has 56 400 km of teletypewriter-
speed private lines, connecting terminals at some 300 loca-
tions within the United States, and 21 abroad, through a 
store-and-forward message center at Armonk, N.Y. The 
overseas terminals are connected over two voice-grade 
cable circuits to Europe and one telegraph-speed circuit to 
Tokyo. The system is currently handling a daily input of 
approximately 12 000 messages, each averaging approxi-
mately 350 characters. The system has provision for stor-
ing and retransmitting any message from the current or 

previous day from the message-switching center on re-

quest. 

System requirements 

The communication requirements for the wide variety 
of different data-processing systems seem to fall rather 
nicely into two basic types: one in which interaction with 
the machine is at human speeds, the other in which infor-
mation is passed from machine to machine. 
Where human interaction is involved, a speed of 10 to 

20 characters per second is suitable; and a very large 
number of low-cost data channels is needed to connect in-
expensive terminals to a multiplicity of computers, each 
offering a specialized service. Typically, inquiries and 
replies will be short, a matter of 20 to 50 characters. 
The data channels will, for some applications, require 

long connection times, such as the duration of the period a 
terminal is working with a central computer. During this 
period, the channel will be in use only a small portion of 
the time. It will be idle while work is being carried on by 
the computer, and while the .user is considering his neat 

step. Other applications, involving. simSe-inquiries, may 
only require connection times ea few seconds. 
. These channels need to be switchable. À terminal will 
need to be connected to different central computers to use 

particular programs that are permanently established in a 
particular machine, or different central reference files 
from which information is being requested. As such sys-
tems proliferate, a user may be transferred from the near-
est special computer to a more distant one if his normal 
machine is currently loaded to capacity. This network will 
need, in view of the normal long period of time during 

which a connection is maintained, either a large number of 
data channels or some method of extremely fast switching 
for channel sharing to take care of fluctuations in the 
alignment of terminals and users. 
For machine-to-machine communication, channels are 

needed that can transfer data at much faster rates than 
input speed. For transferring large files, even higher 
speeds may be necessary. The continuous transmission of 
5000 characters per second, although fast in terms of 
normal record communication requirements, is slower, 
by a factor of 8 to 32 times, than computer input from 
tapes. However, such channels can transfer extraordin-
arily large amounts of information in the course of an 
hour's time. You might say it is in excess of the average 

need, but cannot meet the instantaneous requirements of 
computer-to-computer interaction. Again, these channels 
will normally work on a "burst" basis, with intervening 
periods when the channel is idle. Since the characteristics 
of a computer call for loading it with a relatively large 
amount of information—both data and programs—be-
fore it can start to do its work, lower speeds require more 
buffering before entry into the computer. 

High-speed channels for processor-to-processor and 

processor-to-printer transmission need to be very nearly 
error-free. These channels will be used to transfer large 
masses of data and of programs from one place to an-
other. Unless there can be complete assurance that the 
work is transferred to its destination exactly as it was at 
the origin location, the services of the remote computing 
system will not be satisfactory. Some means, not only for 
maintaining a good circuit, but for checking the correct-

ness of the information transmitted, is essential. 

Transmission requirements 

In setting a criterion for transmission accuracy, error 
rates of the computers, with which the:Cinéits are 

coupled, should be considered. Asstiming thè computer to 
be handling communication traffic consisting of bits 
moved locally, within itself, ove; short, almost noise-free 
lines, the error rate, based oq time between errors in the 
central processing unit, is estimated to be of the order of 

one bit error in 5 x 10 12 to.5 X 10" bit operations. This is 
several orders of magnitude higher than present data com-
munication standards. 
Communication channels that approach machine 

speeds will be used not only for machine-to-machine com-
munication, but also for links between computers and 
high-speed printers, and between computers and elec-
tronic display units. It would be desirable' to switch high-
speed channels as needed, as is done with lower-speed 
channels. It is also desirable to reduce connection set-up 
time for switching broadband lines. Much of the high-
speed channel use will be for short periods of time on a 
demand or inquiry basis, where the amount of data to be 
transmitted is large and the total information is needed 

immediately. Much of this transmission will be periodic: 
daily, weekly, or monthly. Many potential applications 

exist that would not justify a dedicated channel between 
the computer source and the point of use. 

Speeds approximating machine-to-machine commun-
ication rates are also necessary for the effective use of 
cathode-ray-tube displays. The usefulness of these devices 
, is based on their ability to display quickly a line drawing 
a page of information consisting of hundreds of char-

aCtets:- Present voice-line services (240 characters per 
second) reduce the native display terminal response speed 
by a factor of ten. 
The widespread use of computers on a remote basis for 

inquiry-type operations can be greatly expanded if the 
low-speed data channel, and the terminal, represent a user 
cost of the order of his present telephone instrument. To 
achieve such an objective, the terminal apparatus and the 
line signal method should be chosen to help one another 
and to eliminate, to the greatest degree possible, terminal 

functions that add to its cost, by handling as much as pos-
sible with common electronic apparatus at the computer. 
For example, the same signaling system might be used 
both for making the connection and for the transmission 
of data. 
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Data network requirembrits present some real chal-
lenges to the communication switching system designer as 
some computers will be dialing terminals at high repeti-
tion rates, and using the resulting connection for periods 
of time comparable to that taken to make the connection, 
whereas other connections will be held for long periods of 

time. 
A desirable feature of data networks would be a broad-

cast facility, such as using a single period of time to reach 
a large number of terminals at the same time with a corn-
mon transmission. Good economics dictates that the 
terminals and line terminations at the computer either 

should be connected directly to the data channel, or 
should end in integral communication signaling genera-
tors and detectors, using the same housing and power 
supply as the terminal or the computer, and not a separate 

unit. 
The potential increase in data communications band-

width of several magnitudes, suggested by the improve-
ment in digital communication technology, offers the de-
signer of combined data processing-communication sys-
tems an opportunity to respecify the total package to re-
duce overall cost by using bandwidth to eliminate hard-
ware, particularly in the terminals, and increase reliability 
and accuracy. It may be possible to take advantage of the 
large increases in bandwidth to establish standard trans-
mission patterns of speed, character set, and format for the 

various types of terminal devices that can permit the 
widest possible interchange of dáta between points in the 

communications network. 
The availability of a high-quality, inexpensive, switch-

able data communication network, in addition to con-
tributing a lower cost in the communication element of the 
system, has important secondary effects on the cost of the 

c.-.• total data-processing service. By making tributary areas 
for a single computer larger, it would suggest centralizing 
work on fewer, larger machines, with a decrease in the 
cost of maintaining both hardware and programs at a 
large number of locations to provide the equivalent ser-
vice. For a given service, it is possible to couple the use of 
a program closely with its improvement, correct errors dis-
covered, and initiate improvement in accordance with the 
needs of the user much more freely and promptly than is 
possible when the programs must pass through a compre-
hensive testing-and-release procedure for all-purpose use 
on a large number of machines. 

Similarly, good data communications makes it feasible 
to undertake computer services based on big directories 
that require wide use to cover their costs of initial prepa-
ration and continuous updating. These big directories 
prove to be more useful than their smaller counterparts, 
by containing all of the information on a particular sub-

ject, or information of a particular kind. 
To facilitate expansion of remote data processing, uni-

formity of signaling rates and character codes is desirable. 
Interaction between a terminal and a multiplicity of 

computing centers and information banks thus can be 
readily achieved. This is an area in which standardization 
clearly benefits the user by expanding the range of services 
that he can command. Standardization coupled with' 
good, cheap communication would make it more practical 
for different computing installations to specialize in a 
particular application, or set of programs, and to provide 
a more efficient service than a general computing center, 
which would have to be prepared to furnish service on a 

number of applications simultaneously to different users. 
If all Fortran work is done on a given computer, it can 
provide a faster service by maintaining the Fortran com-
piler program in high-speed memory permanently, and 
applying it directly to each user's input stream as rapidly 
as it is received. This specialization benefits the user even 
more than the service supplier. If, from one terminal, he 
could reach and use any one of a dozen special programs 
in various computer centers, he would have at his com-
mand high-performance services that would surpass those 
that he could provide economically in a general-purpose 
installation of his own. Fluctuating volumes are always a 
problem, and perhaps can be met more effectively by 

intergrating the demands of a large number of customers 
and assigning additional computers, as necessary, to an 
application that becomes overloaded. 

Another apparent advantage of a large number of ter-
minals operating via communications channels to big com-
puters is the improved access this could provide to large 
program libraries, while sparing the users the problem of 
acquiring and maintaining such libraries themselves. 
However, anyone familiar with the difficulties inherent in 
using someone else's program knows that supplying such 
programs is not a trivial problem. Hopefully, we can make 
progress in this area, since it holds the potential of being 
the biggest single help in making computers useful to the 
ordinary person. Optimally, the requirements on the user 
should be reduced 'to understanding the service offered 
and the rules for entering requests and data to get results, 
thus simplifying operations for all concerned. 
One specific way has been presented in which data-

processing and data communications technologies can be 
combined to the substantial benefit of the users. The ob-
ject of this suggestion is widest possible availability of 
data-processing services of any kind, anywhere in the 
United States, to anyone who can afford a terminal. 
• Data processing, when backed up by efficient and eco-

nomical communications, appears to have potential uses 
far beyond anything that has been indicated by current 
equipment using existing communications channels 
tailored for analog voice transmission. The present evolu-
tion and installation of digital transmission facilities holds 
.he promise of making distant use of data-processing 
equipment nearly as effective as if the computer were in 

the same room. 
The mutual stimubtion—really a symbiosis—of digital 

'computer and direct digital communication should ex-
pand the usefulness of data processing by a large factor, 
'perhaps even the orders of magnitude required so that the 
computer can be of use not only to every business, but also 

to every individual. 
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Magnetic mines, 

acoustical and homing torpedoes, 

and proximity fuzes 

War is a killing game that is brought to its highest 
playing efficiency by the scientific researchers, en-
gineers, and technicians of all major powers. Although 
some of the devices and techniques were developed 
in peacetime, the majority of the weapons systems 
were evolved in wartime crash programs, usually in 
response to new and advanced devices used by an 
enemy. Thus, with the advent of each new weapon, 
an equally important task had to be accomplished— 
that of finding an effective countermeasure. 

Damn the torpedoes . . . full speed ahead! 
—Admiral Farragut at Mobile Bay, 5 August 1864 

What David Glasgow Farragut meant in his historically 
famous order, issued aboard his sail-and-steam-driven 
wooden flagship U.S.S. Hartford, would be incorrect by 
modern naval terminology. He really meant, "damn the 
floating contact mines," because during the Civil War, 
the "torpedo" was a mine, a defensive weapon. 
A more sophisticated early version used for offensive 

purposes, however, was the spar torpedo. This device con-

sisted of a black powder explosive charge fastened to the 
end of a long pole, or spar, which was triggered by pulling 
a lanyard to fire a fulminate percussion cap, which, in 
turn, detonated the main charge. 

Cushing and the 'Albemarle' 

Probably the most successful use of the spar torpedo 
during the Civil War occurred in a naval action on the 

Roanoke River, near Plymouth, N.C., on the night of 
27 October 1864. The powerful Confederate ironclad ram 
Albemarle was used, with deadly effectiveness, in the 
South's combined operation (a land and sea offensive) to 
recapture Plymouth and the nearby Union forts. The big 
ironclad, similar in design to the famous Merrimac, sank 
and damaged several Union vessels in a violent series of 
encounters. The U.S. Navy was determined to put the 
ram out of action. 

Lieutenant William B. Cushing, USN, with six officers 
and eight enlisted men, volunteered for the assignment. 
Under cover of the night and a heavy mist, Cushing stood 
in the bow of a 30-foot-long (9-meter) steam-powered 
launch that chugged quietly up the Roanoke River, and 
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The war in the air; on the surface of the sea; and beneath 
the waves soon took on the aspects of deadly accuracy in new 
weapons systems with the rapid advance of military 
electronics during the Second World War 

Gordon D. Friedlander Staff Writer 

(Above) Cutaway drawing of the U.S. Navy's electric tor-
pedo, Mark 18, with warhead attached, as viewed from the 
port side. This basic weapon was used extensively by 
submarines during World War II. 

personally manned the lines controlling the movable spar 

torpedo. He sighted the Albemarle moored alongside a 
wharf. He immediately ordered full speed ahead, but the 

launch was detected and challenged by a sentry aboard 
the ram. This was instantly followed by a volley of rifle 
shots. Confederate signal fires flared from the shore, 
illuminating the small Federal launch in sharp relief. To 
his surprise and chagrin, Cushing saw a log outrigger 
boom protecting the side of the vessel; the Confederates 
were prepared for just such an attack. 

In desperation, Cushing withdrew the launch about 
100 meters; then, driving ahead at flank speed through a 
withering enemy fusillade, he struck the log barrier with 
such force that the momentum carried the small launch 

I-ioRizONITAL 
RUODER 

right over the logs and it came to rest directly under the 

casemate of Albemarle. Cushing pulled the torpedo-firing 
lanyard at the same instant that the ironclad shattered the 

night with a cannon broadside at point-blank range. The 
launch was swamped by the torpedo explosion and riddled 
with canister shot. Only Cushing and one seaman 
managed to escape drowning or capture. As the command-
ing officer of Albemarle ruefully put it after his ship 
settled to the bottom: "They blew a hole in her side big 
enough to drive a wagon through!" Thus a tiny launch 
with a determined crew sank a powerful warship to 
portend the future role of torpedo boats and destroyers 
in the great naval battles of the 20th century. 

Development of the modern torpedo 

Credit for the development of the modern self-pro-
pelled torpedo is generally given to Robert Whitehead, a 
British engineer who built the first successful model of his 
device in 1866. One version of the Whitehead torpedo 
measured approximately 5 meters long by 36 cm in 
diameter, and weighed about 136 kg, including an 8-kg 
charge of black powder for its warhead. The weapon was 
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FIGURE 1. Artist's ren-
dering of the original 
Whitehead torpedo. This 
low-speed, self-propelled 
missile of 1866 was driv-
en by a compressed-air 
engine over short dis-
tances. 

powered by a compressed-air engine driving a single 
propeller (Fig. 1). Its running depth beneath the surface 
was controlled by a hydrostatic valve that operated fins 
on the horizontal tail surfaces, but there was no rudder 
for lateral steering control. This weapon had a speed of 
about 6 knots (2 m/s) and a range of 500 meters. 

Subsequent modifications of the original Whitehead 
design were made in the United States, Great Britain, and 
Germany. A U.S. firm, the E. W. Bliss Company, success-
fully employed a steam turbine drive in its version of the 

Whitehead missile. This weapon, called the Bliss-Leavitt 
torpedo, was used extensively by the U.S. Navy before 
World War II. The 50 flush-deck World War I-model 
U.S. destroyers transferred to the Royal Navy in 1940 
were equipped with Bliss-Leavitts. 

Propulsion: steam or electric. Torpedoes are pro-
pelled either by steam or by electricity. The modern 
version of the weapon is subdivided into four principal 
sections (see title illustration, p. 46): the warhead; 
battery compartment (for electric torpedoes), or air-flask 
section (for steam-driven torpedoes); the afterbody; and 
the tail. 

In homing torpedoes—to be discussed later under this 

subject heading—the homing mechanism is housed in a 
detachable nose section forward of the explosive-filled 
portion of the warhead. Torpedo exploders operate either 
on contact with a target, or on passage within a preset 
distance from the target. Since a ship is not usually 
armored on the bottom of its hull, a magnetic exploder that 
detonates the warhead directly beneath a ship's keel is 
theoretically effective. Figure 2 shows a typical midship 
section of a World War II battleship and some of the 
armor protection designed to give these warships maxi-
mum protection against torpedo attack by missiles with 
contact or magnetic exploders. Note the unique torpedo 
blister used for many years on Royal Navy battleships. 
With this type of structural installation, the water between 
the blister and the hull acted as a cushion to minimize 
hull damage from the force of contact torpedo and mine 
explosions. A number of U.S. battleships and the air-
craft carrier Saratoga, all modernized before World 
War II, were fitted with blisters. The Royal Navy, how-
ever, used them more extensively, even though the drag 
of such massive structures reduced the maximum speed 

of its warships. 
The Mark 18 torpedo (a basic weapon system), is a 

single-speed missile that is driven by an electric motor and 

is designed to be launched from a submarine. It is about 
20 feet long (6 meters) by 21 inches ( 53 cm) in diameter. 

It can travel about 4000 meters at a speed of 29 knots 
(15 m/s). This missile carries a 300-kg charge of Torpex, 

an explosive ideally suited for underwater detonatiln. 
The advantages of the Mark 18 electrically driven tor-
pedo are 

1. The absence of the wake caused by the exhaust gases 
in the steam-driven type. 

2. No change in weight during the firing run (steam 
torpedoes lose weight as their fuel is expended); hence, 
better accuracy and depth control are usually achieved. 
The Navy's Mark 15 torpedo is a steam-driven version 

that is especially designed for above-water launching from 
surface vessels such as destroyers, frigates, or PT-boats. 
This device is 7.3 meters long by 53.3 cm in diameter and 
weighs about 1600 kg. The Mark 15 is a three-speed 
weapon capable of traveling 14 000 meters at a speed of 
14.4 m/s, 9100 meters at 17.5 m/s, and 5500 meters at 
23.6 m/s. The explosive charge weighs about 300 kg. 
The air-flask section is the main body of the steam 

torpedo and it contains compressed-air tanks, water, and 
fuel. The "torpedo juice" of World War II fame usually 
consisted of alcohol and Navol (a hydrogen peroxide 
mixture). The afterbody is the "engine room" of the 
steam torpedo. It houses the gyroscope, the depth-
regulating mechanism, the combustion flask, and the 
turbine. In operation, the combustion flask converts the 
fuel-air-water mixture to steam, which drives the tur-
bine at high speed. The turbine is connected to the coaxial, 
contrarotating propellers by means of reduction gears. 

In electric torpedoes, the battery compartment replaces 
the air-flask section. The batteries provide power for the 
electric motors, which, in turn, drive the coaxial pro-
pellers. Compressed air for the gyroscope is stored in 
small air flasks in the afterbody. To minimize noise, and 

ear!y detection by enemy sonar, homing torpedoes are 
electrically powered throughout, thereby eliminating the 
air flasks for the gyroscope. In such installations, the 
gyro is brought up to speed by an electric motor, and 
both vertical steering rudders and horizontal depth-con-
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FIGURE 2. 2. Composite midship section of a typical Allied 
battleship of the World War II period. For simplicity, 
longitudinal strength members and transverse structural 
hull framing are not shown. 

trol fins are electrically operated. And, as a further noise-
reduction technique, homing torpedoes are generally 

fitted with a single propeller. 
Gyroscopic control. The gyroscope acts to establish 

the initial preset course of the torpedo toward its target 
by applying corrective movement to the vertical or steering 
rudders. Further modifications in gyroscope design per-
mitted the introduction of a set angle (up to 90 degrees) 
into the torpedo's course before the steering rudders 
assume full directional control. This important advance 
greatly broadened the field of torpedo tactics by allowing 
a ship to launch torpedoes at any bearing within a wide 
angle of heading. In acoustical and homing torpedoes, of 
course, the electronic controls override the gyro setting 
at a predetermined proximity to the target. 

Torpedo design criteria 

Essentially, the problem of torpedo propulsion in 
World War H was the same as that of submarines: the 
development of an adequate self-contained power supply 
within a vehicle of small size to provide high speed and 
directional accuracy, and to drive internal mechanisms 
for homing, depth control, and steering. 
The ideal torpedo should have high speed and long 

effective range coupled with silent running. Unfortunately, 
however, no torpedo has all of these characteristics. 

Steam torpedoes achieve high speeds (about 21 m/s) over 
a range of 9100 meters by using the Navol fuel, but these 
speed and distance attributes are offset by the noise of the 
turbine and the contrarotating propellers, and the tell-
tale surface wake. Although electric torpedoes are rela-
tively silent, the batteries limit either their speed or their 
range. Nevertheless, new developments in marine en-
gineering, such as the supercavitating propeller, and in 
electrical engineering may eventually evolve an ideal 

underwater missile. 
Launching techniques. Most modern submarines launch 

their torpedoes from tubes that are built as an integral 
part of the vessel's structure. Many surface warships 
launch these missiles from deck tubes by firing a 
black powder charge. Chemical compounds to suppress 
flame and smoke are frequently added to these charges, 
and above-water tubes are often equipped with flash-
hiders to avoid detection during night actions. 
Most submerged tubes, and some above-water launch-

ers, discharge their torpedoes by compressed air. In 
World War H, all submarines were equipped with 

devices to eliminate the telltale air bubble caused by 
firing. In another improved launching technique, the 
submerged tubes are flooded after the torpedo is loaded; 
and, upon firing, the "tin fish" is expelled from its 
tube. This method reduces noise and other firing indica-
tions to a minimum. After launching, torpedoes must 
run for a short distance (this is governed by a preset num-
ber of propeller turns) before they become "armed," or 
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FIGURE 3. Plot of the normal path of the German Gnat and Wren homing torpedoes. Note that 
the submarine can fire the missiles from its bow tubes while running on a parallel course to the 
convoy and its high-speed destroyer escort. 

ready to explode. This precaution affords a margin of 
safety for the launching vessel--particularly in using hom-
ing torpedoes. 
As a further safeguard, in wartime naval operations, 

the torpedo is usually preprogrammed to explode after 

a preset maximum number of propeller turns if the 
vehicle misses its target. This is done to protect 
friendly ships from blundering into an armed floating 
"mine," and to prevent the spent missile from falling in-
tact into enemy hands. 

Aerial torpedoes 

Torpedoes launched from naval aircraft during World 
War Il were practically identical to submarine and surface-
ship types, except in size. A typical aerial torpedo, such 
as the U.S. Navy's Mark 13, was 4 meters long by 57 cm 
in diameter. It was designed to be launched from torpedo 
bombing planes flying at low altitudes (50-200 meters) at 
moderate to high air speeds (60-150 m/s). Aircraft-
launched homing torpedoes were usually equipped with 

small parachutes to reduce the shock of impact with the 
sea and thereby protect the sensitive electronic guidance 

mechanism. 

Electronic guidance control— 
acoustical and homing torpedoes 

In June 1940, the Office of Scientific Research and 
Development (OSRD) recommended the investigation of 
several military projects in the guided missile field, but 

little practical work was done in this area for the next 
three years. In 1942, Rear Admiral Julius A. Furer, USN, 
the Naval Coordinator of NDRC, anticipated that guided 
missiles such as glide bombs and acoustically steered 
torpedoes would soon be used by the Germans. The horn-
ing torpedo, for example, could be designed to home on 
sounds such as ship propeller noises generated by the 
target vessel, on echoes reflected from the target by a 
sonic transmitter within the missile, on electromagnetic 
disturbances set up by a moving vessel, or on a combina-
tion of any of these principles. 

First, the warning—then, the blow. In February 1943, 
a survivor of a sunken German U-boat remarked, 
during a routine prisoner interrogation, that a new type 
of German torpedo was being tested in the Baltic Sea. 
And in June of that year, another prisoner—a German 
navy technical rating—gave the Coordinator's office 
many details on the construction and operation of the 
new weapon. From this man's detailed description, it 
was apparent that the control mechanism was based on 

acoustic and not on echo principles. 
By way of parenthetical explanation at this point, 

"active acoustic" torpedoes generate sound signals, by 
means of built-in transducers, similar to sonar and home 
on the echo received from the target. "Passive-acoustic" 

torpedoes home on noise generated by the target. Thus 
the new German weapon was judged to be of the latter 
type. 
An Allied study of more than 350 ship-sinking reports 
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FIGURE 4. Chart showing approximate paths of the Gnat and Wren missiles when "decoyed" 
by towed "clatter boxes" and false- signal transmitters. 

revealed several widely scattered observations of erratic 
and unconventional torpedo behavior. For instance, the 
experience reported by survivors of the American freighter 
Roben i E. Lee, sunk by a U-boat in the Gulf of Mexico, 
was considered very unusual. These witnesses stated that 

the torpedo was sighted running parallel to the course of 
their vessel at some distance abeam. Then, suddenly, the 

missile turned 90 degrees on an intercept course with the 
freighter. The detonation occurred on impact with the 

target seconds later. 
On 25 August 1943, German planes, maneuvering out 

of range of Allied surface-vessel antiaircraft fire in the 
Bay of Biscay, released radio-controlled glide bombs in 
an air-to-surface attack. In the following weeks, German 
aircraft, each equipped with a radio-controlled glide mis-
sile and an electronically guided high-angle bomb, sank 
many Allied merchant ships in both the Bay of Biscay and 
the Mediterranean. These new weapons inflicted heavy 
damage on the Royal Navy battleship H.M.S. Warspne 
and the U.S. Navy cruiser Savannah. 

Gnats and Wrens. The Germans dubbed their homing 
torpedo, for use against merchant shipping, the "Gnat." 
A more sophisticated version of this weapon was the 
"Wren," designed to home on the acoustical frequency of 

the high-speed propellers of destroyers and destroyer 
escort vessels ( Fig. 3). 

These German weapons were initially aimed toward the 
general vicinity of a target vessel. When they approached 
sufficiently close for the acoustic detection system to get a 

fix on the target (usually at a distance of a few hundred 
meters), the torpedo was steered the remaining distance 
by servomechanisms. Detonation was accomplished either 
by contact or by means of an influence exploder. 

Fortunately for the Allies, the Germans were not 
geared for the mass production of these weapons. 
Nevertheless, they were frightening and elrective devices, 
and immediate countermeasures had to be taken. 
The stall* scientist on acoustics in the Naval Co-

ordinator's office began work on these countermeasures 

in conjunction with the Underwater Sound Laboratory of 
the NRL. One of the devices developed for neutralizing 
the Gnat was a "clatter box"-- a mechanical noisemaker 
in which an air hammer was used to beat upon a steel 
plate. When towed astern of a merchant vessel, the device 
would "decoy" the homing torpedo away from its target. 
Thus the Gnat would either expend its propulsive power 
or explode harmlessly near the decoy. To decoy the Wren, 
a merchant ship or slower warship would tow a decoy con-
taining a built-in transducer that would simulate the 

noises of a destroyer's high-speed screws (see Fig. 4). 

Acoustic and magnetic mines 

Experimentation with acoustic and magnetic mines 
was actually carried out by both the Allies and Germany 
before the end of World War I. But it was the Germans 
who first used these devices, dropped by aircraft, to mine 
the harbors of the French channel ports shortly after the 
outbreak of World War II in 1939. These stationary 
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weapons were also laid by submarines and surface craft. 
The earlier versions of the mines were of the passive-
acoustic type and were detonated by noise emitted from 
the target ship as it passed nearby. Since a mine lay on the 

bottom of shallow channels and roadsteads, it could con-
tain a heavy explosive charge (250-700 kg) of Torpex or 
TNT. 

Often the acoustic triggering mechanism was used in 
conjunction with a magnetic sensor. This combination 
made defensive minesweeping operations difficult since 

the mine would not explode unless both an acoustic and 
a magnetic signal were received simultaneously. The 
minesweepers, however, were eventually equipped with 
high-power underwater acoustical generators to detonate 
these mines at a safe distance. 
The acoustic and magnetic mines, in themselves, con-

tain the elements for their own neutralization with time. 
Drifting mud, silt, and increasing marine growths will 
foul the mines. Also, the continuous battery drain will 
eventually render the weapon ineffective. 

Another minesweeping technique was essentially 
similar to the method employed for decoying homing 
torpedoes. Although the British minesweepers used both 
built-in and towed "hammer boxes," the U.S. Navy 
vessels employed on such missions invariably favored 
the towed versions. 

Degaussing: a defensive measure 

Essentially, "degaussing" is a technique whereby the 
magnetization of a ship is neutralized by properly 
located and oriented current-carrying coils that produce 
a magnetic field of desired strength and direction. 
A steel ship contains structural components of many 

different ferromagnetic characteristics. Some parts be-
come magnetized during construction and remain so for 
a considerable period of time thereafter. Other parts of 
the vessel are "soft" iron, which does not retain a per-
manently magnetized condition, but instead becomes 
magnetized by induction in the earth's magnetic field. 
Thus a ship has a two-part magnetization: the semi-
permanent component, and the temporary or induced 
component. This magnetization causes deviation of the 
magnetic compass aboard the vessel—and it can trigger 
magnetic mines. 
One method of neutralizing the magnetic field is to 

install degaussing coils in which currents are maintained 
to produce countercomponents that will neutralize the 
existing magnetization of the ship. Sets of these coils 
are arranged to compensate separately for three compo-
nents of the magnetization. Since the largest component 
of the earth's field is vertical, the main coils have their 
planes horizontal to produce a compensating vertical 
field. The two horizontal components are those parallel 
to and perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the 
vessel. These components are compensated by sets of 
coils with vertical planes. One set, with planes parallel 
to the length of the ship, compensates for the fore-and-
aft component; the set with planes parallel to the length of 
the ship compensates for the athwartship component. 
The current in degaussing coils must be adjustable 

because of the variation in the ship's magnetization. The 
induced component, in particular, varies as the ship 
changes position and direction. 

In operation, two predominant subtechniques were 
employed in ship degaussing: 

'Flashing.' This consisted of placing a huge tempo-

rary coil longitudinally all around the hull of the ship and 
then reversing the polarity of the permanent magnetic 
field. But this process was expensive and each treatment 
lasted only a few months before it had to be repeated. 

'Wiping.' This method required the moving of a 
single cable, with about a 3000-ampere load, up and down 
the ship's side, section by section. 

Magnetic and influence exploders 

The detonation of torpedoes when in proximity of the 
vulnerable unarmored underside of a warship's hull (Fig. 
2) had long been the objective of naval researchers of the 
major world powers. A proximity exploder of this type 
would greatly increase the destructive capabilities of the 
missile and might possibly "break a ship's back" by rup-
turing the keel girders, side keelsons, and other primary 
longitudinal strength members. Thus the Royal Navy, the 
U.S. Navy, and the German Kriegsmarine spared no ex-
pense on the development of magnetic exploders. But it 
was a difficult problem, because the torpedo often fired 
prematurely from excessive rolling, pitching, or yawing 
in rough seas (see "World War II radar: the yellow-green 
eye," IEEE SPECTRUM, p. 65, May 1966). 

In 1943, the U.S. Navy turned this problem over to 
the OSRD with the request that an exploder be developed 
that would be insensitive to the roll, pitch, and yaw that 
could be expected in open sea operations. To make the 
design universally applicable to all torpedoes, the U.S. 
Navy's aircraft torpedo, Mark 13, which was subject to 
the roughest motion and impact upon drops from air-
planes, was selected as the test weapon. 
The result of intensive investigation, testing, and 

R&D efforts, was the Mark 9 Torpedo Exploder. This 
device was successfully adapted to aircraft-, surface-
vessel-, and submarine-launched missiles—both steam-
and electric-driven. The Mark 9 employed highly sensitive 
electrical components and parts especially designed for the 
rugged VT (variable time) fuze. This exploder was also 
equipped with an anticountermine switch, which pre-
vented premature firing by protecting the device from the 
shock waves that could result from the explosion of other 
torpedoes in a spread firing, or a defensive salvo of 
enemy countermine charges (Fig. 5). 

Production of this exploder was awarded to the Inter-
national Harvester Company in late 1944, and the device 
was ready for operational service when the Japanese 
surrendered in August 1945. 

The proximity fuze 

The primary objective in antiaircraft gunfire is the 
explosion of the projectile within an intercept zone in 
which a maximum number of shell fragments will strike 
the flying target. Even with predictors and fire-control 
computers, there was still a very low ratio of "kills" to the 
number of rounds fired. In 1940, "good" antiaircraft fire 
from 88- to 120-mm weapons shot down one plane for 
every 2500 rounds fired. This startling figure was caused 
by poor range finding rather than by poor gun laying, 
because the existing fire-control systems at that time 
furnished good results in calculating the angles of fire. 
The most efficient artillerymen could not hope for a 
direct hit by a contact shellburst. Therefore, reliance had 
to be placed on time-fuzed shells. Assuming perfect fuze 
functioning, the shell would burst at an instant when the 
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FIGURE 5. A common defensive technique against torpedoes fitted with earlier versions of 
the magnetic exploder was the detonation of acoustical countermines to produce shock waves, 
which—hopefully—would cause the premature triggering of the delicate exploder mechanism 
in the torpedo's nose. 

plane was in the intercept zone. But all this was a very 
big assumption since there was a large margin for errors. 

Such errors could occur in 
1. The manufacture of the fuze itself. 
2. The accuracy of manual or automatic time settings. 
3. The estimated allowance for "dead time"— the inter-

val between the fuze setting and the instant of firing the 

gun. 
These were a few of the problems confronted by anti-

aircraft gunners whose weapons were tired from land-
based steady platforms. Consider now the additional 
complications thrown into the general problem in at-
tempting to control these same projectiles when fired from 
the moving and unsteady gun platform that is represented 
by a warship at sea. Prior to World War H, the errors in 
fuze settings and gun laying necessitated "saturation 
firing," in which it was hoped that a curtain of shell-

bursts from the land-based antiaircraft barrage would 
down some of the attacking planes. This was generally not 
a very effective defense, however, since attacking aircraft 
could approach from many different directions. 
Some early R&D efforts. As early as 1931, the U.S. 

Navy's Bureau of Ordnance ( BuOrd) had toyed with the 
idea of developing an infrared A.A. fuze that could be 

triggered by the heat from an enemy aircraft's engine. 
But like da Vinci's imaginative concepts, it was ahead of 

the existing technology at that point in time. 
By mid- 1940, major improvements in military aircraft 

capabilities and a deteriorating world situation demanded 

the investigation of every possible avenue for the develop-

-^ 
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ment of the proximity fuze. At a joint meeting of the 
NDRC and the Navy Department Council for Research 
in July of that year, it was agreed that the development of 
such a fuze was feasible by utilizing either electronic or 
photoelectric devices. A month later, BuOrd gave in-
fluence A.A. fuzes top priority over all NDRC projects. 
In August 1940, Section T of the NDRC was established 
and headed by Dr. M. A. Tuve (F, IEEE) of the Carnegie 
Institution, and in November 1940, the National Bureau 
of Standards joined Section T on one phase of the fuze 

project. 
The crash program. Early in 1941, all Navy contrac-

tors were advised to concentrate their efforts on the 
development of an electronic fuze by several different 

approaches; among these were 
1. Ground-transmitted radio signals that would be 

reflected by the target and received by the fuze's detector 

element to activate the electric detonator. 
2. The design of a fuze capable of internal sensing for 

the ignition of the demolition train. 
This latter approach was ultimately accepted as the 

more logical. When completed, it would contain four 

major components: a miniature radio transceiver, com-
plete with capacitor and amplifier; a battery; an explosive 
train; and the necessary safety devices to protect military 

personnel when handling the armed projectiles ( Fig. 6). 
Theoretically it was believed that the fuze transmitter, 

by itself, could not produce enough signal intensity to 

trip a thyratron switch. But as the shell approached an 
airplane, the radio waves reflected from the target would 
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FIGURE 6. Cutaway section of the wet-cell-powered prox-
imity (variable-time) fuze. Mass production of this device 
—one of the most important technical breakthroughs of 
World War II—began in 1943. 

FIGURE 7. Electronics technician holds a conventional 5. 
inch cathode-ray oscilloscope tube and a subminiature 
radio tube of the type used in the proximity fuze. 

increase and come into phase with the fuze-generated 
signal so that, when the projectile came within the maxi-
mum fragmentation pattern zone, the combined aug-
mented waves—transmitted and reflected—would be 
strong enough to trigger the thyratron switch. This event 
would release the energy in the charged annular firing 
condenser to ignite the explosive train electrically. 
To translate the design from paper to a working proto-

type model, however, required the development of sub-
miniature electronic components (Fig. 7) sufficiently dur-
able to withstand an accelerative force 20 000 times more 
than gravity (at the instant the shell leaves the gun bar-
rel) and a centrifugal force produced by approximately 
500 r/s (the spin imparted to the projectile by the gun 
barrel rifting). All of these sensitive—yet rugged—parts 
had to be contained in a package whose volume was 
about equivalent to that of a pint-sized milk bottle. 

In this phase of the development period, the thyratrons 
were handcrafted by technicians of the Western Electric, 
Raytheon, Hytron, Erwood, and Parker-Majestic com-
panies. Quality, of course, varied; but any shortcomings 
were corrected by frequent redesign and modifications un-
til the standardized handmade devices could be tooled for 
mass production. 

In November 1941, the Crosley Corporation was re-
tained under contract by BuOrd to conduct independent 
research in fuze construction under the supervision of 
the NDRC. This electronics firm was expected to provide 
realistic and practical engineering design for mass produc-
tion rather than development. Meanwhile, NDRC con-
tinued to make contracts on the general project with 
numerous industrial firms and universities. By this time, 
however, the rate of development was so swift that it 
outgrew all available research facilities. 
The first test firing. On 29 January 1942, a pilot pro-

duction group of proximity fuzes, with subminiature 
electronic components and dry-cell batteries, were 
affixed to standard 5-inch ( 127-mm) antiaircraft shells 
and fired from a 5-inch 38-caliber naval dual-purpose 
gun. The gun was laid to hurl the projectiles over a 
9.25-km trajectory. Fifty-two percent of the shells fired 
activated themselves by proximity to water. Although this 
may seem to be little better than one out of two, it repre-
sented a far higher ratio than anything possible by satu-

ration firing. On this basis, BuOrd authorized the Crosley 
people to begin limited production of the fuzes without 
delay. 

Bugs in the battery. Initially, it was believed that a 
small dry-cell battery would be adequate as an energy 
source; but during the R&D period it was discovered 
that a large percentage of these cells could not withstand 
the shock of gunfire, and also had a short life duration 
under shipboard storage conditions. Therefore, parallel 
research was undertaken to develop improved dry cells 
and a wet battery in which the electrolyte would be 
separated from the electrode until after the shell was 
fired. The wet-cell approach proved more feasible, and 
this evolved into a cylindrical battery ( Fig. 6), in which 
the electrolyte is carried in a glass ampule at the center 
of a cylindrical shell of battery plates. When the A.A. gun 
is fired, the shock smashes the ampule to release the elec-
trolyte. The centrifugal force created by the spin of the 
shell forces the liquid between the plates to activate the 
battery. The new battery was ready for testing in Febru-
ary 1942. 
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The second 'dry run' and the service test. A second 
test, similar to that of 29 January, was conducted in 
April 1942. On this occasion, 70 percent of the fuzes 
detonated. Other simulated experiments included firing 
at a dummy plane suspended from a barrage balloon. 
In all cases, the new battery produced gratifying results. 
The first precombat service test of the now-designated 

VT (variable-time) fuze was conducted on 12 August 
1942, during the shakedown trials of the new cruiser 
U.S.S. Cleveland on Chesapeake Bay. Radio-controlled 
drone planes were used as targets. Although the drone 
planes were put through every possible evasive maneuver, 
all three aircraft were destroyed by the bursts of four 
proximity-fuzed shells. This result was particularly 
astounding because only 10 percent of Cleveland's gun 
crew were experienced personnel; the other 90 percent 
were newly enlisted ratings serving aboard their first 
ship. 

The 'baptism of fire.' In mid-November 1942, some 
5000 proximity-fuzed shells in storage at the Mare Island 
(Calif.) Navy Yard were transported to Noumea for 
distribution to warships of a naval task force in the 
South Pacific. The Japanese got their first sample of the 
new weapon when one of their four bombers attacking 
the task force was shot down by the second salvo of 
proximity-fuzed ammunition from the cruiser U.S.S. 
Helena. This action occurred on 5 January 1943. 

Since the proximity fuze represented an investment of 
millions of dollars in R&D and production efforts, it was 
absolutely essential to prevent a dud shell from falling 
into enemy hands. Thus, for the next 11/2 years, the use of 
the VT fuze was restricted to naval warfare and it could 
not be employed in the naval bombardment of enemy-

held land fortifications where low air bursts would have 
been very effective. 
During 1943, about 9100 rounds of proximity-fuzed 

and 27 200 rounds of conventional time-fuzed 5-inch A.A. 
shells were fired by the U.S. Navy. Fifty one percent of 
the hits on enemy aircraft were scored by the VT-fuzed 
ammunition. 

Usage of the VT fuze during 1944 

In June 1944, the Allies were faced by a new threat from 
the continent when the German V-1 "buzz bombs" began 
to fall in ever-increasing numbers on London. These un-
manned, jet-propelled weapons could not be effectively 
neutralized by the Royal Air Force and conventional anti-
aircraft shells. The Combined Chiefs of Staff agreed 
that the proximity-fuzed A.A. shells would have to be 
used in the defense of London. Hundreds of A.A. gun 

batteries were removed to the Channel coast where they 
could fire at the incoming buzz bombs over water. This 
interception served two practical and humane purposes: 

1. The downed buzz bombs would explode in the 
Channel and not over the English countryside or 
towns. 

2. There would be no chance of a dud shell being re-
covered by enemy agents. 

The percentage of hits scored by the VT-fuzed shells 
was very impressive. In the final month of the 80-day-
long flying bomb attacks, 79 percent of the German V- 1's 
were intercepted and shot down by proximity-fuzed A.A. 
shells. (During the first weeks of the attacks, only 24 

FIGURE 8. Drawing (made from a U.S. Army photograph) 
showing low air bursts of 105-mm proximity-fuzed shells 
over an enemy-held hill. 
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FIGURE 9. Sketch showing a very low air burst of a proximity-fuzed 155-mm howitzer shell 
directly over enemy-occupied buildings on level terrain. 

percent of these weapons were destroyed by the R.A.F. 
and conventional A.A. fire.) On the final day of the large-
scale attacks, only four of 104 flying bombs penetrated the 
Allied defenses to reach their targets. 

In September 1944, dire necessity forced the Allies to 
use the proximity fuze in land-based A.A. operations 
when the Germans turned their buzz bombs on the port of 
Antwerp. And, in December 1944, when Field Marshal 
von Rundstedt launched his famous counterattack in the 
Ardennes ( Battle of the Bulge), the proximity fuze was 
adapted to a new application—that of antipersonnel 
artillery fire against enemy infantry. The fuze was affixed 
to the shrapnel shells of 105- and 155-mm howitzers and 

self-propelled rifles for low-level air bursts over hills 
(Fig. 8) and flat terrain (Fig. 9) for maximum effectiveness 
against troop concentrations. The deadly showers of high-
velocity shell fragments panicked the startled Germans 
whose hastily dug foxholes provided no shelter from the 
"funny fuze." 

•ASW'—postwar style 

By comparison with today's sophisticated antisub-
marine warfare (ASW) systems, many of the military 
electronics devices of World War 11 are almost as obsolete 
as the bow and arrow. Nevertheless, these systems of 
almost a generation ago were the basis for such 

contemporary weapons as the antisubmarine rocket 
(ASROC) and the formidable array of surface-to-air 
missiles now used by the U.S. Navy and NATO forces. 

t1 s 

But the remarkable military missiles of the present are the 
result of the pioneering efforts made by the dedicated 
civilian and naval scientists, engineers, and technicians 
who "produced the impossible" in naval weaponry in a 
grim race against time during the darkest days of the 

Second World War. 

Epilogue 

ni serve a 5-inch gun on a convoy run 
And hear the glide bomb's scream. 
You expect the shout of the bow lookout: 
"Torpedo wake—starboard beam!" 

—from " Whiter, North Atlantic" 

The author wishes to thank Captain L. S. Howeth, USN ( Ret.) 
for his cooperation and assistance in providing some of the illus-
trations for this two-part series. His fine text, listed in the bibliog-
raphy, provided an excellent background to the history of the 
development of the proximity fuze. Finally, the author wishes to 
thank himself for remembering enough of his World War Il naval 
construction experience— and tactics —to delineate the four 
sketches ( Figs. 2-5) 24 years later. All halftones are reproduced 
from official U.S. Navy, Army Signal Corps, and Army Air 
Force photographs. 
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Because EGD conversion has several outstanding potential 
advantages over other methods of large-scale direct energy conversion, 
considerable research and development work is now being done 
on systems employing the EGD principle 

Edward M. Walsh Virginia Polytechnic Institute 

Like the earlier magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) con-
cept, EGD conversion is being seriously considered by 

the utilities as a possible future means for obtaining 

large-scale production of electric power. Probably the 
principal advantage of the EGD converter is that a 

high gas temperature is not a basic requirement. In 
addition, the EGD system is potentially capable of 
generating ac power directly at transmission-line 

voltages with the use of conventional or nuclear energy 

sources. Following a brief discussion of MHD conver-

sion, this article reviews the basic theory of EGD con-

version and describes a converter system now under 

development. 

The electrogasdynamic ( EGD) converter is the latest 
entry in the race to convert heat directly into electricity 

on a large scale. Its arrival has been more spectacular 

than that of the other contestants. Within a short time 
following the development of the fossil-fueled EGD 
process, the Office of Coal Research, Department of the 
Interior, contracted with Gourdine Systems, Inc., and 
Foster Wheeler Corporation to construct and operate a 
coal-fired pilot plant. The plant has since been built at 

Foster Wheeler's Carteret (N.J.) laboratory and is now 
serving to test the large-scale feasibility of the EGD 

concept. In addition, the EGD concept is being ex-
tensively investigated by research teams at Wright-
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Patterson Air Force Base and at Curtiss-Wright in New 
Jersey. 

MHD conversion 

Prior to the introduction of EGD only the magneto-
hydrodynamic (MHD) concept attracted the interest of 
the electric utilities as a possible means of large-scale 
power production. , Generation of electricity in the 
MHD converter depends on the fact that a voltage is 
produced when a conductor is caused to move through a 
magnetic field. The conductor in the MHD converter is a 
fluid, either a hot ionized gas or a liquid metal, which is 
forced through a duct as depicted in Fig. I. The electric 
load is placed across the insulated electrodes, which are 
usually segmented to reduce losses caused by the Hall 
effect. 

Despite the many advances made over the past few 
years in the development of the MHD converter there are 
still significant difficulties that must be overcome before 
there is any likelihood that MHD will be adopted by the 
power utilities. For example, in most experimental 
converters a gas is used as the working fluid. Since gases 
at moderate temperatures ( 1000°K) have unacceptably 
low conductivities, it has been necessary to use extremely 
hot gases in which the conductivity is increased by 
thermal ionization. However, even at temperatures as 
high as 2500°K, satisfactory conductivities are not 
achieved without the addition of a small percentage 
(one percent) of seed material, such as cesium or potas-
sium carbonate. These additives ionize readily and pro-
vide the necessary charge carriers to increase the gas 
conductivity. In practice this solution is not altogether 
satisfactory, since economics dictate that the seed mate-
rial be recovered. The possibility of improving the gas 
conductivity by nonequilibrium ionization methods is 
under study. 2.' However, even though the technical 

Conventional 
steam cycle 

FIGURE 2. Schematic diagram of two-phase MHD cycle. 

feasibility of such methods is largely accepted, there is 
little experimental evidence to justify nonequilibrium 
ionization at high specific power and moderate gas tem-
peratures (less than 1800°K). 4 
Although it is possible to achieve high gas temperatures 

by the combustion of fossil fuels in air, the corrosion and 
insulation problems associated with such a process are 
significant. The possibility of using a clean, inert, seeded 
gas by associating the MHD closed-cycle generator with 
the nuclear reactor has been considered.5 However, 
although the exit temperature from the OECD Dragon 
high-temperature helium-cooled reactor has been 
found to be as great as 1133°K it is still far from the 
minimum 1800°K temperature requirements of the gas 
MHD converter. 

Liquid-metal MHD converters. The fluid conductivity 
problems, and consequently the minimum temperature 
requirements, of the gas converter have been eliminated 
by the use of a liquid metal as the working fluid.° Such 
a converter can also generate three-phase alternating 
current by utilization of the linear induction generator 
principle.7 Many of the proposed liquid-metal systems 
operate with a two-phase fluid.° For example, Fig. 2 
shows the two-phase cycle proposed by Prem of Atomics 
International. The heat source vaporizes some of the 
liquid metal, which expands through a supersonic 
nozzle where its thermal energy is converted into kinetic 
energy. Atomized liquid metal from the second fluid loop 
is injected downstream of the nozzle. As the two-phase 
fluid moves through the drift tube the high-velocity 
vapor phase condenses about the liquid droplets and 
so, due to momentum exchange, the fluid that leaves the 
drift tube and enters the MHD converter is essentially a 
high-velocity liquid. 
Although the development of the liquid-metal con-

verter has eliminated some of the important problems of 
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FIGURE 3. Schematic diagram of an EGD converter. 

FIGURE 4. Schematic diagram of EGD converter duct. 

the gas converter, other problems have been introduced. 
Operating with a two-phase high-energy fluid is rather 
difficult, and much effort is at present being exerted on 
problems such as injection, drift tube design for rapid 
condensation, and separation of the two-phase fluids. 
The latter problem arises in the case of the two-phase, 
two-component cycle under investigation by Elliott 
at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. End losses, resulting 
from the shunt leakage path provided by the fluid at 
both the upstream and downstream ends of the con-
verter, have been shown to be significant because of the 
high conductivity of liquid metal. These losses may be 
considerably reduced in the induction generator by the 
addition of compensating windings and, in the dc gene-
rator, by extending the magnetic field beyond the elec-
trodes. The materials problem still remains, and is a 
serious one, accentuated by the use of liquid and vapor-
ized metals as the working fluid. 

EGD conversion 

The operating principle of the EGD converter is 
similar to that of the Van de Graaff generator, except 

Electric load 

 i\AMAi  

that a moving gas rather than a moving belt is used to 
transport the charge carriers. The possibility of achieving 
power densities of 5 MW/m3 by employing the greater 
charge capacity and velocity capabilities of a gas stream 
was first noted by W. E. Bennett.8 

Figure 3 shows the EGD converter schematically. 
A gas is ionized (by a corona discharge, for example) 
while expanding through a nozzle into a narrow tube 
(approximately 4 mm in diameter). The heavy, positively 
charged gas ions are swept down the tube by the gas 
stream, and as a result a potential develops between the 
attractor and collector electrodes. This potential may be 
utilized by placing an external electric load across the 
electrodes. Unlike the MHD converter, the EGD con-
verter has a high internal impedance, and so generated 
voltages of 100 kV are typical. The electric energy pro-
duced by the converter is derived from the thermody-
namic energy of the gas, since work must be done in 
causing the positively charged atoms to move down the 
tube against the opposing electric field. 
The EGD converter employs electric rather than 

magnetic fields to provide electromechanical coupling, 
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FIGURE 5. Schematic diagram of an EGD-fossil fuel converter system. 

and, almost traditionally, such energy converters are 
viewed with skepticism.9 This is understandable if both 
the high charge transport rate and high electrostatic 

breakdown capabilities of the EGD converter are not 

recognized. 
The following simplified calculation indicates power 

densities from 1 to 10 MW/m3. Consider the cylindrical 
model of an EGD duct of length 1 and diameter d; 
see Fig. 4. If the average charged-particle concentration 
is n„ then the average radial electric flux density at the 
tube wall D, may be evaluated, using Gauss's law, as 

follows: 

(rd2/ 

4 
ent rd1D, = rEd1E, (1) 

where E, is the average radial electric field intensity at the 
tube wall. (It is assumed that the channel is slender—that 
is, I» d.)Consequently, at breakdown, when E, = E9 (the 
breakdown electric field intensity), the average charge 

density is 

zt€Eb 
ni = — 

ed 
(2) 

If the average axial velocity of the charge carriers is U, the 
axial current density at breakdown is 

J = nieU (3) 

Substituting Eq. (2) into (3) gives 

4€EbU 
j = 

If the tube is designed so that the axial and radial electric 
field intensities are both equal at breakdown (Er = E, = 

Eb), the axial power density at breakdown is 

4€Eb2U 
p = JEb = — d (5) 

(4) 

Upon substituting typical values of E = eo = 8.85 x 10-1" 
F/m, Et, = 3 X 106 V/m, U = 65 m/s, and d = 4 X 10-3 
m, Eq. (5) gives a power density of 5.18 X 106 W/m3. 
Such a value would appear to be conservative when com-
pared with a value of 2.18 X 109 W/m3 arrived at by M. P. 
Khan" for an EGD system employing a 640-m/s gas 

stream at 30 atmospheres when generating 500 kV. 
However, although the power density is large, the out-

put power from a single tube is small. For example, if a 
maximum terminal voltage of 250 kV is required, the tube 
length should be 250 X 103/(3 X 106) = 8.3 X 10-2 
meter. As a result, the active volume, with a tube diameter 
of 4 X 10-3 meter, would be 1.04 X 10-6 m", which would 
result in a power capability of only 1.04 X 10-6 X 5.18 X 

106 = 5.4 watts. 
Friction loss. It is obvious, therefore, that for large-

scale power production an EGD system must be com-
posed of many tubes arranged so that the working gas 
flows through several stages, each composed of numerous 
tubes in parallel. A consequence, apart from the practical 
problems of designing a reliable and low cost tube, is the 
inherent frictional loss. An estimate of the relative signifi-

cance of this loss may be made by comparing the frictional 
pressure drop with the EGD body-force pressure drop. 
The frictional pressure drop is given by the Darcy equa-

tion as 

I U2 
Arit = dPI (6) 

where f is the friction coefficient and p is the gas density. 
The relatively low gas velocity of 65 m/s is typical, so that 
the Reynolds number remains less than 3000 and most of 

the flow is laminar with a friction coefficient of about 
0.025. For an average gas density of 0.3 kg/in' the fric-
tional pressure drop across a single tube is 330 newtons 

per square meter. 
The EGD body-force pressure drop at breakdown is 
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FIGURE 6. Schematic diagram of a closed-cycle EGD converter system. 

Ape = en iEbl (7) 

which results in a gas pressure drop of 6600 N/m2 across a 
single tube. Consequently, when gas velocities are in the 
range considered, the tube-wall frictional pressure loss is 
only about 5 percent of the EGD body-force pressure 
drop. Additional frictional loss—due to electrodes, for 
example—would, of course, be encountered. 

Ion mobility. Effective operation of the EGD converter 
depends on ensuring that the ions within the transport 
region of the converter have low mobility. If this require-
ment is not met, the ions can easily move against the gas 
flow; then, rather than being swept down the channel to 
the collector, they are influenced by the electrostatic field 
and slip upstream to the attractor and are thus lost from 
the process." To counter the ion slip, A. M. Marks '2 pro-
posed seeding the gas with charged aerosol particles; con-
verters based on this idea have been investigated.'"4 In 
such converters the fluid is partially ionized at the nozzle, 

and as the highly mobile ions enter into the transport re-
gion the neutral particles condense about them. As a re-
sult, the mobility of the charge carriers is considerably re-

duced. Marks, Barreto, and Chu" conducted a series of 
tests with air-water and air-ethanol aerosols and mea-
sured charge carrier mobilities of about 10-6 M 2/V•s and 
subsequently concluded that "mobility effects are truly 
negligible." Similar results were obtained by Bernard 
Kahn." 

Ion mobility may also be reduced in other ways. In fact, 
any colloidal-size particles in the range of 10-1 to 10 gm 
appear to be suitable. 15 The fossil-fueled EGD converter 
relies heavily on the presence of fly ash to reduce the 
charge carrier level. It has been found experimentally" 
that presumably because of ion attraction to, and interac-
tion with, the ash particles, the ion mobility is reduced to 
the low value of about 10-5 m2/V • s. In other words, the 
ions formed at the entrance of the transport region move 
downstream to the collector at essentially the same veloc-

Heat 
, exchanger 

EGD compressor 

ity as that of the neutral gas particles. 
Under the influence of the radial field the charge car-

riers tend to drift toward the walls as they are swept down 
the tube. The average radial velocity at the walls at break-
down, for an ion mobility of j 1 = 10-6 m2/V•s, is Erg, = 
3 X 106 X 10-6 = 3 m/s, which is small in comparison 
with the axial velocity of 65 m/s. Consequently, only a 

small fraction of the ions are expected to reach the tube 
walls during their passage between attractor and collector. 
Ion deposition can be reduced considerably, if required, 
by expanding the tubes in the downstream direction, such 
that 

it,Er M 

U 
< << 1 (8) 
1 

where Ad is the change in tube diameter over the tube 
length F. 

EGD power systems. The EGD converter system being 
developed by Foster Wheeler Corporation and Gourdine 
Systems" is shown schematically in Fig. 5. Air and pul-
verized coal are burned at a rate of 150 pounds (68 kg) of 
coal per hour at the relatively high pressure of 30 atmo-
spheres in the combustor and the resultant hot gas is per-

mitted to expand through the series-parallel arrangement 
of EGD converter tubes made of a dielectric ceramic mate-
rial, such as beryllium oxide. In the systems under devel-
opment the gas is ionized by a corona discharge between a 
needle and attractor electrode at the entrance to the tube. 
Such a configuration introduces considerable frictional 
loss and, as a result of this and the fact that only one stage 
has been used so far, overall efficiencies of only 5 percent 
have been reported.I7 But it must be kept in mind that the 
major effort to date has been exerted toward analyzing the 
high-temperature part of the conversion process rather 
than in providing an efficiency-optimized system. 

Areas of improvement lie in the design of the nozzle and 
tube configuration, as well as the removal of the needle 
electrode and the associated support structure from the 
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tube. This may be achieved by redesign of the electrode 
configuration, or the use of other ion production methods. 

Marks, Barreto, and Chu" have experimentally dem-
onstrated an 83 percent isentropic efficiency, although an 
overall efficiency per stage of only 1 percent has been re-
ported due to frictional losses under the turbulent condi-
tions of operation. However, they consider generator effi-
ciencies of 60 percent per stage possible. Daman and 

Gourdine" predict cycle efficiencies of 50 percent for a 
fossil-fueled system with an inlet gas temperature of 
1350°K. 

Figure 6 shows a closed-cycle EGD converter system in 
which a gas-cooled nuclear reactor is used as the heat 
source. Such a combination would appear particularly 
appropriate, since both converter and reactor perform-
ance is improved by operation at high gas pressure (for 
reasons of reduced ion mobility and improved heat trans-
fer, respectively). This cannot be said for the MHD-

nuclear system, in which conflicting needs for high gas 
pressure in the reactor and low gas pressure in the con-
verter must be reconciled. Gourdine and his associates 
plan to test a closed-cycle EGD loop, using helium, seeded 
with submicrometer-size alumina particles in place of fly 

ash. 
Problem areas. At this early stage of development a 

number of practical problems are apparent, and others 
will inevitably arise as development proceeds. However, 
the critical problems of ion slip and radial dispersion have 
been essentially solved by the use of aerosols, or dust 
particles, to reduce the charge carrier mobility. The 
needle-attractor arrangement for gas ionization is not 
satisfactory and. a simpler electrode configuration, or 
perhaps a new type of ion source, must be developed, so 
that both complexity and frictional losses are reduced. 
The successful development of the EGD tube depends on 
the ability to manufacture large quantities of them eco-

nomically. 
Corrosion and electrical breakdown problems must 

certainly be considered. Both would appear to be particu-
larly severe in the fossil-fueled system, where the fly ash 
accentuates hot gas corrosion and ash deposition on the 

walls encourages electrical breakdown. Although these 
problems undoubtedly exist, the materials problems asso-
ciated with the much hotter gases of the MHD system are 
not encountered. The fact that most corrosion is found to 
take place at the needle electrode raises another argument 
in favor of seeking a different means of ionization, thereby 
eliminating the electrode. 
A most significant potential problem arises in the case 

of the fossil-fueled system: the possibility of a thin film of 
conducting material lining the wall of one of the tubes. 
Although tests on this problem are at present under way at 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute, it is not yet possible to ver-

ify Gourdine's proposition that all of the other tubes 
would feed current through the film and burn it off. This 
argument is supported to a certain extent by such an oc-
currence on high-voltage power transmission lines, where 
dust films are instantaneously burned from standoff in-
sulators by surface tracking currents. 

Until this particular potential problem is satisfactorily 
examined, the prospects for a fossil-fueled EGD converter 
are in doubt. However, a closed-cycle nuclear-powered 
system is always an alternative, whether or not the fossil-
fuel contamination and corrosion problems prove insur-

mountable. 

Prospects for EGD. When compared with other direct 
energy-conversion devices, and in particular with MHD, 
the EGD converter appears to have several important ad-
vantages. The fact that a high gas temperature is not a 
basic requirement is perhaps the most significant of these 
advantages. In fact, power may be extracted from the gas 
until conventional stack temperatures are reached. Con-
sequently, unlike the MHD system, the EGD system need 
not be used as a topping cycle with a conventional plant 
but can operate as a complete and independent system. As 
a result, the need for rotating machines, heat exchangers, 
and large quantities of cooling water does not exist. Be-
cause cooling water requirements are minimal, the system 
is admirably suited for operation in arid regions, or at a 
mine head. 

Unlike other direct converters, the EGD system gener-
ates at transmission-line voltages; in addition, since the 
generated voltage responds to variations of the ionization 
rate, ac generation should be possible by running groups 
of converters back to back, with appropriately modulated 

ionization sources. 
The EGD system is unique in that it promises to gener-

ate ac power at transmission-line voltages in a direct proc-
ess using conventional or nuclear energy sources. Al-

though a considerable amount of development work has 
yet to be done and a number of problems have yet to be 
solved, the ultimate goals themselves appear so rewarding 
that the research effort in this area is certain to be intensi-

fied. 
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The fast Fourier transform 

A detailed explanation is offered of an algorithm that 
reduces computer time and allows its user to employ powerful 
frequency techniques once considered inefficient 

E. O. Brigham, R. E. Morrow LTV Electrosystems, Inc. 

The fast Fourier transform (FFT), a computer algo-
rithm that computes the discrete Fourier transform 
much faster than other algorithms, is explained. 

Examples and detailed procedures are provided to 
assist the reader in learning how to use the algorithm. 
The savings in computer time can be huge; for ex-
ample, an N = 2"-point transform can be computed 
with the FFT 100 times faster than with the use of a 
direct approach. 

A computer algorithm, called the fast Fourier trans-
form, has opened new avenues of scientific investigation. 
Problem-solving techniques once considered impractical 
are now efficiently implemented by the use of the FFT 
algorithm. Because of its development, many areas in 
computing have been completely revolutionized. The 
FFT procedure for synthesizing and analyzing Fourier 

series was disclosed in a paper by Cooley and Tukey l— 
a paper that is very subtle and somewhat difficult to 
understand. 

It is the intent here to present a more straightforward 
development of the FFT algorithm. Before we proceed, 
however, some basic concepts of the Fourier transform 
will be examined. 

Some basics 

For continuous periodic functions of time f(t), a 
familiar tool for analysis is the Fourier-series represen-
tation of the function 

f(t) EF(n)e"2 '" (I) 
n = — 

The period of the function is T1 = WI and F(n) is the 
complex Fourier coefficient, given by 

F(n) = 1 r T Ti/2 1/2 f(i)e"2 " di (2) 

A similar representation for continuous aperiodic 
functions of time x(t) is given by the integral 

x(t) = f S(f)ei2“` df (3) 

This expression is frequently written in terms of w = 
2/if, as 

27r J S(co)eiwt dco 

The complex continuous frequency spectrum of the 
aperiodic function S(f) is expressed by 

S(f) = f x(i)e'2 " di (4) 

The reciprocal relations of (3) and (4) are known as a 

Fourier-transform pair and S(f) is commonly referred to 
as the Fourier transform of x(t). If x(1) is a periodic func-
tion with period T1, then the Fourier transform S(f) 
defined in (4) becomes a sequence of weighted impulse 
functions at integral multiples of the fundamental fre-
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quencyf1. The weights correspond to the coefficients of a 
Fourier series determined from (2). 

For functions of time that are zero for negative time, 
the Fourier transform is closely related to the Laplace 
transform, which is defined as 

S(p) = f o x(t)e-Pt di (5) 

Variable p is a complex quantity: p = a ± jw. Thus if 
the real part of p is zero, the Fourier transform given by 
(4) and the Laplace transform of (5) are identical. 
The Fourier and Laplace transforms are useful in 

a number of applications. In particular, the solution of 
differential equations is simplified because either of the 
transforms converts a differential equation with time as 
the independent variable into an algebraic equation 
with p or f as the independent variable. The transforms 
provide an easy means for relating the input and output 
variables of linear time-invariant systems encountered 
in electrical, mechanical, and optical systems. 
The Laplace transform is most useful for analytical 

studies of systems because the transformation yields an 
analytical function defined in two-dimensional space; the 
location of the roots of the function in two-dimensional 
space determines system behavior. The inverse Laplace 
transform involves a contour integration, in two-dimen-
sional space, that is not readily adapted to numerical 
methods. On the other hand, the Fourier transform 
yields a complex function defined in a one-dimensional 
frequency space; consequently, the inverse transformation 
is easily adapted to numerical methods. The Fourier 
transform is superior to the Laplace transform for the 
analysis of physical data because numerical methods 
and a digital computer are generally used for this purpose. 
One Fourier-transform property having application 

in the analysis of linear time-invariant systems is that the 
transform of the convolution of two functions is equal 
to the product of the transforms of the individual func-
tions. To be specific, consider two time functions x(i) 
and x2(t) having Fourier transforms SI(f) and S2(f) given 
by (4); the convolution x3(t) of x1(t) and x2(t) is 

x3(t) = f xt(r)x2(t — r) dr = xi(t) * x2(1) 

The Fourier transform of x3(1) is given by 

SX./. ) = Si( f)S2( f) 

FIGURE 1. Fourier transform pairs. 

• • • 

A 

x2 (t) 

• 

• • • 

4 4 A A 

• • • 
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One should also note that multiplication in the time 
domain corresponds to convolution in the frequency 
domain. 
Another application of the Fourier transform is the 

calculation of power spectra. A power spectrum is de- D 
fined as a Fourier transformation of the autocorrelation 
function. For random functions of time the autocorrela-
tion function is expressed as 

1 f- T T 
2T 

e(t) = x(r)x(r t) dr 

The power spectrum is the Fourier transform of (XI). 
Because the Fourier transform is indeed a powerful 

tool of analysis, it is not surprising that a search was 
begun to establish techniques to compute the Fourier 
transform numerically. The discrete Fourier transform 
therefore evolved, but it was considered impractical until 
the development of the fast Fourier transform. 

S2 (f) (f) 

• 

• • • • • • 
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1Si, (0 * S2(0 1 

( 
FIGURE 2. Fourier transform of a sampled time function. 

Discrete Fourier transform 
The relationship between the Fourer transform of 

continuous and sampled time functions can be established 
by considering xi(t) and its Fourier transform Si(f), 
illustrated in Figs. 1(A) and (B). One can regard the sam-

pling of xi(t) as the multiplication of x1(1) by function 

x2(1), an infinite sequence of impulse functions of Fig. 
1(C); the Fourier transform of x2(t) is given in Fig. 1(D). 
Recall that the multiplication-convolution process forms 
a Fourier transform pair; therefore, if xi(1) and x2(t) 
are multiplied, S1( f) and S2(f) are convolved, yielding the 
function shown in Fig. 2. The Fourier transform of a 

sampled time function, from Fig. 2, is then a periodic 
function of period 1 /At, where each period contains com-

plete information of the frequency spectrum of xl(i). 
When it is desired to compute the discrete Fourier 

transform with digital machines, only a finite number 
of discrete samples of both the time function and the 
spectrum can be considered. The preceding illustrations 

apply now heuristically, except that only a sampled ver-
sion of the periodic spectrum of Fig. 2 can be realized. 

In the sampled-data case, the Fourier transform pair 

given in Eqs. (3) and (4) for N samples becomes 

N— 1 

S(fn) = à1 E x(tk)e-i2r lk 

k 

N/2 

X(t) = S(f,i)ei2“"k 

N/2 

k = 0,1, ..., N - 1 (6) 

If we let tk = kit, fn = nif, and if we note that At = 

TIN and At = 1/T, Eq. (6) becomes 

S(n) = At 

N-1 

E x(k)e -j2rotk)/N 

k=0 

.v - 1 

x(k) = E S(n)e12'(')/^1 

k = 0,1, ..., N - 1 (7) 

where argument n takes on the values 0, 1, ..., N - 1, 
rather than 0, ± 1, ..., N12. This substitution in no 
way alters the expression; it is done to simplify the 

computational procedure. Term n = N/2 corresponds to 
the aliasing or Nyquist folding frequency. 
Computer evaluation of the first equation of pair (7) 

is the subject of this article. For computational purposes, 

the equation can be more easily represented in matrix 

form as 

[S(n)] = (W71[X0(k)] (8) 

where [S(n)] and [X0(k)] are N X 1 column matrices and 
[ Wnk] is an N X N matrix with 

W = e 1N 

Scaling term At will be eliminated for clarity of presenta-
tion and subscript zero added to vector [X(k)] for con-
tinuity of notation in the remainder of the article. 

Consider a simple example of performing the computa-
tion indicated lb Eq. (8). If we choose the number of 
sample points N = 4, Eq. (8) becomes 

[(01 [Wo Wo Wo WiLx0(0) 
S(I) = Wo WI W2 14/3 x0(1) 

S(2) 
S(3) Wo W3 W6 W9 x0(3) 

Wo W2 H/4 ive x0(2) 

In general, execution of (9) requires N2 complex (W is 

complex) multiplications and additions. 
The fast Fourier transform owes its success to the 

reduction of the number of complex multiplications and 

additions. The following discussion presents, on an in-
tuitive level, how the reduction is accomplished. At first 
reading, do not question the reasoning behind the al-
gorithm, but understand its results. 

Intuitive development of the FFT 

In using the FFT, it is convenient to choose the number 

of sample points of x0(i) according to the relation N = 
27, where 7 is an integer. In the preceding example that 
yielded (9), N = 4 = 27 = 22; because y = 2, then the 

FFT could be applied. The first step is to write the 

matrix pvil in (9) as 

(9) 
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[ _ S(0) = 1 1 1 1 x0(0) 
S(1) 

-1 WI W2 W3 I x0(1) 
S(2) I W2 W0 W2 I xo(2) 
S(3) I W3 W2 W' xo(3) 

Equation (10a) was derived from (9) by using the 
relation Wiz' = We' " d N. For example, if N = 4, n = 2, 
and k = 3, then nk = 6 and nk mod N = 2. Recall that 
nk mod N is the remainder upon division of nk by N; 
hence, 

= exp [ — nir (6)] = exp 
4 

= Kink mod N = exp [—fir (2)] = exp [—Pr] 
4 

In the second step, (10a) is rewritten as 

[S(0)1 
S(2) 
S(1) 
S(3) 

[1 W° 0 0 [1 0 W° 01 [xo(0)1 
1 W20 0 0 1 0 W2 x0(1) 
0 0 1 W' 1 0 W2 0 xo(2) 
0 0 1 W3 0 1 0 W2 x0(3) 

(10a) 

(10b) 

The method of factorization will be explained later. The 
value of W° is equivalent to unity; both the quantity 
W0 and 1 are used in (10b) to develop a generalized 
final result. Equation ( 10b) may be verified by multiply-
ing the two square matrices and realizing that the resul-
tant square matrix is equal to in ( 10a), with the ex-
ception that rows 1 and 2 have been interchanged. This 
interchange has been accounted for in (10b) by rewriting 

the column vector [S(n)]; let the row-interchanged vector 
be denoted by 

[S(n)] = 

Having accepted the fact that ( 10b) will yield correct 
computed results, although they are scrambled, one 
should examine now the number of complex multiplica-
tions and additions represented by the equation. First, let 

[1 0 W° 
0 1 0 W° 
1 0 W2 0 
0 1 0 W2 

(11) 

that is, column vector [Xi(k)] is equal to the multiplica-
tion of the two matrices on the right in ( I0b). Element 
x1(0) is determined by one complex multiplication and one 
addition 

x1(0) = xo(0) Woxo(2) (12) 

It is realized that W° = 1 and a multiplication is not 
necessary; in order to develop a generalized result, how-
ever, this will be considered as one multiplication. Ele-
ment x1(1) is also determined by one complex multiplica-
tion and addition. One complex addition is all that is 
required for finding xl(2). This follows from the fact that 
W0 — W2; hence, 

xl(2) = xo(0) W2x0(2) 

= x0(0) — W0.4(2) 

where the complex multiplication W°x0(2) has already 
been performed in the calculation of x1(0). By the same 
reasoning, xi(3) is found by only one complex addition 
and no multiplications. Vector [Xi(k)] is therefore de-
termined by the use of four additions and two multiplica-
tions. 

Let us continue by computing 

[ S(2) = 1 W2 

S(3) 0 0 1 Wa [xi(3) 
SW] [0 0 1 Wit xl(2) 

0 0 
1 W° 0 0] [ x1(1) xi(0)] S(0) 

As before, 5(0) is determined by one multiplication and 
addition 

(13) 

S(0) = xi(0) -F W°41) 

Because W° = — W2, element S(2) is found from one 
addition. By similar reasoning, S(1) is determined by one 
complex multiplication and addition and S(3) by only one _ 
addition. Vector [S(n)] has been computed by a total 
of Ny/2 4 complex multiplications and N-y = 8 com-
plex additions; the computation of (9) required N2 = 16 
complex multiplications and additions. Obviously, for 

large values of N the savings become huge and can actually 
approach 99 percent. 

The Cooley-Tukey FFT algorithm can then be con-
sidered as a method of factoring an N X N matrix into 
yNXN (N = 27) matrices such that each of the new 
factored matrices has the special property of minimizing 
the number of complex multiplications and additions. 

Referring to the previous example, it is seen that the re-
duction of multiplications and additions is accomplished 

by the zero terms that were introduced by matrix factor-
ing. 

The scheme of matrix factoring does introduce one 
discrepancy,  however; recall that the computation of 
(10b) yielded [S(n)] instead of [S(n)] 

[S(n)] instead of [S(n)] = 

This rearrangemen is inherent in the optimum matrix 
factoring process and is a relatively minor problem be-
cause we can easily generalize a scheme to rearrange vec-

tor [S(n)] for obtaining [S(n)]. The rearrangement pro-
cedure can be explained as follows: Rewrite vector 
[S(n)] computed in (9) by replacing argument n with its 
binary equivalent 

becomes (14) 

Observe the result if the binary arguments of (14) are 
flipped or bit-reversed; that is, 01 becomes 10, 10 be-
comes 01, etc. Then 

S(0)] 
S(1) flips 

[S(n)] = 
S(2) to 

[S(3) 

[5(00)1 
S(10) 
S(01) = [(Sn)] 

S(11) 
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x1(11) 

FIGURE 3. Tree-graph representation of factored matrices. 

The scrambled vector [S(n)] is merely [S(n)] with the 
binary argument flipped. To illustrate this point further, 

suppose N = 8; the determination of vector [S(n)] 
by matrix factorization yields 

S(000) 

[S(n)] = 

S(100) 
S(010) 
S(110) 
S(001) 
S(101) 
S(011) 
S(111)_ 

S(0)— 
S(4) 
S(2) 
5(6) 
S(1) 
S(5) 
S(3) 
S(7) 

instead of 

S(000) 
S(001) 
S(010) 
S(011) 
S(100) 
S(101) 
S(110) 
S(111)_ 

= [S(n)] 

Therefore, by bit-reversing the argument of vector [S(/)], 
one knows exactly where each component of the scram-

bled vector [5(n)] actually belongs. 
An ob‘ious question at this stage in the development 

of the FFT algorithm is "How does one obtain the 

general form of the factored matrices for an N X N 
matrix?" To answer this question, let us continue the 
example for N = 4 and convert ( 10b) to the tree 
graph of Fig. 3. The sampled data [X0(k)] are represented 

by a vertical column of nodes on the left of the graph; 
argument k has been replaced by its binary equivalent. 
The center vertical column of nodes corresponds to vec-
tor [Xl(k)] computed in ( 11) and the right-hand column 

of nodes represents vector [X,(h)] = [S(n)]; see Eq. ( 13). 
Note that each node is entered by a dashed and a solid 
line; within each node is an integer. 

x2(00) = S(00) 

x2(01). S(10) 

x2(10) = S(01) 

x2(11) = S(11) 

The solid line brings a quantity from one of the nodes 
in a previous column, multiplies the quantity by W", where 

p is the integer in the circle, and the product is added to 
the quantity brought by the dashed line. If we were at 

node x,(00), then 

xi(0O) = -vo(00) W'xi(1 0) (15) 

Equation ( 15) is just ( 12) with the arguments expressed 
as binary numbers. A similar procedure is used for ex-

pressing each of the remaining nodes. 
To summarize, Fig. 3 is a graph of the computational 

procedure that was used in the factored-matrices rep-

resentation of ( 10). Further, 7 vertical arrays or columns 
are computed; that is, each vertical column computed 
corresponds to one of the factored matrices. 

Generalized graph construction 

A general method of establishing a graph of the 

form of Fig. 3 for any N = Tr will be formulated by the 

following set of rules: 
1. Assume N sample values of the time function xo(t) 

constitute the first vertical array of nodes. Let the array 
of nodes or vector be denoted by I.X0(k)], where k = 
0, 1, , N — 1 represent the sample times or address 
(location) of function xo(i); argument k is expressed as a 
binary number. This binary number determines the loca-
tion of node xo(k); see Fig. 3. The binary arguments or 

locations are expressed by 7 bits; for N = 4, each ad-
dress is expressed by y = 2 bits. 
The other arrays [X,] are drawn successively to the right, 

and the nodes in each array are addressed as binary 

numbers according to the previous discussion. Nodes or 
locations on the same horizontal level have the same 

binary address. At each node, a circle is drawn and a 
number is written in this circle, as explained by rule 2. 

2. The number in the circle of the kth node in the /th 
array (note that the left-most array is the 0th array) 
is found by (a) writing the binary number k, (b) scaling 
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or sliding this number (y — 1) places to the right and fill-
ing in the newly opened bit positions on the left by zeros, 
and (c) reversing the order of the bits. 

For example, referring to Fig. 3, let 7 = 2, k = 2, 
and = 1; then k in binary is 10. Scale 7 — = 2 — 1 
= 1 to the right, that is 01, and then reverse the order 
of bits yielding 10 or integer 2. 

3. For generality, let the binary representation of 
k be kiko. For example, if 7 = 2 and k = 2, then 
ko = 0 and kl = 1; therefore, kiko = 10. This additional 
nomenclature is needed for the following general state-
ment: In the /th array, node k (in binary form k., 
kiko) has a solid line drawn to it from a node in the 

(I — 1)th array. The address of the node in the (1 — 1)th 
array is the same as node k, except that bit k.r_1 must be a 
one. The dashed line comes from a node in the (/ — 1)th 
array whose address is the same, but bit k,_1 must be a 
zero. 

2 

—sc   

X4 Frequency 
o 

12 

10 

6 

14 

1 

9 

5 

13 

3 

11 

7 

15 

FIGURE 4. Tree graph for N = 16 

For example, let 7 = 2, / = 1, and k = 1; k in binary 
is kiko = 01. The bit in question is k.),„ = kb The solid 
line will come from address ( 11) in the 0th array; sim-
ilarly, the dashed line will come from address (01) in the 
0th array. 
The preceding rules are sufficient to sketch the tree 

graph for computing Fourier transform values for any 
value of N = 27. To clarify these rules and to develop 
another tree graph for further discussion, let us sketch 
the graph for N = 16 (7 = 4). By rule 1, the 16 data 
points form the left vertical array denoted by [X0] in 
Fig. 4; the location or address of each point is described 
by a binary number having 7 = 4 bits. Because 7 = 4, 
four additional arrays [X1] are drawn successively to the 

right: that is, [XI [XI [X3], and [X4]. 
If we apply rule 2, integers in the circles at each node 

are determined. For example, for array / = 3, mode 8 
(the left-most array is array / = 0), the integer in the 
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node is found by writing 8 in binary as 1000; scaling it 
(-y — /) = 1 places to the right yields 0100; and reversing 
the order of the bits yields 0010. The integer 2 therefore 
appears in the circle of the node in question. 

Finally, by rule 3, the origin of the solid and dashed 
lines to each node is determined. In Fig. 4, consider 
array 1, node 8. By rule 3, a solid line emanates from the 
node in array / = 0 whose location is the same as 1000, 
except that bit 14_, = k3 must be one (location 1000). 
The dashed line comes from a node in array / = 0 whose 
location is the same as 1000 except that bit k3 is zero, or 
location 0000. Similar reasoning can be employed to 
determine the origin of all the dashed and solid lines 
shown in Fig. 4. 

Note that node location 1000 in array / = 1 is only 
affected by node locations 0000 and 1000 in array / = 0. 
Node locations 00(X) and 1000 in the 0th array only 
affect one other node in the first array, node location 
0000. In general, there exist two nodes in array 1 that are 
affected by the same pair of nodes in array 0; no other 
nodes in 1 are affected by either of the two nodes in 
array 0. This statement implies that there is a savings of 
half the number of multiplications indicated by the tree 
graph. 

Examining further the node pair 0000 and 1000 in 
array 1, we see that the solid line entering the pair stems 
from the same node in array 0 and that the dashed line 
follows a similar pattern. A solid line going to a node 
implies the quantity brought by the solid line is to be 
multiplied by W raised to the integer power in the node; 
the integers in nodes 0000 and 1000 differ by N/2. Be-
cause W" = (e2 v).\/2 = — 1, then Wo = — Wo+N 12, 
where e is integer valued. For the two nodes in 
question, therefore, one multiplication is saved since 
the solid line entering the two nodes stems from the 
same node in array 0. 

Each node in arrays / = 1, 2, 3, and 4 has associated 
with it a node to which all the foregoing arguments apply; 
in each array half the number of multiplications implied 
by the nodes can be saved. This argument is just a tree-
graph explanation of the multiplication savings pre-
sented in the factored matrices discussed earlier. 
The Fourier transform values desired are found in 

array / = 4 in Fig. 4. As indicated before, the location 
or argument of these transform values is scrambled. 
For example, the transform component located in 0001 is 
actually the frequency component S(1000). This is de-
termined by bit-reversing the location, where 0001 flips 
to 1000. The address of array [X4] must be bit-reversed 
before the final transform values are obtained. 

Verification of tree graphs 

To verify a tree graph, such as Fig. 4, it is necessary 
to show that the 7th array corresponds to those values 
obtained from 

S(n) = E xo(k)e-f2"" n = 0, 1, ... N — 1 (16) 
k = 0 

From ( 16), each value of transform S(n) is a weighted 
sum of all the discrete signal values, xo(k). Also, from 
Fig. 4, each node in the 7th array is a weighted sum 

1". of all points in the EXo]th array. To verify the FFT it is 
necessary to show that the weights in the tree graph and 
(16) are in correspondence. 

n3 

n3 n2 

n3 n2 nl 

X k X k3k2ki ko 

(n3 n2 n1 no) X ko 

(n2 n1 nO °) 

(n1 no 0 0) X k2 

(no 0 O 0) X k 3 

nk mod N of above 

FIGURE 5. Binary computation of nk mod N. 

To show this correspondence, first examine the weight 
contributed by each signal value xo(k) in ( 16); each 
sample contributes 

e-j2.nk/N = wnk = wnk mod .v 

It is of interest to indicate the binary computation of 

nk mod N. Let the binary representation of n and k be 
n n3n2nino and k k3k2kiko, where the notation is 

exactly as previously discussed. Note that only four 
bits were assumed in the binary representation; that is, -y 
was assumed to be 4. In Fig. 5 the binary computation 
of nk mod N is shown; the peculiar form of writing the 
multiplication is necessary for illustrating further points 
to be developed. The terms to be left of the dashed line 
do not contribute to the sum mod N. For example, 
consider n = 13,k = 5, and -y = 4: 

n = 13 — e* 1101 

X k = 5 X 0101 

(1101) X 1 
1 (1010) X 0 

1 1 (0100) X 1 
1 1 0 (1000) X 0  

1 0 0 0001 65 mod 16 = 1 

If we use the binary representation of the computation 
of nk mod N, Wnk can be factored as 

wnk = wnk mod N 

1411.•;(tdo000) w1.2(tittto00) i(a2iii»o()) wl...t1 P.n.:1,in°) (17) 

It will be shown that a tree graph corresponds to the 
factoring of Wnk in ( 17). 

Examination of Fig. 4 shows that node xo(k), the kth 
time sample, is connected to any of the spectrum nodes 
x4(k) by -y lines. For example, xo(0000) and x4(0000) are 

connected only by four horizontal dashed lines; these 
-y lines correspond to the factoring of W"k in ( 17). The 
solid or dashed characteristics of the lines depend on 
the value of ki. Jfk1 = 1, the line is solid; for k1 = 0, it is 
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Historical evolution 

of the fast Fourier transform 

The beginnings of the modern-day fast Fourier 

transform dates back to 1903 when Runge° de-
scribed a computational technique for 12- and 24 
point Fourier transforms. Runge's scheme was not 
generalized until 1942 when Danielson and Lanczos3 
published a method for the optimal computation of 
N = e-point Fourier transforms; this efficient method, 
however, passed unnoticed to interested researchers. 
Another line of development was introduced in 

1937 by Yates,4 whose algorithm efficiently com-
puted the interaction of 2" factorial experiments; 
the form of the algorithm differed from that of 
Danielson and Lanczos. 3 Davies and others° extended 
Yates' method of 3n experiments. Good° later ex-
tended this approach to general factorial experiments 
and at the same time outlined a procedure for the 
computation of N-point Fourier transforms where 
N = rir2. . . r,,,, that is, composite with mutually prime 
factors. This restriction of N was removed by Cooley 
and Tukey3 and the first computer program to com-
pute the FFT was probably written at this time. Still 
later a different form of the algorithm was introduced 
by Gentleman and Sande..? The Cooley—Tukey paper 

sparked a renewed interest in the Fourier transform 
as an analysis tool. 

Stock ham° disclosed the efficiency of the fast 
Fourier transform as applied to convolution and 
correlation processing. Because of the high interest 
in the fast Fourier transform, the entire June 1967 
issue of IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON AUDIO AND ELECTRO-
ACOUSTICS was devoted to the FFT. 

dashed. This is consistent with the previously defined 
rule that a solid line entering a node implies a multi-
plication by W raised to the integer in that node. 
Assume we are to compute the Fourier transform value 

with the argument nel2nino; this value will end up in 
position nonin2n:,. Let us start in the 0th array at position 
k?k2kIko and proceed by the solid and dashed lines to 
location nonin2n:{ (see Fig. 4). One takes the following 
positions in the various arrays (an example is indicated 

in parentheses; start at location 0111 and head for 0011). 

Array 

O 

2 
3 

Position 

k3k2kiko (0111) 
tiok2k ik 0 (0111) 
nonikiko (0011) 
nonin2k 0 (0011) 

Power of W 

no000 
nino00 
neitio0 

(0000) 
(0000) 
(1000) 

The power of W denoted by the contents of the circle 
at each node is given in the third column and is deter-
mined by rule 2 (address scaled — / places to the right 
with the bits reversed). These weights then correspond 
to the terms in ( 17) and the correspondence between Fig. 4 
and ( 17) is complete. The tree-graph representation and 
the rules presented here are essentially derived from an 

unpublished memorandum by C. M. Rader of the M.I.T. 
Lincoln Laboratory. 

Conclusions 

The value of the fast Fourier transform is in the 
reduction of computer time in evaluating the discrete 

Fourier transform. An N-point transformation by the 
direct method requires a time proportional to N2 whereas 
the FFT requires a time proportional to N log2 N. The 
approximate ratio of FFT to direct computing time is 
given by 

N log2 N log2 N 
_ 

N2 N N 

where N = 21'. For example, if N = 2'°, the FFT re-
quires less than 1/100 of the normal computing time. 
Convolution and correlation, both extremely useful 

mathematical techniques in time-series analysis, are 

usually computed digitally by forming the lagged prod-
uct 

N 
, =0 

— r).v2(r) 

This calculation consumes considerable computer time 
with conventional techniques. Using the FFT, one can 
reduce computing time as follows: First, using the FFT, 

xi(t) and x2(t) are Fourier-transformed, yielding Si(f) 
and S2(f). Terms Si(f) and S2(f) are then multiplied and 

the resultant is inverse-Fourier-transformed by use of the 
FFT. Stockharns showed that for N 28, the FFT 
method is faster than the conventional lagged-products 
approach. For N = 4096, Stock ham estimates that the 
FFT technique is 80 times faster. 
General areas in which the FFT is finding successful 

application include digital signal enhancement, image 
enhancement in character recognition, spatial filtering, 
real-time digital speech analysis, power spectra estima-
tion, and system simulation. In fact, the computer algo-
rithm has opened new avenues of scientific investigation 
never before considered practical because of exorbitant 
computing times. In essence, the scientific analyst now 
has opened to him all those frequency-domain analysis 
techniques once considered inefficient. 
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Cooperation of universities 
and utilities for the education 
of power-system engineers 

The need of the power utilities for competent engineers 
with specialized training is alarmingly acute. The prognosis looks 
grim, because the engineering graduates are turning away 
from the power industry to enter other fields 

E. A. Erdelyi, F. S. Barnes University of Colorado 

E. A. Erdelyi 

The growing complexity of the power industry re-
quires an increased influx to the utilities of highly 
trained engineers on the B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. levels. 
These men must be specialists in Vie power field. 
Ironically, the number of engineers available to the 
electric utilities is rapidly declining. Few colleges and 
universities offer specialized courses in the power field. 
Few professors teach the necessarily specialized 
courses. And, as a result, few graduates are either 
interested in or qualified to enter the power industry. 
The whole problem seems to be money. 

There has been long-standing disagreement among 
utilities' representatives and educators concerning the 
problem of educating engineers for the power field.' 
Among educators themselves there is little accord as to 

F. S. Barnes 

ircthods of training young engineers for a career with 
the utilities, although some may concur in ignoring 
utilities entirely. 
The present confusion of views and disinterest provide 

the authors' motive to illustrate some of the problems of 
training utilities' engineers,and to offer possible solutions. 
Among the problems are that 

1. Specialized training of engineers desiring to work 
in the power utilities is available at very few schools. 

2. Many professors teaching power courses are re-
tiring or transferring to more rewarding fields, thus 
further diminishing available instruction. 

3. Very few new members with interests in power are 
being added to engineering school faculties. 

4. Talented graduates available to utilities are already 

in short supply; and the demand is becoming greater. 
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Increased enrollment vs. curricula 

University enrollments are rapidly rising, and soon 
nearly half of the future high school graduates will go on 
to college. Unfortunately, engineering enrollments are 
by no means increasing proportionately. Concerned 
educators are discussing, at length, the many reasons for 
this relative drop in engineering enrollment. Among these 

reasons are the following: 
I. Engineering curricula are known to be difficult and 

to require mathematics, not necessarily a popular subject 

in high school. 
2. High school students know very little about en-

gineering as a vocation. 
3. Engineering does not seem to have the "human-

itarian" attractions of medicine or law. 
4. There are easier and more remunerative ways to 

make a good living; therefore the economic drive to study 
for the engineering profession is not as great as it was in 

the past. 
The result of these factors is pressure on the engineering 

colleges not to make the engineering curriculum any more 
difficult or longer than programs in physics or mathe-
matics, and to include some courses with alluring titles. 
These are demands imposed, as it were, from the outside; 

yet they need to be met. At the same time these pressures 
are occurring on the undergraduate level, another set of 
problems is caused by the increase in graduate enroll-
ments and continuing education of practicing engineers, 
problems that again affect the undergraduate program. 

Before World War II, only about 5 percent of the grad-
uating seniors continued to advanced studies. Now the 
number is about 30 percent; and this growth of our 
graduate programs has, in turn, forced engineering col-
leges to include more scientific and analytic material in 

undergraduate programs. Concurrent with the growth of 
graduate training has been the increased demand for 
continuing education of practicing engineers—resulting 
in the addition of nondegree programs, and a need for 
graduate course work available to part-time students 
working in industry. (Most of this graduate work, it 
should be noted, leads to master's degrees that do not 
require a thesis.) The demand for graduate and con-
tinuing education programs has been impelled by the 
ever-increasing, rapid developments of new fields of 
technology. New developments in fields such as solid-
state technology, computing, optics, and bioengineering 
are forcing many practicing engineers to study subjects 
that were not included in earlier programs.2 These new 
technologies are also continually forcing their way into 
the undergraduate program at the expense of more tra-
ditional materials. Course offerings in computer pro-
gramming, communication theory, probability theory, 
and solid-state physics are imperative additions to the 
undergraduate curriculum. The total amount of material 
in the curriculum, however, represents a smaller fraction 
of the present-day available technical information that 
a graduate engineer could use than he had 20 or 30 years 

ago. 
In addition to the demands for increased technical 

knowledge required of today's engineer, there are social, 
humanistic disciplines that must be included in the under-

graduate curriculum to satisfy the demand for a broad 
education. The equally imperative humanities provide a 
background that helps the engineers to generate a frame 
of reference from which to view his activities. More and 

more engineers are also being sought for management 
positions, as pointed out by Friedlander 3 and Spaght.4 

In short, there is a demand to expand the depth and 
breadth of the electrical engineering curriculum in many 
ways; and, at the same time, there is a tendency to reduce 
the number of classroom hours to meet the competitive 
pressures of the schools of arts and sciences at the uni-
versities. The resulting electrical engineering curriculum 
is therefore a reconciliation of the many demands on the 
various elements of engineering faculties to include the 
material that seems to be most important for the future 
growth of engineering, the relative interests of industrial 

firms, the current interest of students, and the advances 
in technology. 

Quality of the program 

It is believed that the effect of the pressures caused by 
the explosion of scientific advances and technological 
and social changes have improved education of the under-
graduate and graduate students in electrical engineering. 
The graduates currently leaving universities are more 
qualified than their predecessors of five or ten years ago. 4 
However, it is distressing that some utility executives who 
are responsible for making many of the technological 
changes possible are not quite happy with today's grad-
uates. A typical expression of discontent is given in the 
introduction to a collection of Cornell College engineering 

lectures by Sporns: 
"My feeling of dismay has been heightened during 

these years by the gradual but cumulative changes in the 
curricula of our colleges of engineering that have shifted 
the emphasis from engineering to science-mathematics, 
physics, chemistry, and, conversely, have led to the neglect 
of some of the long established, if inarticulated, basics of 
engineering . . . . The blame for this, if as I believe blame 
exists, lies with engineers and especially with the school 

of engineering .. . " 
There is very little likelihood, as explained in the pre-

ceding sections, that some of these dissatisfactions can be 
resolved. They certainly cannot be unraveled by returning 
to the curriculum used 20 or 30 years ago, when electrical 
engineering departments catered largely to the power 
industry, and the present diversity of opportunities was 
not available to the graduate. 

Because of the much greater scientific and technical 
knowledge needed by current engineering graduates, the 
universities have consciously elected to teach topics that 
they believe to be fundamental, and that a student would 
have the greatest difficulty obtaining after graduation. 
Universities, very much like industrial establishments 
(as explained so well by Suits6 in his talk on "Selectivity 
and Research"), have to concentrate their effort. Thus, 
many important aspects of engineering, such as competi-
tive pricing of material and detailed design techniques, 
have been abandoned at the colleges and turned over to 
industrial training, where, because of the diversity of 
needs, it is being done more effectively. On the other hand, 
the topics that remain in the colleges usually include a 
great deal of mathematics and science, with an application 
orientation. It is the experience of educators that most 
of the mathematics the average engineer is going to use is 
acquired at college. Only a very limited number of 

graduates show the interest, ability, and drive to develop 
new mathematical tools on their own initiative. Seldom 

will the utilities allow a man on the job the time to learn 
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the new techniques in mathematics necessary to follow 
advances in engineering analysis or system design. The 
general attitude is that high-toned theories are not 
practical, because they are not understood. This attitude 

generally lasts until the younger generation understands 
the methods well enough to prove them practical by 
solving important problems. 

Personnel needs of the utilities 

A recent study published by a committee of the Amer-
ican Society for Engineering Education7 indicates that 
the investor-owned utilities employ yearly 1000 new 
engineers, only 600 of whom are electrical engineers. 
No figures are available for municipal, state-owned, and 
federal utilities. However, assume they appoint 150 
young electrical engineers annually. Then the number of 
newly appointed electrical engineering personnel on the 
B.S. level is approximately 750. In addition, about 50 
master's-degree-level electrical engineers and about 
ten young scientists with doctorates in electrical engineer-
ing will be needed for the electric utilities. With this rather 
limited number of students, it would be uneconomical 
for all 160 electrical engineering departments to provide 
facilities for the education of electric utilities engineers. 
Additionally, there are too few faculty to carry out the 
programs at all institutions and at all desired levels. 

It appears reasonable, therefore, that the educational 
programs for power-system engineers should be con-

centrated in perhaps 15 to 20 colleges or universities. 
This would permit building up a sufficiently compre-
hensive program to train students in the disciplines of 
particular interest to the utility companies. With such 
concentration, the utilities might capitalize on the cur-
rent university situation more effectively than they have 
in the past. 

The key questions are: At what level should such a 
specialized program be undertaken, and how should it be 
organized? The authors feel that it will take a three-
part program to create the manpower that utilities need. 
First, some students must be recruited at the under-
graduate level, preferably in their junior year. Second, 
expanded opportunities for graduate work and research 
must be made available. Third, a program of continuing 
education should be initiated to update engineers who 
have lost touch with the rapid advance of scientific 
knowledge and new engineering techniques. 

Opportunities at the undergraduate level 

The end of the junior year appears to be the most op-
portune time to interest undergraduates in the power in-
dustry. This may be accomplished by employing the 
student either in industry or in helping with research 
activity in the power field at the university. However, 
it is most important that the power industry provide 
challenging and rewarding jobs to the undergraduate 
senior. It does the power industry irrevocable damage to 
employ a student at menial tasks. (This, regrettably, was 
the experience of one of our straight-"A" students last 
year. Not only he, but many of the best of his classmates, 
are lost to the power industries forever.) 

Both authors have had a most rewarding experience 
concerning excellent undergraduates on university re-
search projects, under the sponsorship of the National 
Science Foundation and the program of undergraduate 
research in engineering. Nine students, all of whom had 

averages of "B" or better, had been selected for this ten-
week scholarship plan during the summer of 1965. Three 
of the students selected topics in the general field of 
power. The close liaison of the professors with the stu-
dents during the entire summer awakened the interest 
of the students in the power field. Now these students 

have graduated. One is engaged in graduate work in 
power-system engineering; a second has joined the Navy 
and is being trained for the design of nuclear power 
plants; and the third is with a manufacturing company. 
All three have responded to the challenge of realistic 
problems with great enthusiasm. They have discovered 
what self-education and the search for knowledge ac-
tually means. In order to make a final evaluation of such 
programs, additional activities must be generated at both 
the universities and the utilities. 

Students live in a competitive world; and they ex-

perience pride at being professionally pursued during the 
job interviews in their senior year. The utilities must com-
pete for the good student by offering attractive oppor-

tunities with both competitive salaries and the potential 
for either technical or managerial growth. Considering 
the poor image the power industry currently presents to 
students, this still may not be adequate to attract the 
manpower needed in the immediate future. 
The institution of summer programs between the junior 

and senior years, and possibly a conditional scholarship 
program, could lead to a competitive advantage for the 
utilities over other parts of the industry. The conditional 
scholarship could require that, during his senior year, a 
student elect specialized courses in the power field. A 
high percentage of the students taking these courses could 
be expected to enter the power industry. 

Graduate education and research subsidies 

The privately owned, tax-paying electric utilities spent 
about four billion dollars in 1965 in investments, mainly 
on new plants and other facilities. The new equipment 
and systems are more complicated than the old; and, 
for economical operation, they require better-educated 
engineers. It is likely that developments in other than 
generating techniques could be applied profitably to ad-
vance public utilities. Disciplines such as the mathematics 
of optimal control systems and the physics of the de-
velopment of large controlled rectifiers require training 
beyond the B.S. degree. Additionally, advanced train-
ing is going to be needed to evaluate such developments 
as nuclear power stations and high-voltage dc transmis-
sion. The utilities should expect that 10 to 20 percent of 
their new engineers will require advanced training in 
either business or engineering, training that can be ex-
pected to include advanced mathematics, possibly some 

advanced physics, and work in a professional area such 
as system optimization or the design of high-power 
components. 

The need for advanced training has been recognized by 
other large manufacturing organizations. Because of the 
concentration of these large organizations, engineers in 
some localities have been able to organize educational 
centers in cooperation with a neighboring university. 

Occasionally, the course is given in their plants. However, 
the electric utilities are at a disadvantage in connection 
with this type of training, since their engineers are often 
widely dispersed. This means, for the most part, that they 
would have to send their people out of town to get ad-
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vanced training, and also would have to provide a level 
of support that, up to now, has not been available. 

For the masters'-degree programs, cooperative schemes 
in extension work may be feasible. However, for those 
gifted students who should be encouraged to work on a 
doctorate of engineering or philosophy, this type of 
program will not be satisfactory. Programs of independent 
study and research imply not just a series of courses, 
but a way of life that can be acquired only as a result of 
being immersed in an appropriate atmosphere. 

Fellowship programs for doctoral candidates should be 
expected to run for several years, and a level of support 
should be provided so that financial problems are not a 
major worry for the student. Another reason why the 
utilities should support doctoral programs is to avoid 
the situation that exists today in connection with the 
high-voltage dc transmission problem. At present, a con-
siderable amount of experience for the design of these 
systems has to be imported from a small country abroad, 
simply because research in this field has only recently 
been started here. 
The universities are among the best places for so-called 

pure or self-initiated research, research that apparently 
is not headed for any "practical" application. History 
has shown that much "nonpractical" research remains 
so only temporarily. Faraday, Ampère, and Oersted 
never dreamed that the results of their experiments would 
end up in 1000-MW turbogenerators, or in trains travel-
ing at more than 300 km per hour. The universities have 
been successful in their research, and many new product 
developments have been based on the results. A few of the 
more dramatic ones are nuclear energy, automatic con-
trols, electronic computers—and all are great aids to 
industry. 
The lack of utility-oriented research at universities 

does not result from a dearth of appropriate problems 
available to professors and students. The absence of 
research is caused by the lack of funds and sufficient 
communication. The utilities have major problems in the 
analysis and optimization of large-scale interconnected 
systems and power pool operation, in the area of power 
system stability and optimization and high-voltage dc 
transmission, and in the development of direct-energy-
conversion devices for the generation of large blocks of 
electric power. The universities, however, are probably 
not the most appropriate places in which to study all these 
problems and their direct application for individual elec-
tric utility organization. However, the accumulated crea-
tive talents at universities could be best suited to study 
some of the long-range problems that involve the devel-
opment of new techniques of analysis, or new methods and 
devices for the solution of future problems. The time 
scale of research activities in universities is such that they 
cannot help meet the day-to-day operating problems of 
utilities. The time scale and the team of talent at the uni-
versity make it most suitable to attack and solve problems 
that could lead to large profits for industry in periods of 
from two to 20 years. 

Such problems might include fundamental studies of 
the properties of dielectrics, with a view to synthesizing 
better insulating materials, or fundamental studies, such 
as the conduction process of metals and liquids, that 
could lead to novel transmission-line concepts. For ex-
ample, it seems that it would have been advantageous 
for the utilities, as a group, to have participated in the 

research leading to the invention of the silicon controlled 
rectifier, as well as its development into a high-power 
device to be used with dc-to-ac conversion equipment. 

If the power industry were to concede that long-range 
research investments of the type just discussed are worth 
the price, as have other parts of the electronics and chem-
ical industries, it would derive large secondary benefits in 
the training and development of both new graduate stu-
dents and young faculty members with an interest in 
problems of concern to the utilities. As an example of 
how this program may work, consider the need to develop 
a special-purpose computer language in which it is easy 
to write power systems analysis problems. The graduates 
of such a program would be at the forefront of the knowl-
edge and techniques in this area, and thus could become 
useful members of utility engineering departments even 
if the results of the specialized research did not contribute 
all the answers to the immediate problems. 
The graduate program is needed also to prepare young 

professors for teaching in subjects related to the power 
industry. Within the last decade, the Ph.D. degree has be-
come a prerequisite for a successful career in the academic 
world. Although this requirement may be pure nonsense 
and should be waived in many cases, it is a fact of life 
that can hardly be changed. Thus, if the present 
situation continues, it will be a matter of only a few 
years before the number of professors with adequate 
training and interest in the power field will be alarmingly 
reduced. 

Continuing education of engineers 

Certainly the explosion of scientific knowledge has 
many ramifications, not the least of which is knowledge 
obsolescence. Today, the expected "half life" of an en-
gineering education is estimated at something less than 
eight years. 

Pressures exerted on engineering curricula to keep pace 
with expanding technology have produced an ever-
increasing technological gap between today's graduate 
and the graduate of a decade or more ago. Changes in 
technical nomenclature and the introduction of better 
mathematical tools alone have created a communications 
problem between today's graduate and his earlier counter-
part. In recognition of this existing gap, it is imperative 
that industry and universities accelerate their efforts to 
provide meaningful educational programs that will bring 
the professional engineer up to date with today's tech-
nology. 
Some recent bright spots on the horizon are evidenced 

in the increasing number of short summer institutes 
sponsored by universities, and in the increasing number 
of formal courses offered by industry, such as Westing-
house Electric Corporation's "New Engineering Con-
cepts" and "Modern Engineering for Westinghouse 
Management" programs, or the Bell Telephone Com-
pany's "Regional Communications Engineering School" 
program. A word about the last program is in order, be-
cause we have had a Communications Engineering School 
at the University of Colorado since the program's in-
ception in 1960. The prime objective of the program is 
to update the technical education, and provide the 
foundation for continued self-education, of the Bell 
System engineers who are not less than three years or 
more than 15 years away from their last formal university 
courses. 
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About 50 engineers of the operating companies in the 
Bell System are brought to the campus for 22 weeks, in 
three- and four-week sessions. Concentrated formal 
course work is offered on such topics as modern circuit 
analysis and electronics, switching logic, switching sys-
tems, economics, probability theory, computer logic, and 
computer programming. The curriculum is the result of 
a joint effort of Bell engineers and University of Colorado 
faculty members, and is continuously reviewed, updated, 
and revised to reflect the current state of the art. Largely 
because of the farsighted attitudes and the excellent spirit 
of cooperation of the Bell Telephone Company, the 
presentation of new topics and the introduction of new 
teaching techniques have been included in the program. 
This has led to revamping of, and the introduction of new 
topics to, existing university courses. There has been an 
enthusiastic expression of satisfaction from both the 
faculty and the company, with benefits to each as a result 
of this program. We cite this as an example of what can 
be done, once the decision to act has been made. That 
such programs represent a considerable financial in-
vestment is apparent, but Benjamin Franklin reminds us 
that "an investment in knowledge pays the best divi-
dends." To put such programs into effect, one needs a 
strong faculty with interests in a power program, fi-
nancial support, the cooperation of other engineering 
departments and of public utilities, reasonably con-
venient physical facilities, and, above all, a group of good 
students. 

Faculty requirements 

No one disputes the fact that faculty excellence is of 
primary importance to the success of any university 
program. In order to graduate 750 students a year on the 
B.S. level, 50 on the M.S. level, and 10 on the Ph.D. 
level, about 75 professors would be required for the power 
field. Assuming that 25 professors were available now, 
50 new professors would have to be appointed. Many 
others would be needed to provide support in other 
branches of electrical engineering, mathematics, and 
physics; but it is assumed that they are available at the 
universities. 

It is important to note that in order to form a nucleus 
in the specialized areas of interest to a power group, it is 
necessary to have a minimum of three to five professors 
with interests in the needs of the utilities. It would be very 
difficult to maintain the breadth of interest or the intel-
lectual exchanges required to keep a program alive and 
current with fewer professors. 

Different institutions could be expected to specialize 
in different fields. For example, one school's program 
might concentrate on problems of circuit breakers, in-
cluding the problems of vacuum surfaces and plasma 
lifetimes. Another school might be involved in the tran-
sient performance of large synchronous machines and a 
third in the characteristics of nuclear power plants. In 
this way the sum of the groups on various campuses 
could provide the utility industry with technically trained 
talent as well as with research data for a broad segment 
of the industry. These organizations could also provide 
the personnel for the continuing education programs. 
It should be obvious, at this point, that what is needed 
is an organized effort, planned on a scale large enough to 
make significant impact on the needs of the utility in-
dustries. 

Cost of the program 

The stipend for the recommended total of 750 seniors 
during the ten summer weeks following the junior year, 
and during the last undergraduate year, would amount 
to $ 1500 for each student. The universities should, in 
addition, according to the practice of foundations, re-
ceive an overhead allowance of approximately $750 per 
student, so that the cost for support of the undergraduates 
would amount to $1 837 500. 
The previously noted requirement for 50 M.S. students 

and ten Ph.D. candidates would represent an approximate 
enrollment of 80 graduate students during the academic 
year. The support for each of these students would 
amount to about $3600 a year; with approximately the 
same rate of overhead as used above, this would require 
$5400 a year for each student or a total of $432 000. 
The total of 50 new faculty members (on the basis of 

750 B.S., 50 M.S., and 10 Ph.D. degrees each year) with 
salary and overhead, including pension, health insurance 
fees, secretarial support, etc., can be estimated at about 
$1 200 000. An additional $500 000 yearly, excluding 
salaries, should be allocated for research expenditures, 
cost of models, computers, traveling, etc. Four million 
dollars is an impressive sum! 

Where to 'find' four million dollars 

The hidden crises in the education of electrical engineers 
involves people, facilities, and money. The greatest of 
these, many believe, is money. 
More money would attract the better students to the 

power field. 
More money would strengthen college faculties and 

make it possible to appoint more faculty members in the 
urgently needed power area. 
More money would permit the establishment of new 

scholarships, fellowships, and loans to students. 
More money is the great need, but where should it come 

from? A very satisfactory experience is reported in the 
introduction, by Gardner, to Spaght4: 
"Of all the interlocking revolutions of our time, none 

is more crucial for the future of the nation than the rev-
olution in the role of trained manpower. Alfred North 
Whitehead said, 'In the conditions of modern life the 
rule is absolute, the race which does not value trained in-
telligence is doomed!' 
"A number of our more farsighted business leaders 

have understood quite clearly the implications of that 
truth. In the 1950s, at a time when our colleges and uni-
versities were in grave need of financial assistance, a 
number of leading business corporations stepped for-
ward with a vigorous campaign to provide such assistance. 
The effort stands as one of the landmarks of responsible 
business leadership." 

D. C. McGraw, president of McGraw-Hill, Inc., a 
strong defender of the free enterprise system, recorded 
the same sentiments in a message headlined "Corporate 
support for our colleges." He noted that, whereas the 
total amount of dollars contributed by United States' 
corporations to education has continued to rise slowly, 
the rate of the annual increase has decreased. He believes 
that corporate contributions to higher education are im-
portant for the good health of the business community. 
Is it unreasonable to suggest that the public utility in-
dustry provide the funds for the specialization of their 
future engineers? 
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At present, the billings of privately owned, taxpaying 
electric utilities represent a yearly rate of $15 to $16 
billion. The billing of the utilities belonging to the Ameri-
can Public Power Association (APPA) is of the order of 
$3 to $4 billion dollars per year. If two cents out of every 
$100 of billings were deposited in a special educational 

fund, the necessary money would become available. 
This, the authors know, would be a self-inflicted assess-
ment on the already highly taxed industry. However 
high the total price seems, it still would be a fraction of 
the rate of contribution by other energy industries. 

M. E. Spaght, describes the contribution of American 
Shell as follows: 
"You might be interested to know that our total pro-

gram of aid to education, all projects I have discussed, 
will cost, in 1964, one and one-half million dollars." 

If the utility industry were to support education at the 

same rate as Shell, its contribution to education would 
be at a rate of $9 million per year. 
The Esso Corporation, through its Esso Education 

Foundation, expects to contribute $2.35 million for 
1965-1966, and $2.5 million for 1966-1967. 
Rittenhouse has expressed the realistic views of col-

leges as follows: 
"This practice of tailoring the staff to work-load re-

quirement is certainly not an undesirable one. It is pre-
cisely the practice of industry; so, until industrial com-
plaints regarding the products of engineering curricula 
are matched by adequately financed programs to modify 
curricula and staff-content trends, the educators are 
perfectly right in pursuing the courses which they have 
chartered for themselves. What else can be expected in the 
absence of adequate guidance from industry-oriented 

minds and subsidies . ..?" 

A new task 

The suggestion is often made that each electric utility 
company should single out and support a university by 

providing funds for special professorships. This, the 
authors believe, is not workable, however attractive it 
may seem. (E. Greenfield9 has quoted some of the con-
servative opinions of utility executives.) One cannot ex-
pect college administrators to fall on their knees and ask 
for handouts. The funds should come with the under-
standing that a service provided for the industry is being 
paid for. 

It is suggested that the task of the Electric Research 
Council should be extended to become the Electric Re-
search Council and Power System Education Foundation. 
The investor-owned electric utilities should establish an 
educational foundation as a branch of the Edison Elec-
tric Institute ( EEI), and the APPA should do the same. 
The EEI and the APPA could then collect contributions 
from their member companies at the rate of a suggested 
two cents per $ 100 billings. The Educational Foundation 

at the Electrical Research Council, together with the 
EEI and the APPA, should select a suitable number of 
universities or colleges and interest them in programs such 
as those described in this article. The funds to the uni-
versities would be distributed by the Educational Founda-
tion. There is ample precedence for such support of uni-
versities by private foundations. 

In order, however, to receive the cooperation of the 
utilities, it is suggested that the specialized senior-year 
student programs and the graduate research programs 

be established regionally, by joint planning between the 
selected universities and neighboring utility companies. 
The Edison Electric Institute and the American Public 

Power Association have, for many years, seen the neces-
sity for member relationships between the utilities and 
colleges. Nearly every year, institutes and conferences 
are organized on engineering education to investigate 
methods of escaping from the blind alley in which the 
utility recruiters find themselves. The investor-owned elec-
tric utilities and the members of APPA are in a position 
to have an organized Electric Research Council that can 
carry out the task of re-establishing leading influence for 
the utilities at some of the universities, and thus obtain 
the necessary young, advanced manpower reserve for 
the fast growth of industry. 

Conclusion 

In the cold light of figures, which could be amplified 
and detailed, it is quite clear that the privately owned 
electric utilities can obtain the highly qualified manpower 
they need if they are willing to subsidize the necessary 
programs. 
Words and fine thoughts will not be enough to translate 

this or any similar program into action. It will require 
work and diplomacy of a high level to raise the funds and 
to convince universities that the program is worth under-
taking. 
As the situation now stands, the public utility simply 

is not competitive with other segments of the industry, 
such as electronics, aircraft, and the telephone system. 
To get their fair share of the manpower and faculty 
interest, the utilities must do more than they are doing. 
The present situation need not persist, and we would 
welcome the opportunity to help change it. 

Although the authors feel that many of their colleagues in the 
educational world may share the views presented here, the views 
are not necessarily those of the faculty of the College of Engineering 
at the University of Colorado, and are the sole responsibility of the 
authors. 

Prof. G. J. Maier contributed the section on "Obsolescence and 
continuing education." The structure of the paragraph concerning 
"more money" follows closely an article in The Johns Hopkins 
Magazine.w 
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Feedback from the field 

Bradley Cozzens 
Assistant to 11w General Manager, 
Department of Water and Power, Los Angeles, Calif 

Professors Erdelyi and Barnes are indeed to be 
complimented for bringing to the front the problem of 
engineering education, not only in the field of power engi-
neering, but in electrical engineering in general. 

Although the authors list, in their opening paragraphs, 
three of the major problems, one appears fundamental. 
With almost four times the percentage of high school 
graduates entering college in 1965 as in 1924, the past de-
cade has shown a relatively insignificant increase in the 
number of college graduates entering the engineering pro-
fession. The authors list four major items as contributing 
to this lack of interest in the engineering field; I believe, 
however, that the major responsibility falls upon the 
high school counselors and high school teachers. All too 
frequently, a high school graduate of good engineering 
potential finds that he either has not taken the appro-
priate subjects or has received such poor grades in math-
ematics and science that he does not meet college en-
trance requirements. A few students will spend the extra 
time to make up these deficiencies, but the majority will 
enter some other field. 

In many cases, high school teachers themselves either 
have little knowledge of the applications of mathematics 
and science to the engineering profession, or they are 
purely indifferent with respect to the pupils' interests in 

these fields. It is in this area that I believe great added 
effort is needed. It was to this end that the Engineers' 
Week Committee of Los Angeles last year awarded ap-
proximately 80 certificates, upon recommendation of 
high school principals, to those teachers in the mathe-

matics and science fields who had contributed the 
most in promoting student interest and study habits to 
equip students for college entrance in engineering. There 
is little reason why twice as many students should not be 
entering the engineering field, since knowledge gained 
from this type of study has application in many areas, 
with appropriate remuneration. 

The engineering curriculum 

I believe that the authors and I are in general concur-
rence with respect to curriculum. Although there is no 
doubt that today's engineer with either a four- or live-
year degree has a much greater knowledge than the grad-
uate of 20 years ago, with the vast amount of new ma-
terial developed during these two decades it is doubtful 
that any four-year course can equip him with the same 
proportion of applicable knowledge that the engineer of 
20 years ago had to acquire. 

This all points to the need for five years of training in 
advance of full engineering employment. With many, 
the financial strain would preclude such extended study; 
therefore, the use of advanced study in local institutions, 
either at night or under part-time arrangements, as cov-
ered by the authors, is a necessity, and presents a very 
acceptable solution. 

Special studies for direct application to the power field 
must be developed by somewhat formal class work in the 
larger utility systems, but can be performed much more 
economically under advanced studies if local universi-
ties are available close to the utility system. It is the loss 
of professors with power engineering knowledge, either 
by attrition or the lack of new persons entering the field, 
that I believe is the most serious problem in connection 
with our engineering training today. Without such 

trained professional talent, advanced or special studies in 
the power field cannot be programmed at the university 
level. As the authors have stated, the majority of the uni-
versities are in no position to teach advanced or special 
classes of direct application to power utility problems. 

Employing students at utilities 

The suggestion of using students in summer research 
projects who have completed the third year of college, 
would, I believe, produce little for either the utility or for 
the engineer. First, the time available is not sufficient to 

develop any definitive results with respect to most prob-
lems; and, second, the student at this level frequently is 
not in a position to contribute materially to research. The 
employment of such students on a temporary basis in 
utilities, with moderate remuneration, probably will pro-
duce the greatest stimulation of interest and acquaintance 
with utility problems at the least cost to the utility and the 
greatest benefit to the student. The employment of pro-
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fessors during such periods likewise will assist in ori-
enting them to the current advances in the utility art, and 
their background should contribute materially to the 

solution of utility problems. 
Although I doubt that a greater interest on the part of 

utilities in engineering education and universities would 
have created the group of engineers and scientists to de-
velop the necessary hardware for high-voltage, dc trans-

mission in the United States, rather than in Sweden, I 
must concur in the authors' thinking that the utilities' 
management has been subject to the cyclic trend of growth, 
particularly in the field of high-voltage, large-unit re-

quirements. 
A large high-voltage laboratory on the West Coast was 

disbanded in the late '40s because most of the utilities felt 
that the state of the high-voltage art was sufficient to meet 
their future needs. Since the early '60s, however, with a 

continuing growth and requirements for higher voltage, 

studies in the United States and Europe have taken on a 
relatively crash-type program of research in order to de-
velop 500-kV and 750-kV equipment. 
With greater foresight, these high-voltage systems 

could have been developed during the decade of the1950s, 
thus retaining most of the university high-voltage labora-

tories for continuing use. 
The authors mentioned that universities in general are 

not in a position to take on the research necessary to 
solve day-to-day operating problems. Mention is made 
of the properties of, and need for, synthetic dielectrics. 

The major problem of developing a high-voltage under-

ground cable, with low dielectric loss and reduced charg-
ing current, has been allocated by the Electric Research 
Council to a contract with a manufacturing agency 
rather than a university. Again, this is primarily because 

of the time requirement for the solution of this problem. 
Most of the problems facing the utility today require 

answers on such a time schedule that it is doubtful that 
the universities, without a special full-time research pro-
gram in these specific fields, could fit the activities into 
their schedules in time to meet the utility's requirements. 
Some of the universities do have technical institutes where 
such research is a continuing activity throughout the year, 
and the augmenting of universities in this manner might 

be a partial solution to the problem. 
I must disagree with the authors, however, in their 

statement that a few schools should be selected for the 
teaching of power. Similarly, I would disagree that other 
items, such as a special computer language, might be de-
veloped for the power field. Those who are continually 
using computer programs and exchanging them with var-
ious other industries, indicate that the use of a more uni-
versal language, such as Fortran or Computer Language 
I, applicable to everything from stress analysis of steam 
piping to nuclear power generation problems, is much 
more valuable than attempting to develop a separate 

language for the power field. 

Although this is a day of specialization, I believe that, 
with the vast amount of new knowledge continually be-
coming available, it would be particularly unfair to the 
engineering student to direct his training in the first four 
years of college extensively into the power field. Such 
training should be more general, looking toward the ab-
sorption of as much knowledge and source data as can be 
acquired. Specialization probably should be moved into 
the fifth year, or into graduate work. 

This lends itself to the continuation of research as part 
of the graduate program, and as part of the "continuing 
education of engineers," including refresher or updating 
courses as referred to by the authors. Utilities very 
definitely could and should become interested in such pro-
grams. They could participate with both personnel and 
financial assistance. 

A question of money 

Regarding the suggested methods of securing funds, I 

cannot concur with an assessment from utility income. 
Electric utilities are based on a relatively long life, with 
facilities ranging from 20 to 40, or even 50, years. Thus, 
the annual income is a relatively small portion of the 
capital investment. For example, the most recent statis-
tics published by Elecirical World in their issue of Feb-
ruary 20, indicate that privately owned utilities carried an 
investment of $75.9 billion; the income from electric 
revenue was listed as $ 13.77 billion. Most industries out-
side of the utilities will show an annual income approach-
ing, or even amounting to several times, the capital 

investment in the facility. 
Furthermore, private agencies paid over $3 billion in 

taxes, whereas public agencies contributed to local taxes, 
or to city funds, amounts probably equal to, or even in 
excess of, this proportion of their income. The economic 
stature of a nation, and of a community, is largely related 
to the cost of energy supplied, and it is for this reason 

that I am definitely opposed to any further burdening of 
the costs associated with supply of electric energy. 
The Federal Government, in allocating utility as well as 

other tax funds, is spending well over $3 billion in re-
search, of which, for the year 1965, over $ 1.66 billion 
was allocated to studies in colleges and special research 
centers. Since these allocations were largely associated 
with space or military programs, the Federal Government 
is in direct competition with the utilities for engineers, 
using tax dollars and the available staff personnel on 

these research projects. 
Current legislation is being considered to allocate some 

funds, basically related to health and beautification, to 
electric power and transmission research projects. If the 
need, as indicated by the authors, is of the order of $2 
million—and particularly if this is limited to the graduate 

study and research program—it would seem appropriate 
that a portion of the $ 1.66 billion of federal funds should 
be diverted to provide for this need. 
The utilities must participate, however, on a local 

basis, in directing or guiding research programs in their 
specific areas, and in fostering the continuing education 

or retraining of their personnel. This can be done by as-
sisting the colleges in providing advanced study, either 
with or without credit for advanced degrees, to expand 
the knowledge of younger technical personnel in their 

organizations who, because of the current generalized 
curricula need specialized knowledge of high-voltage 
phenomena, system characteristics, and nuclear power 
theory, as well as the application of solid-state physics 

knowledge to utility systems. 
With but slight modification, I believe that we can 

concur in the general desires of Erdelyi and Barnes to 
immediately institute advanced training, in the field of 

power engineering, at college levels, so that we may at 
least develop the necessary faculty to satisfy our edu-

cational needs. 
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Manager, Engineering Manpower, 

American Electric Power Serrice Corporation, 
New York, N.Y. 

The article by Erdelyi and Barnes primarily suggests a 
method of supporting campus research in electric power 
systems engineering. This thesis appears to be the same 
as one described in their article, " Invest in the Future 
of Young Electric Utility Engineers." , 

Essentially the same idea was discussed at the 1965 
IEEE Summer Power Meeting in Detroit, Mich. At that 
time, Professor Erdelyi gave the impression that the best 
way, and perhaps the only way, to achieve an adequate 
supply of properly educated engineers for electric utili-
ties was for the power companies to support research on 
engineering campuses. In discussing this thesis, this 
writer contended that, although research is an important 
criterion in the solution of this problem, there are many 
other methods that the power industry should also use to 
change the situation. These several areas have been de-
scribed in papers by this writer to which, unfortunately, 
the authors have not made reference. 2 " It is the specific 
approach to research on the campus proposed by the 
authors with which I disagree. 
However, before discussing that point and several 

other statements in the paper, let us first establish the 
areas in which substantial agreement exists. I agree with 
the following: 

I. Specialized training for engineers who wish to work 
in the power field is currently available at very few schools. 
(However, the number of schools showing interest is 
increasing at a surprisingly satisfactory rate compared 
with the attitude that existed at the beginning of this 
decade; see Table I.) 

2. The number of younger professors teaching power 
courses is relatively small; and, if the supply is not re-
plenished, it could seriously affect the future. ( However, 
there are now significant signs of growing interest among 
younger men to teach power. They need encouragement.) 

3. High school students know very little about engi-
neering as a vocation. (However, as chairman of the 
ECPD Guidance Committee, I can assure the readers that 
much effort to disseminate information and to improve 
engineering guidance methods has been instituted. The 
NSPE, ASEE, JETS, technical societies, and many other 

I. Partial list of schools with 
stipulated programs in power system engineering 

Schools Type of Program 

1. University of 
Akron 

2. Clarkson College 
of Technology 

3. University of 
Florida 

4. Illinois Institute 
of Technology 

5. Iowa State 
University 

6. University of 
Maine 

7. Newark College of 
Engineering 

8. Northeastern 
University 

9. Ohio State 
University 

Master's degree program 

Professorship for undergraduate 
program and future master's 

degree program supported by 
Niagara Mohawk Power Company 

B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. programs 

and research supported by Florida 
investor-owned electric utilities 

Professorship for graduate pro-
gram in power systems, supported 
by five companies 

Undergraduate courses in power 
and graduate programs in utilities 

engineering and electric power, 
including research supported by 
affiliates 

Postgraduate program, with local 
utility support 

Master's degree program 

Five-year B.S., six-year M.S. 
program, supported by 23 utilities 
and two manufacturers 

Ten graduate fellowships, sup-
ported by seven Ohio utilities 

10. University of Professorship supported by 

Oklahoma Oklahoma Gas and Electric Com-
pany 

11. Purdue University Purdue Energy Research and 
Education Center, with graduate 

program in power, and support by 
electric utilities 

12. Rensselaer Professorship and fellowships, 
Polytechnic supported by electric utilities and 
Institute other companies 

13. Texas A&M Research and graduate program 
University supported by Texas electric util-

ities 

14. Tulane Electric power laboratory, with 
University local electric utility encourage-

ment 

15. Virginia Electric energy research program 

Polytechnic for master and doctoral candi-
Institute dates, supported by Appalachian 

Power, Kentucky Power, Potomac 

Edison, Electric Power, and Vepco 

16. University of Professorship in power, including 
Wisconsin research and graduate program, 

supported by Wisconsin Electric 
Utilities 

groups are combining their efforts toward a unified ap-
proach.) 

4. Engineering programs are difficult, and are not as 
popular among students as are other subjects they might 
study. (However, other professions have similar prob-
lems, because, as the authors write, there are other ways 
to make a living that require a less continuous drive and 
urge to learn the difficult subjects.) 

5. There is a continuing demand to increase the depth 
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and breadth of electrical engineering curricula, which has 
the tendency to reduce engineering content. The elimi-
nated courses are those that do not appear to some edu-
cators to be as important as mathematics, science, and the 
engineering sciences. (However, the "Goals of Engineer-
ing Education Study" seems to reveal a growing dissat-
isfaction with the expansion of conceptual courses of 
study at the expense of the more pragmatic disciplines.) 

6. Educational programs for power systems engineers 
should be concentrated in a few schools (15 to 20). (This 
base seems to be evolving already; see Table L) 

7. The three-part program described by the authors 
(say, two good undergraduate courses to inspire the bet-
ter students toward power, graduate programs to teach 
advanced power courses in depth, and a variety of con-
tinuing education programs to keep practicing power 

engineers in tune with evolving engineering and scientific 
knowledge and methods) is a must to maintain. (Jack 
Young, of the Edison Electric Institute, reported on such 
programs and they appear to be very extensive. 4) 

8. The end of the junior year is the most appropriate 
time for engineering students to be given challenging 
assignments (no other kind should be considered) so as to 
motivate them toward in-depth study of power systems 
engineering and careers in this important field. (However, 
cooperative programs, such as the one at Northeastern 
University, which have been especially developed for the 
power industry and which maintain a high order of chal-
lenge at school and in industry assignments, are even 
better ways to attract good students, and to motivate them 
earlier toward the power field. 6, 6) 

9. It is a must for students and professors to be exposed 
to interesting, educational, and challenging assignments 
in industry if they are to be influenced toward the power 
field. I agree that it is regrettable and, for that matter, 
foolish, to misutilize good students as described by the 
authors. (However, it is equally regrettable that those 
professors who do recommend their students to such sum-
mer experiences are not more selective among power 
companies. Such results as described would not occur at 
the American Electric Power Service Corporation nor at 

other enlightened companies.) 
10. A graduate program is needed to prepare pro-

fessors to teach subjects related to the power industry. 
(However, such programs should be carefully planned 
with the industry's help. It should insure that the men 
interested in teaching also get extensive experience in the 
industry, preferably before they enter their Ph.D. program 

of study, or at least before they start their thesis. Ameri-
can Electric Power has been helping in this kind of ap-
proach for several years.) 
There are other minor points of agreement; but let us 

turn now to the debate. 

Educational needs of the Industry 

It is well, first, to preface the points of disagreement 
with the statement that power engineering education is 
needed not only by engineers for electric utilities, but for 
the whole of the greater power industry, including energy 
producers, power apparatus manufacturers, large users of 
electric energy, consulting firms, and numerous small 
companies using electric energy. It is not proper to single 
out the electric utilities as the only industry in which 
power engineers are needed, yet educators generally, in 
the past (and some even today), seem to unburden their 

feelings on electric utilities alone. Their reference to num-
bers of engineers needed for power almost always seem to 
include only the energy producers. However, the demand 
for power engineers is much greater than any survey of 
the electric utilities alone would reveal. 
I question the reliability of the ASEE committee's sur-

vey mentioned in the article. This survey has been chal-

lenged by several members of the IEEE Power Engi-
neering Education Committee. I personally believe it to 
be a poorly conducted, and very biased, survey. I know 
it was not conducted on a random basis. I also have 
reason to believe that the companies surveyed are mostly 
small ones, the type that are not known for their pro-
gressiveness, innovations, or outstanding technical 
achievements. To quote figures from such a survey is 
harmful to the power image and the cause of power engi-
neering education. The survey also gives an unreliable 

indication of the needs. 
I am further disturbed to hear educators talk so often 

about the public utility industry as though it were a homo-
geneous mass, devoid of such progressive companies as 
AEP and others. These companies do not fit such state-

ments as: 
1. "Talented graduates available to utilities are 

already in short supply . ." (This year, for the first 
time in four years, AEP did not obtain its quota of 
electrical engineers; however, it could have if it had been 
less selective. Necertheless, of 19 electrical engineers 
needed, we were fortunate to hire one Ph.D., seven M.S., 

and five B.S. degree graduates.) 
2. "Seldom will utilities allow a man on the job the 

time to learn the new techniques in mathematics. .." (AEP 
has an educational assistance program, as do other com-
panies, for all employees. The students take all kinds of 
courses, including advanced mathematics and subjects in 
modern engineering concepts. For instance, two engi-
neers completed their evening school master's degree pro-
gram this year in operations research; others received 
masters' degrees in a variety of other areas. AEP sends 
people to masters' programs in nuclear engineering. One 
engineer is at M.I.T. studying for his Ph.D. degree.) 

3. ".. . [the utilities] would have to send their people 
out of town to get advanced training, and also would have 
to provide a level of support that has, up to now, not been 
available." (AEP has provided a good amount of edu-
cational support, and has been experimenting with var-
ious approaches to improve the power image, and to 
attract engineers to this important career field.) 

4. "A suggestion is often made that each electric 
utility company should single out and support a univer-
sity by producing funds for special professorships. This, 
the authors believe, is not workable, however attractive 
it may seem." (If the authors believe this idea to be un-
workable, then they must have closed their minds to 
truth. It has worked at I.I.T., and is working even better 
at R.P.I. As a matter of fact, other schools using such ap-
proaches include Clarkson, Drexel, and Oklahoma, with 
several others being discussed. The program does work, 
and it is one of several ways in which the problem under 
discussion is being resolved. This approach is no longer in 
the realm of theory; it is being practiced and it is being ex-
tended. How well it will work depends on many related 

factors.) 
5. "In the cold light of figures, . . . it is quite clear 

that the privately owned electric utilities can obtain the 
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highly qualified manpower they need if they are willing to 
subsidize the necessary program." (Again, some utilities 
are doing quite a bit, and others are doing very little. In 
any event, the funding and other efforts should come 
from the greater power industry, not from just a portion 
of it, the electric utilities.) 

6. ". . . the utilities must do more than they are doing." 
Granted, they should, but this statement might be more 
palatable if the word "some" were used. It also needs to 
recognize the fact expressed in statement 5 concerning the 
greater power industry. 

The matter of money 

Now let us briefly discuss the main issue--the pro-
fessors' plan to fund campus research from a common 
Electric Research Council fund. 

Proposals to increase the level of financing for research 
in power engineering and related areas need constant en-
couragement. The extent of this research, and the type of 
research that can be properly placed on engineering cam-
puses, requires considerable thought and experienced 
judgment. 

It is the philosophy of a centralized research program, 
carried out on behalf of the whole power industry, that 
contains basic weaknesses. Company objectives are dif-
ferent; people within companies, and their ideas, differ. 
What one company would judge to be a sound and vital 
research project another might disdain. It appears likely 
that a common research program might dissipate funds 
for mediocre pet projects rather than for the positive 
breakthroughs to needed knowledge and innovation. 

Recently the Edison Electric Institute has had under 
discussion a Joint Research Council, through which in-
vestor-owned companies and government power agen-
cies could jointly finance certain research projects that 
are deemed appropriate. This proposal has been the sub-
ject of intensive consideration and discussion by AEP 
engineers and top management personnel. The con-
sensus resulting from the foregoing was: ( 1) it would be a 
mistake to increase expenditure for the EEL general re-
search program; (2) it would be a mistake to increase the 
present level of financing for the EEL general research 
program; and (3) there is a need to try to get the industry 
to re-examine the research course upon which it has em-
barked. The same reaction would seem to pertain to the 
professors' "common fund" proposal. 
On the AEP System, we have been, and continue to 

be, engaged in many vitally important (to us, and we be-
lieve to some of the industry as well) research projects. In 
several instances we were able to enlist the active co-
operation of neighboring companies and of forward-
looking manufacturing organizations. This regional ap-
proach to the solution of vital and significant problems 
can be accomplished in a more optimum manner, and 
thus conserve time, money, and manpower. Since it is 
a proved technique, we continue to believe it to be a good 
one. 
The idea of a common, continuously replenishable 

bucket of research money, into which one might dip, by 
whatever means established, is not in keeping with sound 
private enterprise concepts. Some government agencies 
have used it and there has been much discussion as to its 
effectiveness. Some abuses and ill effects have been noted; 
and lack of control is only one consideration. AEP would 
not support the concept as stated. 
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The analysis of the problem of education for power 
systems engineers by Erdelyi and Barnes is thorough, 
comprehensive, and, I believe, highly accurate. My own 
assessment of the situation would be much the same. 
However, I do not agree completely with their proposals 
to meet the situation. 
They have shown that engineering for power systems is 

important, complex, and challenging; but that the num-
ber of engineers needed is not great enough that all 160 
engineering schools should attempt to provide the special 
training needed for the power systems area. In the long 
run, I think this premise must be accepted. However, the 
authors have offered no effective method by which those 
institutions to specialize in power are to be selected, and 
herein lies a tremendous difficulty when applied to under-
graduate education. Electric utilities are famous for re-
cruiting their engineering staffs from nearby educational 
institutions, particularly those within their service areas; 
and they have close bonds with these institutions through 
alumni relations, even if they are no longer successful in 
recruiting the number and kind of engineers they need 
from the graduating senior class. Some utilities have 
quite consciously been meeting their recruiting needs by 
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hiring, on the rebound, engineers who initially seek em-
ployment outside the company service area and are later 
drawn back by family or regional ties, or by climate or 
recreational advantages. Thus the ties to nearby insti-

tutions remain strong, and ties to remote institutions 
are weak or nonexistent. When "the small number of 
institutions" is being selected, there is no possibility of 
agreement on any group of colleges that does not include 
the favored local institution. Therefore, I believe the idea 
must be accepted that the bachelor-degree graduate will 
still be recruited from the local institution, regardless of 
any other plan. This leads to the conclusion that bache-

lor-degree graduates will not have any degree of spe-
cialized training, unless all 160 institutions specialize ade-
quately in power, an uneconomic and impractical alter-

native. 
In the long run, I do not believe that this inevitable re-

sult is undesirable. Under today's conditions, the courses 
that formerly provided "specialization" in power, as 
viewed by most present-day faculties, have been re-
placed by courses that provide "fundamental training in 
modern technology," which means courses that prepare 
for work in electronics, communication, control, data 
processing, space navigation, and perhaps even acoustics, 

optics, or biomedical electronics. But the needs of power 
systems have grown in all these fields, except perhaps 
biomedical electronics, and even this may soon find ap-
plication in the engineering of man into his environment. 

Therefore, any program that replaces any substantial part 
of the new material in order to specialize again in power 
may be shortsighted and detrimental. 

Knowing the fundamentals 

The authors find that today's engineer is "well trained." 
I believe this is true because he understands much of the 
new material that his boss knows about only vaguely. 
However, the danger is that he will not understand the 
fundamentals of power that the boss already knows, and 
that he must understand if he is to replace his boss in 
due time. Therefore, either the power companies must 
provide basic education in the business, far beyond what 
was needed years ago, or the specialized needs must be 

provided by further specialized education. I believe the 
answer lies in some of both. Those subjects that are com-
mon to all power systems, including polyphase circuits in 
balanced and unbalanced states (symmetrical components, 
for example), energy conversion processes, transients, 

surges, traveling waves, stability, principles of protection, 
economics of selection and operation, control systems, 
and process computers, as well as other subjects, can be 
handled more broadly and efficiently by a college spe-
cializing in these areas than they can be on the job. On the 
other hand, the application of these principles to the 
unique problems of an individual company, including de-
sign, reliability, preventive maintenance, and effective 
operation, can be learned effectively only on the job. For 
further education in the more academic portion, it only 
makes sense to attend an institution that specializes in 
these subjects, that is adequately staffed, and that is ac-
tually supported by the beneficiaries of the specialized 
service. Thus, the "small number of specialized institu-

tions" is appropriate, and I believe workable, in the 
graduate area when it will not be in the undergraduate 
area. Institutions offering a high-grade graduate program 
can provide some "back-feed" to strengthen the under-

graduate program in preparation for graduate work; but 
any attempt to provide strong specialization in the under-
graduate area in a sense defeats the broad purpose. 

Graduate training 
Obviously, if students from many companies attend a 

small number of graduate schools, much more extensive 
cooperative programs, or fellowship programs, must be 
provided than have been available in the past. However, 
the facts of life are that a large fraction of the best students 
are now looking toward graduate training, and are not in 
the job market at the bachelor's level unless the job pro-
vides attractive opportunities for graduate study. So if 
the power industry is to recruit its share of the more able 
students, it must be prepared to offer opportunities for 
graduate training. In my opinion, the suggestion 
by the authors that 50 men a year should be trained 
at the master's degree level is far too small to be 
realistic and effective. The number should be three or 
four times as large, and most of them should be spon-
sored by their present or future employers. Until such a 
principle, or its equivalent, is established and accepted 
in today's market, the power industry will not even be 
able to talk to the kind of men it needs for its future. It is 
my belief that some engineers should be recruited for 
immediate graduate study; and others, recruited at the 

bachelor's level, should have the option of a year or more 
of graduate study, at company expense, after demon-
strated good performance for a year or more. Such con-
cepts may appear visionary to old-timers, but in my judg-

ment they are utterly realistic under the needs of the 
present. 
I have talked with several utilities about recruiting 

doctoral graduates, and have found them universally 
hesitant. "What will he do for us?" is the universal 
question. I think this concern is unwarranted. Every com-
pany has its tough problems, and is trying to find the solu-
tion with the best talent available. If a doctoral graduate 
is interested, and is recruited to work on the problems 
that exist today, he should be able, in a reasonable time, 
to provide a more penetrating analysis of the fundamental 
issues, and to suggest more perceptive attacks on these 
problems than a man without such broad and deep train-
ing. Part of his value should lie in his ability to identify 
the problems more clearly. After that, he can be depended 
upon to create his own job in solving them. In looking to-
ward the possible use of doctoral graduates, they should 
not be treated as a breed apart, for whom special jobs 
should be established, but as ordinary engineers with 
greater potential for getting quickly to the heart of ob-
scure problems. With the problems already on the horizon 

arising from the proliferation of nuclear generation, the 
pressure for underground transmission, the use of dc 
transmission with mercury or solid-state valves, the sta-
bility of regional interties, switching surges, possible new 

energy sources, air pollution, contamination, and many 
more, the immediate need is for a better understanding of 
what the critical factors in these problems really are 
rather than to dream up a new kind of problem for a Ph.D. 
The power companies are beginning to feel crucial 

manpower shortages for the first time. The situation is 
not likely to improve materially until the problems raised 
by this article are adequately dealt with. The authors are 
to be congratulated for setting forth the problems so 

sharply. 
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4 

Today's need for 

balanced urban 

transit systems 

Contrary to popular opinion; it is a grace 
mistake for large cities to rely completely 
on freeways to solve all their traffic prob-
lems. Efficient transportation of people in 
metropolitan areas is best accomplished by 
a balanced system in which automobiles 
and buses supplement high-speed interurban 
and intmurban rail transit 

Edward L. Michaels University of Houston 

Cities must have freeway systems in order to facilitate 
the movement of traffic. After a city reaches a certain 

size, however, it soon becomes apparent that freeways 
alone cannot solve the transportation problem. The 

only solution to this problem is to provide a system 

of balanced transit. Thus every large city that has 
expanded very rapidly—Los Angeles, Houston, 
Atlanta, and many others—should be planning or 
building a balanced transit system, with railroad 
rapid transit (including suburban railroad service) 
as the core, augmented by freeways for buses and 
private automobiles. 

Almost everyone is familiar with the various forms of 

transit used in cities to move large numbers of people. 
The automobile is the most familiar and desired form of 
transportation because of its comfort, convenience, and 
privacy. The bus provides the next most familiar form of 
city transportation. Some cities in the United States, in-
cluding New York, Chicago, Boston. Philadelphia, and 
Cleveland, have rail rapid transit systems on separated 

rights of way such as the subway and elevated line. 
Modern, high-speed rail rapid transit is the most effi-

cient and economical method known for moving large 
numbers of people quickly and comfortably. It should, 
therefore, form the core of the transit system into which 
automobiles and buses can be used to funnel riders ef-
fectively from outlying sections. Properly designed, such 
a balanced transit system will relieve traffic congestion on 

freeways and thus make them more usable for those who 
must or prefer to drive their own cars. This relief of traffic 
congestion is just one of many ways in which a truly effi-
cient balanced public transportation system benefits 
everyone—the user and nonuser alike. A reduction in 
automobile traffic will, in turn, result in a reduction in air 
pollution. 
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2 

One rapid transit track is 
equivalent to 17.5 lanes of 
freeway 
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Number of freeway lanes 
(each carrying 2250 passengers per hour) 

FIGURE 1. Graph showing the equivalent ratio of rapid tran-
sit tracks to freeway lanes. 

FIGURE 2. Logarithmic scale plot of number of passengers 
that can be carried per hour on various modes of transit. 
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A comparison between the passenger-carrying capacity 
of rapid transit tracks and freeway lanes is illustrated 
graphically in Fig. 1. It shows that one rapid transit track 
can move as many seated passengers as 17.5 lanes of free-
way traffic. This is based on the assumption that the 
average loading per automobile is 1.5 persons, and that 
the time interval between successive automobiles is 2.5 
seconds on each lane. On this basis, each freeway lane is 
capable of moving 2250 people per hour. The figure of 
40 000 seated passengers per hour per rapid transit track 

is based on the assumptions that each rapid transit car 
seats 100 persons, each train contains ten cars, and the 
time interval between successive trains is 1.5 minutes. 
To compare the passenger-carrying capacities of buses 

with those of freeways and rapid transit lines, Fig. 2 plots 
on logarithmic scales the number of seated passengers per 
hour per single lane or track against the number of seated 
passengers per single unit (such as one automobile, one 

bus, or one rapid transit train) for various time intervals 
between successive units. Point A represents the maximum 
capacity of 2250 seated passengers per hour for one lane 
of freeway, and point B represents the maximum capacity 
of one lane of buses. The figure of 5000 seated passengers 
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per hour per bus lane is based on 50 seated passengers 
per bus and a time interval of 36 seconds between suc-

cessive buses. It is interesting to note that, if the time in-
terval between buses is increased to 1 minute and 20 sec-
onds, the passenger-carrying capacity of buses drops to 
2250 per hour at point B', the same as the maximum for 
automobiles at point A. The capacity of streetcars is ap-
proximately the same as that for buses because they are 
both of comparable size and operate in city traffic. 
The passenger-carrying capacity of rail rapid transit 

is indicated by point C in Fig. 2. As already explained, a 
rail transit line, using a ten-car train that seats 1000 
people every 1.5 minutes, will move 40 000 passengers per 
hour per track. Automatic computer control makes the 
operation of high-speed trains, spaced 90 seconds apart, 
entirely feasible, safe, and reliable. Point C' shows that 

one rapid transit track can move as many people per 
hour as one freeway lane of automobiles, if the spacing 
between trains is as much as 27 minutes. To move the 
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FIGURE 3. Graphic plot showing comparison of single-lane 
freeway passenger capacity with a high-speed transit train. 

FIGURE 4. Effect of station standing time on schedule 
speed for three different station spacings assuming the 
use of high-speed equipment. 
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maximum number that buses can transport (5000 per 

hour), one rapid transit train would be required every 12 
minutes, as indicated by point C". 

In Figs. 1 and 2, only the passenger-carrying capacity 
of various forms of transit is compared; nothing is said 

about speed. The speed of various forms of transit is com-
pared in Fig. 3, which is a plot of passenger capacity 

versus schedule speed. Since freeway speed varies greatly 
with traffic conditions, the speed of 24 mi/h (38.4 km/h) 
is chosen on the basis of rush-hour traffic. It is less than 
the 30-mi/h speed chosen for the private automobile in 

rush-hour traffic because of time taken to load and un-

load passengers at bus stops on and off the freeway. 
A schedule average speed of 56 mi/h (90 km/h) is shown 

in Fig. 3 for rapid transit trains. It was calculated on the 
basis of the following arbitrary, but reasonable, assump-

tions: 
1. Modern, high-speed transit trains, capable of oper-

ating at 80 mi/h (128 km/h), are used. 
2. These trains can accelerate and brake at the rate 

of 3 mi/h/s (4.8 km/h/s). 
3. Station stops are spaced 3 miles (4.8 km) apart. 
4. Standing time at each station, for loading and un-

loading passengers, is 15 seconds (see Fig. 4). 
Thus it is clear that rail rapid transit is capable by far of 

moving many more people much faster than any other 
proved form of transit. It is therefore logical that a rail 
rapid transit should form the core of any balanced transit 

system. Automobiles, buses, and streetcars should be 
used as feeder lines to feed or channel riders into the rapid 
transit system. In this way each form of transit is used for 

what it can do best. 
Outlying rapid transit stations should provide ample 

parking for those riders who wish to drive their own cars 
to the "park-and-ride" station. Bus lanes should be con-
veniently located at these stations for those who prefer to 
take the bus to the rapid transit station. Special "kiss-
and-ride" lanes should be provided for those who are 
driven to the station by their wives. Such stations are 
already in use to a limited extent in several North 
American and European cities. 

Monorail systems 

A few words should be said about monorail as a pos-
sible form of transit. Except in very unusual circum-

stances, monorail in any form is not at all suitable as a 
part of a rapid transit system since it has many disad-
vantages. Its only advantage is that it can be used to haul 
freight or passengers in areas where grading costs are 
prohibitive (such as narrow mountain gorges) and where 
speed and operating efficiency are not important. 

Monorail may be one of two types: suspended or sup-
ported. The suspended type employs an overhead beam or 
rail from which the cars are suspended or hung. The sup-
ported type employs a rail or beam way, located below the 
cars. In the latter case, some form of guide rails or guid-
ance by the supporting beam itself must be used for bal-
ance. Some of the many disadvantages of monorail are 

1. The switching problem cannot be solved as simply 
as that of a conventional railroad switch because a mono-
rail switch inherently requires a considerable space, uses 
a large amount of power, and takes a long time to operate. 

2. The supporting structure must be used everywhere, 
even underground, and where conventional rail lines 

could operate better on the surface of the ground. 
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In New York City: 
Based on walking to the 
station 30 000 people in 
a 1-mi2 (2.56-km2) area can 
support a rapid transit station 

30 000 people 
per mi2-\ 

Rapid 
transit 
line 

In Los Angeles: 
Based on driving to the 
station 30 000 people in 
a 20-mi2 (51.2-km2) area can 
support a rapid transit station 

1500 people 
per mi2 

3. For the suspended type, the car walls must be heavier 
and stronger than those of conventional railcars because 
they must support the entire passenger load, not just the 
roof. 

4. The supporting structure of a suspended monorail 
must be higher and heavier, and must nave larger founda-
tions than the conventional elevated-type structure. 

5. With the suspended type, the speed is severely 
limited by an inherent side-sway characteristic as, for ex-
ample, the Wuppertal line in Germany, which cannot 
exceed 22 mi/h (35 km/h) for this very reason. 

6. For the supported type, the guide rails necessary for 
proper balancing cause a bumpy ride, and this also limits 
speed. 

7. Any type of monorail is completely incompatible 
with conventional railroads, thus making cooperation in 
times of emergency impossible. 

The population density myth 

Most existing rapid transit rail lines were built before 
the age of the automobile in areas of high population 
density where a sufficient number of riders could walk to 
the stations to support the lines. Thus, in those days, 
it was thought necessary to have a high population density 
in order to make a rail rapid transit line feasible. 
Today, however, the picture is entirely different be-

cause we live in the age of the automobile; we can ride 
to the nearest rapid transit station by bus or automobile. 
Consequently, each station can support a larger area with 
a low population density. Station spacing can be in-
creased, thereby extending and speeding up rapid transit 
service. Therefore, a high population density is no longer 
needed to support a rapid transit station. 
Shown diagrammatically in Fig. 5 is an area served by 

a rapid transit line where the population density is (A) 
high, as in New York City; and (B) low, as in Los Angeles 
—or any other city that expanded greatly during the 
automobile age. Many people erroneously believe that 
rail rapid transit lines can be justified only in areas as 
depicted for New York City. The circle shown (A) rep-
resents an area of one square mile (2.56 km2). The radius 
of the circle is 0.56 mile (0.9 km), and it represents the 
maximum walking distance to the station. If the popula-

A 

Rapid 
transit 

rline 

FIGURE 5. Pictorial rep-
resentation disproving 
the "population density 
myth." A—High popula-
tion density. B—Low 
population density. 

tion in this area is taken to be 30 000 then the population 
density is 30 000 people per square mile ( 12 000 people 
per km2). 
The area enclosed by the other circle (B) represents a 

low population density. The total population enclosed 
by the circle is taken again as 30 000. Assuming the area 
to be 20 square miles (51.2 km2), the population density 
(B) is only 1500 persons per square mile (600 persons per 
km2). The radius of the circle is 2.5 miles (4 km), and it 
represents the maximum driving or riding distance to the 
station. Thus, thanks to the availability of both the auto-
mobile and bus, both high- and low-population-density 
areas can be served by high-speed rail rapid transit lines. 

The 'core' of balanced transit 

Most people are quite familiar with what the auto-
mobile and bus can do well, but few realize what the high-
speed rail rapid transit train can do best simply because 

there are limited existing examples of the efficient per-
formance of rail rapid transit. There are several important 
features of modern rail rapid transit, which is sometimes 
referred to as the "core" of balanced transit. 

First, a separated right of way, without any obstruc-
tions or hindrances, is necessary for truly efficient opera-
tion of a rapid transit line. This right of way may exist 
in one or more of several different forms: trains can 
operate underground, on the surface, on an elevated 
freeway-type structure, on an elevated earth embank-
ment, in an open cut, in the median strip of a freeway, or 
along an existing railroad right of way. 
A notable example of a rail rapid transit line situated 

in the median strip of a freeway can be found in Chicago. 
Overpasses that span the freeway provide access to rapid 
transit stations by means of pedestrian ramps, without 
interference to the freeway or tracks. In most cities, exist-
ing railroad rights of way radiate from the center in all 
directions, and they provide access directly to the center-
city area. To be suitable for rapid transit, these rights of 
way must be free of grade crossings. 

Further, high-speed transit equipment is essential for 
efficient service. High-speed equipment, now used experi-
mentally in Chicago, is capable of attaining a speed of 80 
mi/h (128 km/h). The performance of this equipment 
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FIGURE 6. Speed-time curves for a rail transit run. 
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FIGURE 7. Acceleration (A), velocity (B), and distance (C) 
curves for a 5-mile (8-km) run with high-speed equipment. 
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is compared in Fig. 6 with more conventional equipment 
operating at 50 mi/h (80 km/h). 

Acceleration, speed, and distance curves for a 5-mile 
(8-km) run with high-speed equipment are graphed in 
Fig. 7. The speed 171 in km per hour is very closely approxi-
mated by the equation 

-= 128 (1 —  "(1) (1) 

where /2 is the time in minutes during which power is 

applied. The speed V2 in km per hour during braking 
is given by 

V2 = V1 (1 — 2.25 (2) (2) 

where /2 is the time in minutes during which the brakes 
are applied. Differentiation of Eqs. ( I) and (2), respec-
tively, will give acceleration al in km per hour per second 

during application of power as 

= 2511 

and a2 in km per hour per second during braking as 

a, = —4.8 

(3) 

(4) 

Integration of (1) and (2) will give the distance traveled 
SI in km during application of power as 

4 
Si = 2.13 [ii — - 9 (1 _ 2. 2511 (5) 

and S2 in km during braking as 

S2 = Si ± 2.13 /2 — 2.4 12 2 (6) 

Adequate station spacing must be provided for to 
take advantage of high-speed equipment. Figure 7 com-
pares the schedule speed of conventional and high-speed 
equipment for various station spacings. All calculations 
are based on the assumption that the standing time at each 

station is 15 seconds for loading and unloading passen-
gers. This time is ample if enough doors are provided and if 
station platforms are at the same level as car floors. It is 
clear from Fig. 8 that there is no advantage in using high-
speed equipment unless stations are spaced sufficiently 
far apart. For a station spacing of 0.75 mile ( 1.2 km), 
the difference between the schedule speed for conventional 
and for high-speed equipment is very little. With a spac-
ing of 3 miles (4.8 km), the schedule speed is 42 mi/h 
(68 km/h) for conventional and 56 mi/h (90 km/h) for 
high-speed equipment. At a 5-mile (8-km) spacing, these 
speeds increase to 44 mi/h (70 km/h) for conventional and 
64 mi/h (104 km/h) for high-speed equipment. 

High-speed rapid transit trains clearly outperform the 
automobile and bus, as well as the conventional equip-
ment, as station spacing increases. Speeds higher than 80 
mi/h (128 km/h) can be used where station spacing is 
sufficient to warrant it. Naturally, modern, high-speed 
equipment should be designed for comfort, attractiveness, 
quietness, and adequate ventilation as required. "Skip-
stop" service may be used to speed up trains in areas 
where stations must be close together and where trackage 
is limited. 
The foregoing equations can be used to calculate the 

effect of station standing time on schedule speed for 
various station spacings. This was done for station spac-
ings of two, three, and five miles (3.2, 4.8, and 8 km), 
with the results shown in Fig. 4. It shows that a small in-
crease in station standing time has very little effect as 
schedule speed drops from 56 mi/h (90 km/h) to 55 mi/h 
if the station standing time is increased from 15 to 20 

seconds. 
Automatic computer control can provide fail-safe 

train operation with far greater reliability and safety than 
is possible with the human operator, or motorman. With 
a computer-controlled system the only need for an at-
tendant on the train is to monitor performance and to 
exert manual control in the event of an emergency. The 
same degree of automatic control employed in elevators 
can be applied to rapid transit trains. The operations of 
starting, stopping, and slowing down for curves can be 
programmed into the computer control system. 
A modern rapid transit system should be compatible 

with standard railroads. Rapid transit trains should be 
able to operate on standard railroad tracks, and standard 
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FIGURE 8. Graphic comparison of schedule speed versus 
station spacing for high-speed and conventional rail transit. 

railroad equipment should be able to use the rapid transit 
tracks. This would enable standard railroads and rapid 
transit lines to cooperate in emergencies, such as in the 
evacuation of large numbers of people because of floods, 
storms, and other catastrophes. 
More economical operation is possible for rail rapid 

transit than for automobiles or buses. Initial construction 
costs for a surface rapid transit line may be less than that 
for a freeway, because the latter requires much more 
space, especially at traffic interchanges. Experience in 
Chicago has shown that the installation of a rapid transit 
line in the median strip of a freeway adds only 5 percent 
to the original cost of the freeway itself. 

In discussing freeway and rapid transit costs, Leland 
Hazard was recently quoted in Metropolitan Magazine 
as saying to a Pittsburgh audience: "The comparison in 
costs (between freeways and rail rapid transit lines) is 

shocking. An eight-lane freeway [four lanes in each direc-
tion] has a person-trip capacity of 9000 [based on 2250 
persons per hour per lane] at a capital cost of $1670 per 
person. A subway or elevated express or local [train] has a 
person-trip capacity of 50 000 at a capital cost of $440 per 
person. Rapid transit does five times the work at one 
fourth the cost. What are we waiting for; or should we 
have our civic heads examined ?" 

Benefits of balanced transit 

Everyone benefits from a balanced transit system, 
whether he takes advantage of it or not. The most ob-
vious advantage of a balanced transit system is that it 
reduces traffic congestion. Freeways are left freer for those 
who must drive. Rail rapid transit, the core of a balanced 
system, it not affected by inclement weather. 
The parking problem is greatly alleviated by a reduc-

tion in automobile traffic. It is obvious that valuable ur-
ban space used for parking is not available for com-
mercial development. At present, the location of a new 
industrial plant or office building is often decided by 
the availability of parking space for the cars of the occu-
pants. 

A balanced transit system saves travel time for every-
one. Figures 3 and 7 both show that a high-speed rapid 
transit train, which stands for 15 seconds at stations 
spaced 3 miles (4.8 km) apart, will maintain a schedule 
speed of 56 mi/h (90 km/h). This speed is higher than that 
attainable by the private automobile on freeways, par-
ticularly during rush hours. Even when freeway traffic 
is flowing smoothly, it still takes time to get to and from 
the freeway and to find a parking space reasonably near 
one's destination. 
The rapid transit core of a balanced system will attract 

business where none existed before. This is pointed out 
in an observation in a recent issue of The Financial Post 
of Toronto: "Everybody gains when a busy city opens a 
new subway—subsidies to help build it are balanced 
rapidly and then absorbed by new property development 
which produces soaring assessments and thus higher tax 
revenues." When the central business section of a city is 
easier to reach, more business is attracted to the area. The 
same holds true for peripheral business sections, and thus 
prevents an increase in property taxes for landowners in 
outlying areas. 
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FIGURE 1. The IEEE Headquarters staff. 

"IEEE Headquarters" 

people, facilities, and functions 

Since the operations of the Institute suff reflect 
the whole range of IEEE activity, this review provides an 
important insight into the nature of our Society 

DonaldG.Fink General Manager, IEEE 

At the close of IEEE's fifth year, with the transitions 
and adjustments of the merger now largely behind us, it 
is timely to review the organization that mirrors the Insti-
tute as a whole—the Headquarters staff. "Headquarters" 
is a word of many meanings, which reflect the particular 
interests and involvements of individual members. Thus, 
to Section officers everywhere Headquarters is largely 
identified with Emily Sirjane, who faithfully responds to 
their many questions and requests. To IEEE Group 
people, the name of the Headquarters game is Dick Em-
berson. Authors, editors, and reviewers of IEEE papers 
tend to equate "New York" with Woody Gannett. Their 

departments serve a multitude of "members at a distance," 
most of whom do not have the opportunity to visit Head-

quarters. 

Equally vital tasks are performed largely within Head-
quarters by equally devoted people, and behind each of 
the staff leaders are many others who carry out the de-
tails of staff assignments. In all, as this is written, the 

IEEE Headquarters staff is comprised of 268 permanent 
members and, in addition, some 23 temporary employees 

(Fig. 1). 

Who runs the show? 
As preamble, it is well to correct a misconception that 

is widely held: that Headquarters "runs" the Institute. 
The word Headquarters, as often used, includes not onl. 
the staff, who do not "run" things, but also the IEEL 
officers, directors, committeemen, and other volunteer 
officials who do indeed run the show. The distinction k 
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vital to a proper understanding of the staff functions. The 
Institute is governed, its policies set, its future plans made, 
its progress and problems assessed, its recognition ex-
tended—not by staff people but by the more than 
25 000 elected and appointed officials of IEEE who serve 
on its 2000 boards, committees, and subcommittees (see 
adjacent box). 
The staff job is to understand, interpret, and implement 

the decisions and policies established by these officers and 
committee members. This does not mean that the influ-
ence of the staff on Institute policy is negligible. Bringing 
problems to the attention of the policy makers and day-
by-day interpretation by the staff of existing policies have 
a strong influence on the way that IEEE's affairs are 
conducted. 

Headquarters crganization 

The chart given in Fig. 2 shows the organization of the 
staff. Headquarters operations are guided by the IEEE 
Executive Committee, which consists of six IEEE officers 
and three other members of the Board of Directors. These 
men meet monthly to deal with policy matters affecting 
Institute operations in all its phases. They are the boss 
of the General Manager, who in turn is responsible for 
directing the Headquarters staff. 
The members of the Executive Committee direct IEEE 

affairs through assignments based on 15 principal stand-
ing boards and committees of the Institute. Each member 
serves as "Coordinator" for one or more of these com-
mittees (Fig. 3). The President serves as a "Coordinator-
at-Large" and is prepared to take a hand in any matter not 
otherwise assigned. 

IEEE's committees and subcommittees compr se— 

la Institute governnunt: Membeiships 
Boards and committees composed of 

Directors or ap-
pointed by them 387 

Subordinate committees and 
subcommittees of the above 402 

In locally organized units (estimated): 
Regional committees 22C 
Section, Subsection, and Council 

Executive Committees 040 
Subcommittees of the above SOC 
Group Chapter committees C 57C 
Student Branch committees ?00 

In the IEEE Groups: 
Group Administiative Committees 024 
Technical committees and subcommit-

tees of the Groups 2337 

In other organizations: 
Representatives to outside organiz-

ations 545 

I. IEEE Conferences: 
Conference committees and sub-
committees 5 384 

Total 31 909 

Note: Many IEEE members serve on several committees. It is 
estimated that at least 25 000 different people are involved in 
the IEEE committee work listed above. 
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staff organization chart. 

The General Manager's job, so far as responsibilities 

upward are concerned, is to maintain active contact with 
the Coordinators and, through them, to support the Ex-
ecutive Committee and the Board of Directors in all their 

work. The General Manager is also expected to be in 
touch, either personally or through his lieutenants, with 
everything that IEEE does, large and small, local and 

worldwide. 
Reporting to the General Manager are the six Staff 

Directors, arrayed across the center of the organization 

chart. The allocation of responsibilities among the Staff 
Directors is indicated by their respective titles: adminis-
tration, editorial, education, information, publishing, and 
technical services. These assignments are further defined 
by the activities listed under each Director. At the bottom 
of each column are listed the committees assigned to the 
respective Director. Each of these committees and boards 
has a Staff Secretary who prepares minutes, handles 

Director 
Publishing 
Services 
— 

(R. H. Flynn) 

—Info systems 
research 

—Indexes 
—Abstracting 
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—Liaison with 

—ES Library 
—EJC Info Svc 
—Eng Index 
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Abstracts 
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Committee 
—Committees: 

[ Pub Bd 
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Director 
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FR —  --. M. Embers  
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—Int'l Convention 
Sales 
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Audit 
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—Printing and paper 
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Pub Bd 
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—TAB 
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correspondence, and serves as the Headquarters point of 
contact. The Staff Director serves this function personally 
in a number of cases; otherwise the Staff Secretary reports 
directly to him. In all these functions the staff member's 
job is to help IEEE members achieve their objectives, 
while operating within the policies laid down by "the 

management," the Board of Directors and its sub-
ordinate units. 
Not drawn on the chart are dashed lines that would re-

veal (were it not for the fact that they would obscure 
everything else) the interrelations among the six staff 
departments. Thus Editorial Services and Publishing Ser-
vices together have the responsibility for publishing, on 

a common schedule, the technical and advertising pages of 
IEEE SPECTRUM and the PROCEEDINGS. The Group Ac-
tivities in Technical Services are closely associated with the 
Editorial and Publishing Departments in matters affect-
ing the Group Transactions and Journals and with the 
Administration Department in the maintenance and use of 
the Group mailing lists. Other lines connect each depart-
ment with the General Manager, particularly when con-
flicting priorities arise. 
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FIGURE 4. IEEE 20-year growth curve. 

The appeal of organization charts is limited at best, 
but for the reader who has an interest in Headquarters 
operations, your General Manager knows of no better 
presentation. For the reader who has reason to visit or 
write Headquarters, this chart may serve as a road map 
to the Staff Director who can serve his particular interests. 
The names of the Staff Directors and the Staff Secretaries 
are published monthly on the organization page of IEEE 
SPECTRUM (page 4, this issue). 

IEEE's dimensions 

Not revealed by the organization chart is the scale of 
operations: the size of the membership, the diversity of 
organization, the rate of growth, the scope of technical 
conferences and publications. By any standard, IEEE's 
dimensions in each of these categories are large and the 
staff support required is large in proportion. 

Figure 4 illustrates the 20-year trend in two dimen-
sions—membership and publication activity. In 1946, 
AIEE and IRE together had about 40 000 members, 
and published in three journals a total of 3000 editorial 
pages. By 1966, the membership had increased fourfold, 
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the number of periodicals had risen to 42, and the two 
societies, merged as IEEE, were publishing ten times as 
many editorial pages (Fig. 5). 
The organizational diversity has followed the same 

trend. In 1946, the Group system was in the planning 
stage; today there are 31 Groups producing 31 Group 
Transactions, two Group Journals, and a host of Con-
ference Records, newsletters, conference programs, and 
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other announcements. The traditional groupings of IEEE 
members by geography (Sections, Subsections, Group 
Chapters, Student Branches) have similarly proliferated. 
The count of these locally organized units, at the end of 
1966, was 994! Additions, in 1967, particularly in Group 
Chapters and Student Branches, have pushed IEEE 
well over the 1000 mark in local units. To support such an 
organization, decentralization of authority and responsi-
bility is a must. Each IEEE unit depends, however, directly 
or indirectly on guidance from Headquarters, if only to 
interpret particular situations not covered in the Section, 
Group, and Student Branch manuals. 
The number of IEEE conferences has kept pace with 

these trends. In 1966, IEEE was sponsor or cosponsor of 
97 major conferences with a total attendance of over 
200 000. Even when the larger regional conferences and 
the IEEE International Convention are not counted, and 
attention is focused on conferences of special technical 
content, the average attendance was over 700. 

Indeed, IEEE's dimensions are large. The accompanying 
boxes, which cite statistics on the volume of work handled 
by the IEEE Computer Center, the Mail Room, and the 
Editorial Office, reveal the impact on Headquarters oper-
ations. 

=It 

FIGURE 5. Publications, 1946 versus 1966. 

IEEE's Computer Center 

• Prints out 11 900 000 mailing labels per year 
• Computes and prints 326 000 bills and 

follow-up notices for dues and fees 
• Keeps track of 175 000 home addresses of 

members for mailing and 120 000 business 
addresses for directory compilation 

• Updates, on an average, 20 000 master 
file entries per week 

• Makes 4100 selections per year from the 
master file for Section, Group, and other 
IEEE unit mailings 

• Tabulates 40 300 votes cast in the annual 
ballot for officers and Directors 

• Prepares 265 statistical reports on member-
ship and finances each year 

• Uses six tape handlers, 16 384 words of 
core memory, and 18.8 million characters 
of disk storage; punches cards at the rate of 
100 per minute and reads them at 400 per 
minute 
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IEEE's Mail Room 

• Handles nearly a million pieces of outgoing 
mail per year, an average of 3800 each 
working day 

• Receives, at peak load, 7500 pieces of 
general mail per day 

• Distributes an average of 185 letters per 
day addressed to particular staff members 
or departments 

• Pays out $80 000 per year in first-class 
postage, $63 000 in other classes 

• Uses automated equipment for envelope 
insertion (capacity 6000 per hour) and 
label affixing (15 000 per hour) 

• The foregoing figures do not include mailing 
IEEE periodicals, which are sent out by the 
printer. The postage for publications 
amounts to $191 000 per year 

IEEE's Editorial Office 

• Produces 58 IEEE periodicals and other 
publications having a combined distribu-
tion of 3 800 000 copies per year 

• Processes 17 000 pages of manuscripts and 
proofs each month 

• Produces each year 1500 manuscript pages 
of feature articles, news, and other staff-

prepared copy 
• Maintains contact with 480 editors and 

reviewers and 4000 contributors to IEEE 
publications in an average year 

• Supervises, with the Publishing Department, 
printing bills totaling $2 900 000 per year, 
representing the cost of 40 million printing-

press impressions on 1800 tons (36 carloads) 
of paper 

• Prepares 40 000 illustrations for publication 
each year 

IEEE members can be proud of the com-
petance and dedication of the Institute staff. 
Headed by a Past President of the Institute 
with top-level editorial and industrial labora-
tory management experience, the staff has 
steadily increased in ability and effectiveness. 
At the same time it has been able to reduce its 
size through prudent consolidation and im-
proved procedures. I am immensely impressed 
with the personal interest shown 'by each staff 
member in Institute affairs and in membership 
service. We have a valuable asset for which the 

entire Institute is profoundly grateful. 
Walter K. MacAdam 
President, IEEE 

Facilities 

Headquarters occupies 39 460 square feet of space on 
the 1st, 9th, 10th, llth, 15th, and 16th floors of the United 
Engineering Center on 47th Street just north of the United 
Nations buildings in New York. This 18-floor building is 
one of which IEEE members can be particularly proud. 
Built from funds contributed by many individuals, so-
cieties, and institutions, this modern edifice now houses, 
in addition to the IEEE staff, the headquarters of 21 
other engineering societies and intersociety organiza-
tions, all of which benefit from its excellent facilities and 
moderate rental cost. 

Mail-handling equipment and storage space for records 
and back issues of publications are maintained in the base-
ment of the Engineering Center and in a nearby annex on 
46th Street. The IEEE's main reception desk is on the 
tenth floor, where the General Manager's office and the 
Technical Servicess Educational Services, and Publishing 
Services Departments are located. The Editorial Services 
and Information Services Departments are located on the 
1 lth floor. Administrative Services, the largest depart-
ment, occupies the 15th and 16th floors, and the Computer 
Center is adjacent to the lobby on the first floor. Further 
perspective on the scale of IEEE operations can be gained 
from the fact that, although our Institute is one of 12 en-
gineering societies in the Engineering Center, it occupies 
33 percent of the floor space devoted to the staff operations 
of these societies. 
The equipments maintained at Headquarters range 

from the computer (see box on page 96) to such mundane 
items as 310 file cabinets, 185 typewriters, and 300 desks. 
More specialized equipment includes seven key punches 
and four verifiers for entering data in the computer mas-
ter file, a microfile reader, a comprehensive set of tape 
recording and projection equipment (donated as a me-
morial by friends of the late Past President L. F. Nicker-
nell for use by committees), a typewriter whose characters 

can be read by optical scanners, and a massive 70-cubic-
foot membership file, in which the " history card" of every 
member (printed out by the computer) is kept, and to 
which reference is made an average of 350 times a day. 

Particularly important to the committeemen of the In-

stitute are the facilities for meetings. The Board Room 
on the tenth floor (divisible into two rooms by an ac-
cordion-pleat divider) is the primary seat of committee 
work. Additional rooms on the first and ninth floors are 
available. In all, some 400 IEEE meetings are held in 
these rooms each year. The receptionist on the tenth 
floor keeps track of the meeting schedule and is pre-
pared to supply information as to what meeting is being 
held where. 

People 

What manner of people sit at Headquarters? The writer 
feels qualified by his five years in the job of General Man-
ager to hand down this verdict: the best in the business. 
Lest this be dismissed as a prejudiced view, IEEE Presi-
dent MacAdam's comments appear in the box at left. 
Space permits only a review of the background of the six 
Staff Directors, and a listing of their right-hand men 
and women. 

Richard M. Emberson—Technical Services 

Dick Emberson joined the IRE staff three months be-
fore the merger, in October 1962, having been recruited 
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by the late Past President 
Lloyd M. Berkner. By 
training a physicist (Ph.D. 

degree from the University 
of Missouri, 1936), Dick 
is by persuasion and ex-
perience a master sup-
porter of technical people 
and their programs. One 
of his assignments is to 
"get the most" for the 
IEEE Groups and in this 
pursuit he is unswerving, 
as the Group Chairmen 
will testify. Actually, 
Dick's work extends be-

yond the Groups proper into the broad area of IEEE's 
whole technical program, including the interfaces with the 

Sections and Regions. His office publishes the IEEE 
Master Meeting Schedule, issued quarterly, and maintains 
contact with 100 conference committees, to coordinate 
programs, dates, places, and budgets. 

Dr. Emberson acts as Staff Secretary of the Technical 
Activities Board and its Operating Committee. A Fellow 
of IEEE, he has a well-earned reputation as an authority 
on such matters as the use of the spectrum for radio 
astronomy. He has been a delegate to CCIR conferences 
in this field on several occasions. 

Reporting to Dr. Emberson are: Patricia Corcoran, 
his Administrative Assistant; John J. Anderson, Staff 

Secretary of the Standards Committee; Mel Bonaviso, 
Group Accounts and Commitments; William P. Layton 
and Edwin D. MacDonald, Supervisors of Conference 
Services; and Howard Schumacher, Manager of Tech-

nical Services. 

Ralph H. Flynn—Publishing Services 
Ralph Flynn joined the staff in November 1965, bring-

ing a wealth of experience in the business aspects of the 
printed word. From 1947 to 1954 he served as Publisher 
of Electrical World and 
had previous experience 
on the publishing staff 
of Electronics. His roots 
thus lie deep in the in-
dustries represented by 
the middle "EE" in IEEE. 
Ralph was graduated from 
the University of Southern 
California in 1930 with a 
degree in chemical en-
gineering. In addition to 
his sales and publishing 
experience in the tech-
nical field, he has served 
as a consultant to many 
companies on the in-
auguration and guidance 
of publishing properties. From 1963 to 1965 he served as 
publishing consultant to IEEE. 
As Fig. 2 shows, Mr. Flynn has many responsibilities 

beyond IEEE's advertising program, notably the business 
aspects of the IEEE International Convention. Report-
ing to him is IEEE's Advertising Manager and Interna-
tional Convention Manager, William C. Copp. 

Elwood K. Gannett—Editorial Services 

In point of service, Woody Gannett is the senior Staff 
Director, at age 44. He joined IRE in August 1946 as Ad-
ministrative Assistant to the Executive Secretary, having 
been graduated from the University of Michigan in 1944 
with a B.S. degree in electrical engineering. His span 
thus covers the great expansion in editorial output shown 
in Fig. 4. As head of the IRE and IEEE editorial staff 
since 1949 he has participated in the inauguration of all 
the Group Transactions and Journals and of IEEE 
SPECTRUM. During the many years he wrote "Scanning the 

Issues" (in which he sum-
marized the content of all 
IRE publications), Woody 
read and, as much as any 
one man could, under-
stood more technical copy 
than any other person 
living or dead. He is an 
IEEE Fellow. 
Mr. Gannett is Staff 

Secretary of the Publica-
tions Board. Reporting 
to him is a staff of 62 
people. His direct lieuten-
ants are: Helene Frisch-
auer, Administrative Edi-
tor; Patricia Penick, Ad-
ministrative Assistant; R. 

K. Jurgen, Managing Editor of IEEE SPECTRUM; W . R. 
Crone, Managing Editor of PROCEEDINGS and Staff 
Secretary of the History Committee; A. A. McKenzie, 
Managing Editor of the STUDENT JOURNAL and Staff 
Secretary of the IEEE Translated Journals Committee; 
and E. C. Day, Manager of Dictionary Production. 

W. J. Keyes—Administrative Services 

Bill Keyes is a rarity among men of financial back-
ground: a generalist who understands the purposes of 
the IEEE programs and insists that the mechanisms of 
control be administered to support, not hinder, those 
purposes. He joined IEEE in February 1964 (introducing 

him to the General Manager has proved to be the most 
important service yet rendered by IEEE's auditors, Price 
Waterhouse and Company). As a New York State Certi-
fied Public Accountant, he knows financial planning and 
supervision in detail, but his tasks ( Fig. 2) go far beyond 
this. He has proved particularly adept in organizing and 
directing the six managers who report to him. Bill was 
Comptroller of Weston 
Electrical Instruments be-
fore joining the IEEE; he 
received his bachelor's de-
gree from Pace College in 
1949. To him, more than 
any other individual on 
the staff, goes the credit 
for full, accurate, and 
timely reporting of where 
all IEEE organizational 
units stand, not only in 
dollars, but in the struc-
ture of tasks supported by 
those dollars. 
Mr. Keyes is Staff Sec-
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retary of the Finance Committee. Reporting directly to 
him are: Emily Sirjane, Manager of the Membership 
Services Department and Staff Secretary of the Fellow, 

Membership and Transfers, Nomination and Appoint-
ments, and Sections Committees; Mike Asselta, Manager 
of the Office Systems Department; Tom Bartlett, Manager 
of the Accounting Department; John Buckley, Manager 
of the Treasury Department and Staff Secretary of the 
Employee Benefits Coordinating Committee; Jack 
Fraum, Manager of the Electronic Data Processing 
Department; and Ray Mendolia, Manager of the 
Operations Department. 

J. M. Kinn—Educational Services 

The growing role of the Institute in the continuing 
education of its members led, in 1965, to the creation of 
a new staff department to cover educational activities. 
Jack Kinn joined Headquarters in March of that year to 
coordinate staff support in this and the related field of 
student activities. Mr. Kinn was graduated in 1949 from 

the University of Missouri, with a B.S. degree in elec-
trical engineering. His career has included an assignment 
at the Bell Telephone Laboratories, and editorial work on 

Electronics and the IBM 
Journal of Research and 
Development. He was 
Manager, Scientific In-
format:on, at IBM Cor-
porate Headquarters be-
fore joining the IEEE 
staff. He is responsible 
for staff support in the 
fields of intersociety rela-
tions, internal communica-
tions, public relations, 
professional relations, the 
IEEE Awards program, 
and the Joint Technical 
Advisory Committee. 

Reporting to Mr. Kinn, 
in charge of staff support 

of student affairs until his untimely death in Meptember of 
this year, was Lawrence D. Leonard. Mr. Kinn's lieu-
tenants are: Patricia Olds, Administrative Assistant; 
Audrey Van Dort, Administrative Assistant for JTAC 
and Staff Secretary of the Internal Communications Com-
mittee; Una Lennon, Staff Secretary of the Awards Board; 
and Emma White, Acting Staff Secretary of the Student 
Branches Committee. Mr. Kinn serves as Staff Secretary 

of the Education Committee, Intersociety Relations Com-
mittee, Professional Relations Committee, and JTAC. 

H. E. Tompkins—Information Serdices 

The great outpouring of technical literature, illustrated 
in Fig. 4, has required improved methods of identifying, 
selecting, and disseminating publications. This year the 

Executive Committee authorized the creation of a new 
department, Information Services, specifically to deal with 
such matters as the indexing, abstracting, storage, re-
trieval—in brief, rational organization for use—of the 
IEEE literature and its interfaces with other fields. The 
Institute was fortunate to obtain the services of Dr. 

Howard E. Tompkins to head this staff function. He 
joined the IEEE staff in July of this year, leaving his 
position as head of the Department of Electrical Engi-

neering at the University 
of Maryland. His career 
also includes positions 
with the Philco Corpora-
tion, the Burroughs Cor-
poration, and the National 
Institutes of Health, and 
faculty appointments at 
the Universities of Penn-
sylvania and New Mexico. 
He is widely recognized 
as a leader in the field of 
information science and 
use of computer methods. 
He obtained his Ph.D. 
degree in electrical engi-

neering from the University of Pennsylvania in 1957. 
Although only a few months have passed since Howard 

joined the staff, he has already arranged for a new and 
comprehensive method of indexing the IEEE Group 
Transactions and Journals using computer methods— 
the start of an automated data base that will grow in the 
future to include all IEEE publications and to tit logically 
into the several indeKing and abstracting services with 
which IEEE is affiliated. Reporting to Dr. Tompkins is 
Anita Sedler, Administrative Assistant. Dr. Tompkins 
serves as the Staff Secretary of the Information Services 

and the Information Systems Advisory Committees. 

General Manager's Office 

The General Manager's right-hand woman is Betty 
Stillman, his Administrative Assistant. Betty, who earned 
her B.A. degree at Roanoke College in 1948, joined the 
staff in 1963. In 1964 she was transferred to take on the 
demanding duties of recording the minutes of the meet-
ings of the Board of Directors and the Executive Commit-
tee and preparing such follow-through documents as 
five to ten pages of "action items" that demand the at-

tention of the General Manager and the Staff Directors 
following each meeting. Betty also supervises the sec-
retarial staff that ably keeps the General Manager abreast 

of his personal correspondence, which currently runs to 
nearly 4000 individually dictated and signed letters and 
carbon copies each year. Concerning the General Man-
ager, data appear on page 41 of this issue. 
As can be imagined, the General Manager is some-

times called upon to moderate conflicting priorities 
among the six departments, but in his prior careers in 
publishing and industrial research he has never seen a 

smoother-working team. All their functions have one 
end—to help IEEE members achieve their objectives, 
within the policies laid down by "the management," 
the Institute's volunteer officials. So far as its own im-
pact on IEEE operations is concerned, the staff is at 
one with Emerson, who wrote, "The less government we 

have, the better !" 

Questions? 

In reviewing this article, your General Manager is im-
pressed by how much could have been said but cannot be 
accommodated in space reasonably assigned to the sub-
ject. The reader, referring once again to the functions 
listed in Fig. 2, may find operations he would like to know 
more about. A letter addressed to Don Fink on any such 
questions will be most welcome. 
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Conference on 

Electron Device Research: 

A pattern to be copied? 

For over a quarter of a century, in spite of the 
general proliferation of conferences on almost every device 
(and subsequent application) discussed by CEDR, this group has 
remained the most viable in the field 

Charles Si;sskind University of California, Berheky 

The recent meeting of the Conference on Electron De-
vice Research at McGill University in Montreal (June 
21-23) was the 25th in a series of meetings of a group 
whose composition and activities epitomize one of Derek 
Price's "invisible colleges." Predominantly made up of 
electronics engineers and applied physicists, the group has 
met annually since 1939 (Table I; there was a hiatus dur-
ing World War II) under conditions even more stringent 

than those that govern the famed Gordon conferences in 
New Hampshire and elsewhere. 
The CEDR is a closed conference—attendance is by 

invitation only, and the international list is continually 
culled by a committee member who is instructed to be 

ruthless in keeping it down to a few hundred of the most 
active workers in the field. Formal papers are presented, 
but no proceedings, preprints, or even abstracts are ever 

distributed (except to the papers committee, which makes 
its selections on the basis of abstracts). Statements made 
and results cited cannot be quoted without the author's 
express permission. No reporters are admitted, and the 
practice of photographing slides from the display screen 
is proscribed. Most important of all, authors are en-
joined to limit themselves strictly to previously unpub-

lished results; not infrequently, work completed only a 
few days before the meeting is described. The last half-day 

is customarily given over to "rump sessions"—com-
pletely impromptu presentations and frank, detailed dis-
cussions. The university ambiance, with most delegates 
housed in dormitories, contributes to open exchange. 

As a result, CEDR has a standing and prestige among 
electron-device specialists that is unmatched by any other 

meeting. Authors, ranging from young men about to com-
plete their doctoral work to heads of large teams at fa-
mous industrial research laboratories, would much rather 
submit a paper to CEDR than to national meetings of 
their professional societies, and will cheerfully battle the 
corporation patent departments of a notoriously close-
mouthed industry for permission to disclose latest re-
sults—an endeavor in which the published rules of the 
meeting have been of great help. The few hundred active 
participants form a uniquely viable peer group that has 
evolved an efficient method of continually updating not 
only its membership, but also the subjects of its delibera-

tions. 
The conference, which was under joint AIEE-IRE 

sponsorship long before the two societies decided to 
merge into IEEE, was first constituted at the initiative of 
such electronics "greats" as W. G. Dow, Harley lams, 
F. B. Llewellyn, G. A. Morton, L. S. Nergaard, W. B. 
Nottingham, A. L. Samuel, J. Browder Thompson, and 
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Irving Wolff; F. R. Lack was the first chairman and H. P. 
Westman the first secretary.2 It met in New York City 
(for the first and last time) in 1939 and twice more (at the 
Stevens Institute of Technology in Hoboken, N.J.) be-
fore World War II intervened. The three topics for the 
first meeting were electron optics, high-transconductance 
devices, and ultrahigh-frequency electronics.2 The prin-
cipal concerns were the limitations of conventional elec-
tron tubes in frequency, power, and noise. After the war, 
these interests inevitably led to research papers on micro-
wave tubes and, to a lesser extent, storage and display 
tubes. 

Microwave tubes dominated the postwar meetings. 
First announcements of a number of important inven-
tions and discoveries were made at these sessions. The 
first disclosure of Rudolf Kompfner's traveling-wave 
tube was made by his associate, Joseph Hatton, during 
the 1946 meeting at Yale. 3 The discovery of back-
ward-wave operation, the basis for an important class of 
voltage-tunable microwave oscillators and amplifiers, was 
first announced simultaneously by Kompfner and by Ep-
sztein at the 1952 meeting in Ottawa. The first coaxial 
magnetron was described by Joseph Feinstein at the 1955 
meeting at Michigan State University. Other firsts are 
listed in Table L 

Electron tubes did not remain the sole topic for long, 

however, although all hands admit that the traveling-wave 
tube, at any rate, held the center of the stage for a long 
time. (At the 1967 meeting, one lone paper on a traveling-
wave tube was presented, by R. W. Gerchberg.) "How can 
a lot of intelligent people have taken ten years to do this 
rather narrow thing?" asks J. R. Pierce, 4 who did more 
than any other engineer to develop Kompfner's invention. 
But at the 1952 meeting in Ottawa, when research on 
microwave tubes was in its heyday, Joseph Weber of the 
University of Maryland presented a paper on the maser 
that even C. H. Townes, who shared the 1964 Nobel 
prize in physics with the U.S.S.R.'s N. G. Basov and 
A. M. Prokhorov for their work on the maser, freely 
admits was an independent discovery of part of the prin-
ciple that underlies all maser and laser operation. And in 
1948, the first technical discussion of the newly invented 
transistor took place at the Cornell meeting. 
That invention signaled the end of the virtual monop-

oly of the "tube boys" on interesting new work in elec-
tron devices. During the 1951 meeting at the University of 
New Hampshire, the transistor papers and the people in-
terested in them formed such clearly separate groups 
that a schism was inevitable and a new meeting was or-
ganized, the Solid-State Device Research Conference, 

which has been meeting under substantially identical 
rules ever since. In the meantime, the attention of the 
original group was shifting from tubes to gaseous-plasma 
devices, masers and lasers, and solid-state devices other 
than transistors. George Feher first described the two-
level solid-state maser at the 1956 meeting in Boulder, 
Colo.; and at the 1957 meeting in Berkeley, Calif., Marion 
Hines reported on the varactor diode—the first working 
electronic parametric amplifier, a device that has far out-
distanced the maser as the low-noise amplifier most fre-
quently used in applications ranging from radar to radio 
astronomy. More recently, lasers and phonon inter-
actions in solid-state materials have tended to dominate 
the programs. The subject of lasers is also very much in 
evidence at the spun-off solid-state device conference, and 
authors have been known to submit identical papers to 
both conferences. Next year, the two conferences plan to 
meet at the same location (in Boulder) during the same 
week, with one overlapping day of joint meetings, a move 
that may foreshadow ultimate reunification of the two 
groups. 
The Conference on Electron Device Research has re-

mained an important force for more than a quarter of a 
century despite split-offs and the general proliferation of 
conferences to a point where there is a massive, separate 
meeting on almost every device discussed by CEDR and 
another on its application. (For example, the biannual 
International Quantum Electronics Conference, largely 
devoted to lasers, drew 1200 at its last meeting in Phoenix 
in 1966; its offshoot, the Conference on Laser Engi-
neering and Applications, drew 1400 to its first meeting in 
Washington in 1967.) The fact that CEDR has remained 
not only the most viable, but also the most influential and 
prestigious meeting in the field, suggests that this partic-
ular "invisible college" has found the key to its self-per-
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I. Twenty-five Conferences on 
Electron Device Research, 1939-1967 (called Conference on Electron Tube Research until 1960) 

No. Year Location Some Important Firsts 

1 1939 New York, N.Y. 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

1939 Stevens Inst. Tech., N.J. 
1940 Same 
1946 Yale U., Conn. 
1947 Syracuse U., N.Y. 
1948 Cornell U., N.Y. 
1949 Princeton U., N.J. 
1950 U. Michigan 
1951 U. New Hampshire 

10 1952 Ottawa, Canada 

11 1953 Stanford U., Calif. 
12 1954 U. Maine 
13 1955 Michigan State 
14 1956 U. Colorado 

15 1957 U. California (Berkeley) 

16 1958 U. Laval, Quebec, Canada 
17 1959 U. Mexico, D.F. 
18 1960 U. Washington (Seattle) 
19 1961 Rensselaer Poly. Inst., N.Y. 
20 1962 U. Minnesota 
21 1963 U. Utah 

22 1964 Cornell U., N.Y. 

23 
24 
25 

1965 
1966 
1967 

U. Illinois (Urbana) 
Caltech, Calif. 
McGill U., Canada 

petuation by evolving a meeting format that other groups 
might do well to copy. Kompfner puts it more strongly. 
"If the space boys had a conference such as this one," he 
said recently, "limited in attendance and not plagued by 

petty jealousies among competing firms, the U.S. would 
be as far ahead of the Soviet Union in space technology 

as it is in electronics!" 
One prerequisite is a common philosophy. Why do cer-

tain authors persist in submitting first-class, up-to-date 

papers on lasers, plasma and superconducting devices, or 
acoustic-wave microwave interactions to CEDR rather 
than to some competing meeting devoted to that specific 
topic? What has the CEDR group in common? Essen-
tially, there is still the same interest in making things work 
at higher frequencies, higher powers, and lower noise 
levels. Robert Adler, research vice president of Zenith 
and a prolific CEDR contributor (the invention of his 

tube-type parametric amplifier would have been an epoch-
making advance in the low-noise field if it had not been 
eclipsed by Hines' solid-state version in the very same 
year), sees the wave approach as the common thread. 
"CEDR could be called the electron-device con-
ference, " he says. "We like to describe things in terms of 
periodic variations in time and space. We are not comfort-
able with junctions. The transistor and MOS people are 
uncomfortable when waves are mentioned. To us, wave 
concepts are a common language, a key to the understand-

ing of each other's work." 

Velocity modulation (Hahn) 
Capacitance analysis of triode (Dow) 
Transit-time effects in diodes (Llewellyn) 

Traveling-wave tube (Kompfner, Pierce) 
"Kompfner dip" (Kompfner) 
Technical discussion of transistor (Shockley) 
Noise conservation in electron beams (Pierce) 
Noise space-charge waves (Cutler and Quate) 
Kinetic power theorem (Chu) 
Amplification by inverted population (Weber) 
Backward-wave tubes (Epsztein, Kompfner) 

Coaxial magnetron ( Feinstein) 
Two-level solid-state maser ( Feher) 
Varactor parametric amplifier ( Hines) 
Low- noise electron gun (Currie and Forster) 

DC pumped beam-type parametric amplifiers (BTL group) 

Microwave modulation of light ( Kaminow) 
6328-A He-Ne laser (White and Rigden) 

Mode locking in lasers ( BTL group) 
Ion lasers ( Bridges) 

Parametric fluorescence ( Harris) 

Another factor that imitators of CEDR might have to 
look for is the backing of an influential research group. 
For CEDR, that has unquestionably been the Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories from the start. At the 25th meeting, 
BTL engineers presented more papers than the next three 
strongest participating groups together (the electrical 
engineering departments of Stanford, University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley, and M.I.T.). That is not to say that 
BTL has controlled or even dominated the scene; 
actually, it is one of perhaps two dozen organizations 
that have consistently backed the meeting over the years. 

It has been said that CEDR is the conference to which 
other laboratories send people to find out what is going 
on at BTL. Bell engineers modestly retort that it is, on 
the contrary, the conference to which BTL sends a pla-
toon to find out what is going on at other laboratories. 
Participants listening to one Bell engineer questioning 
another after his paper has been presented have some-
times wondered if this was not the conference to which 
giant BTL sent its engineers to find out what was going 
on at BTL. 
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Prior art of electron devices 

I am sure that many of us who have 
been working in the field of electronics 
and solid-state electronics for many 
decades read Dr. Kompfner's compre-
hensive essay, "Electron Devices in 
Science and Technology," (IEEE SPEC-
TRUM, pp. 47-52, September 1967) with 
great interest. Dr. Kompfner gives de-
served credit to inventors in a fair man-
ner. However, when reading his article 
I thought that, for the benefit of mem-
bers of the younger generation, who are 
generally unaware of the prior art of 
certain inventions, it would be bene-
ficial to call attention to certain in-
ventors and contributors, some of whom 
may deserve the Nobel Prize candidacy. 
I would like to enumerate some prior art 
and the scientists who were contributors 

and fellow workers and who, in my mod-
est opinion, certainly deserve credit. 

Photomultipliers 

The story of the invention of photo-
multipliers is not so simple. It started 
with Philo T. Farnsworth, who, in the 
opinion of many people, including my-
self, is one of the most brilliant geniuses 
of the United States. He was practically 
a teen-ager when he invented the image 
dissector tube' (which, incidentally, is 
again being used— in space vehicles to 
track the stars the vehicle locks on). 
At the time of its invention, it was to be 
used as a television pickup tube. The 
picture to be televised was projected on a 
transparent photocathode. However, the 
number of photoelectrons emitted by 
one picture element was very small. 
Therefore, the young Farnsworth in-
vented, independently, an electron mul-
tiplier to multiply the photo-emitted 
electrons in his device. At that time, 

electron multipliers were known to 
some people in the field. The therm-
ionically emitted electron multiplier— 
essentially a secondary electron multi-

plier—was invented by Slepian in 1919.2 
The technique of secondary electron 
multiplication was further developed by 
Ruben3 in 1920, by Thomas' in 1923, 
and by Jarvis and Blair& in 1926. In 

1935-1936 G. Weiss published a de-
scription of an interesting photomulti-
plier tube.6•7 

In 1935 I happened to be in Farns-
worth's laboratory and the two of us 
discussed the operation of the multiplier 
part of the image dissector. But, not 
knowing the prior art of the multiplier, 
it was difficult at that time to give the 
right answer (that was 32 years ago); 
however, the multiplier worked. 
From the secondary electron multi-

plier to the photomultiplier, as we know 
the device today, was indeed a step 
forward. Whether or not this step was 
obvious to the people who became 
knowledgeable in the prior art is a 
matter for discussion, as far as the 
criterion of a patentable invention is 
concerned, but the step was important. 

The tunnel diode 

Around 1925 an interesting point con-
tact detector was published by Lossev 
in the radio circuit literature (which in-

cluded a Hugo Gernsbach publication) 
in the United States. This detector 
showed a negative impedance character-
istic and was capable of doing many of 
the tricks a tunnel diode could do. It 
was, at that time, used primarily to 
make a diode oscillator or to reduce 
the Q value—the figure of merit—of a 
resonant circuit. Of course, many de-
cades passed before the important tun-
nel diode was invented, but it is, never-
theless, worth mentioning because the 
junction transistor also came from the 
point contact transistor. 

The optical maser 

In 1955 the maser was announced.s 
C. H. Townes had worked on this with 
his very capable students during the 
previous year. J. P. Gordon and H. J. 
Zeiger were certainly present at the 
birth of the laser (optical maser), their 
contributions being indicated by the 
fact that both are coauthors of the 
maser paper,s which otherwise would 
not have been the case. Shockley, 
Bardeen, and Brattain worked together 
too. I believe it is in order here to men-
tion Gordon Gould, who, when working 

at Columbia University in 1957, made 
contributions to what is now called 
laser technology. Townes filed for a 
U.S. patent on the production of elec-
tromagnetic energy, which is a maser 

patent, on January 28, 1958, and it was 
issued to him on March 24, 1959, as no. 

2 879 439. A. L. Schawlow and C. H. 
Townes made important contributions 
to lasers in the paper they published in 
1958.9 But Schawlow emphasized the 
difficulties in producing stimulated emis-
sion with ruby on the R1 line.'" 

T. Maiman succeeded in building the 
ruby laser, and great credit is due to 
him. This is just as important as the 
invention of the arc transmitter by 
Waldemar Poulsen, who actually built 
the first continuous-wave transmitter. 
Prior to his invention, many people 
anticipated this transmitter, and after 
its invention, that of radio telephony. 

Holography 

With the invention of holography, 
D. Gabor', .I2 started a far-reaching 
technology of tremendous importance. 
However, the work and contributions of 
Leith and Upatnieks13." should not be 
forgotten. They were the first to make a 

slide picture, and a three-dimensional 
picture hologram, a true accomplishment. 

The traveling-wave tube 

As is well known, Dr. Rudolf Kompf-

ner is the inventor of the traveling-wave 
tube. When I taught this extraordinary 

discovery, which is a milestone in the 
field, to my students, I told them that 

we electrical engineers—Kompfner's 
contemporaries—ought to be ashamed 

of ourselves that we had not invented 
this tube. Kompfner started his career 
not as an engineer but as a graduate 
architect. This shows his greatness. 

I urge readers who are interested in 
the way in which inventions are born to 

read Kompfner's book.'6 Dr. Pierce 
wrote the foreword, mentioning that he 
saw Kompfner in England in 1944 just 
after the latter had invented the travel-

ing-wave tube. (See Kompfner's Note-

book entries in this book, dated Sept. 6, 
1942, Nov. 10, 1942, Nov. 12, 1942, and 

Nov. 13, 1942, and you will agree with 
me as to the extraordinary value of this 
creative genius.) 

"Life is unfair," one of our great 
Presidents said not long ago. Sometimes, 
life is unfair to the inventor too. 

Victor A. Babils 
Palos Verdes Peninsula, Calif 
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Book reviews 

Physics and Technology of Semicon-
ductor Devices, A. S. Grove—John 
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 605 Third Ave., 
New York, N.Y., 1967; 355 pages, illus., 
$12.95. A more descriptive title for this 
book would be "Technology of Silicon 
Planar Devices." From the vast number 

of topics in the field of semiconductor 
technology, the author has chosen to 

emphasize those associated with silicon 
wafer preparation and surface phe-
nomena, both of which are of major 
importance to the fabrication of silicon 

planar devices. 
The book begins with a section that 

covers three aspects of silicon wafer 
preparation: vapor-phase epita xia I 
growth, thermal oxidation, and solid-
state diffusion. Each aspect is high-
lighted by a detailed study of a widely 
used system, which is compared with a 
simplified mathematical model. The 
discussion is concerned mainly with 
principles rather than the practical 

aspects of carrying out the various 
processes. 
The final section is a clear account of 

phenomena associated with thermally 
oxidized silicon surfaces. The discussion 
is based principally on the published 
work of the author and his co-workers 
and represents an excellent summary of 
such phenomena on an introductory 
level. Again, the emphasis is on princi-
ples and models rather than on the tech-
niques for achieving a desired structure 
or characteristic. Surface effects asso-
ciated with both p-n junction and metal-

oxide-semiconductor devices are con-

sidered. 
The book is diluted by a section on 

the physics of semiconductors, which, 
although it occupies nearly half of the 
volume, adds very little to the existing 
literature. The emphasis is on p-n 
junctions and junction devices at a very 
elementary level. Although the desir-
ability of a self-contained treatment may 
be a strong argument for the inclusion of 
this material, its usefulness is severely 
restricted both by placement and by 
lack of rigor in the development. In 
particular, the limitations inherent in 
the various approximations used are 

rarely pointed out. 
Numerous problems are provided at 

the end of each of the 12 chapters. In 

many cases these carry the reader beyond 
the discussion in the text. General as 

well as specific references are cited 
wherever they exist. The subject index is 
ample, but no author index is included. 

The book is profusely illustrated, but all 
too frequently the publisher has placed 
the illustrations inconveniently with 
respect to the text material. The com-
prehensive list of symbols at the begin-
ning of the book is very helpful to the 

reader. 
The level and scope of the book make 

it most suitable for students being 
guided by an experienced instructor. 
It is more suitable for experienced prac-
ticing engineers who wish to expand 
their knowledge into the specific areas of 
technology covered in detail than for 
those who need a basic reference in 

semiconductor physics. Both the dis-
cussion of wafer preparation and surface 
phenomena are unique and worthwhile 

contributions to the literature. Perhaps 
in future editions the author will con-
sider the advisibility of expanding these 
sections and relying on other of the 
numerous satisfactory books on the 
physics of semiconductors for the 
necessary background material. Such a 
volume, devoted entirely to the tech-
nology of silicon planar devices, would 

fill a real void. 
W. Murray Bulbs 
National Bureau of Standards 
Washington, D.C. 

Introduction to Radio Astronomy, R. C. 
Jennison—Philosophical Library, 15 East 
40 Si., New York, N.Y., 1967; 1954 
pages, illus., $4.75 pprbk. Written to 
"bridge the gap between the textbook 

and the too-popular treatment of an 
exciting and rapidly advancing science," 
Professor Jennison's book touches on 
all fields of astronomy that have been 

contributed to by radio methods. 
A description of the quiet sun, as it 

reveals itself by its radio emission from 
decameter wavelengths to microwaves, is 

followed by mention of the slowly vary-
ing component and the various types of 

bursts emitted by the active sun. 
A discussion of lunar radiation, and 

its possibilities for subsurface mapping, 
leads to consideration of radar tech-
niques for mapping the moon and 

planets. Radar has been remarkably 
successful in improving the accuracy of 
interplanetary distances, revealing the 
rotation of planetary surfaces concealed 
by cloud, and in providing high-resolu-
tion maps of optical quality or better. 
The story of radio stars is told with 

historical detail; in fact, the whole book 
has a historical slant, with emphasis on 
the view of radio astronomy as seen 
from Jodrell Bank, where the author's 
original researches were carried out. 
Some appreciation of the excitement 
over the race to measure the angular 
diameter of Cygnus A is conveyed, and 
we learn how this led to the discovery of 
the double nature of many radio sources. 

Observations made by means of the 
hydrogen line at 1420 MHz are dis-
cussed; as time goes on, radio-fre-
quency spectroscopy will continue to 

develop as a consequence of the dis-
covery of the lines of OH, excited 
hydrogen, and other atoms and mole-

cules. 
In addition to its astronomical con-

tent, the book contains chapters on tech-
niques, types of radio telescopes, and an 
appendix on the Fourier transform. 

R. N. Bracewell 
Stanford University 
Stanliffd, Calif. 

.1••••• 

Signal Detection Theory and Psycho-
physics, David M. Green and John A. 
Swets—John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 605 
Third Are., New York, N.Y., 1966; 346 
pages, illus., $12.95. In recent years there 
has been a surge of interest in developing 
engineering specifications for that illu-

sive system component, man. The mo-
tivation for this interest stems from the 

desire to develop analytical techniques 
for the design of man-machine systems. 
Perhaps the most successful attempts to 

provide such an engineering description 
have arisen from the application of the 
subset of statistical decision theory, 

called detection theory, to the specifica-
tion of human sensory or perceptual 
capacities. In the brief span of 13 years 
since the appearance of the Tanner and 

Swets pioneering article,' more than 100 
papers have been published that focus 
on psychophysical applications of de-

tection theory. Today, the serious stu-
dent of human sensory or perceptual 

sensitivity is severely hampered without 
at least a conceptual understanding of 

receiver operating characteristics, the 
ideal observer, and d', the detection 

theory measure of sensitivity. The most 
significant contribution of detection 
theory concepts is a measure of receiver 
detection sensitivity that is independent 
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of the biases in the observer's subjective 
criterion for saying whether a signal was 
present or absent. 

Before the appearance of this book 
and its companion volume,2 the student, 
research worker, or design engineer who 
wished to understand the theory, employ 
the paradigms, or apply the results 
needed to devote a significant effort to 
filtering through the myriad of research 
papers. Now, thanks to the diligent and 
thorough efforts of authors Green and 
Swets, the significant theoretical and 
empirical results have been collected in a 
single volume, and have been woven into 
a coherent text that focuses on issues 
and on the strengths and weaknesses of 
available data for resolving those issues. 
The book is divided into three sec-

tions. Part I is devoted primarily to the 
role of decision processes in detection. 
It presents the elements of statistical 
decision theory, and develops the ex-
perimental procedures that yield inde-
pendent measures of the observer's de-
cision criterion and his sensitivity. Part 
II emphasizes the direct contribution of 
the theory to the understanding of 
sensory processes in detection. One 
might criticize Parts I and Il for their 
emphasis on auditory detection data to 
the virtual exclusion of empirical work 
on other senses, save a sprinkling of 
visual detection experiments. However, 
this is more a criticism of the research 
that has been undertaken than it is of the 
book itself, since it is a practical fact 
that it is in the auditory domain that 
most of the work has been done. After 
all, it has been only 13 years. 

In the remaining chapters of Part HI, 
a much broader range of applications of 
detection theory to problems in psy-
chology is discussed. But, again, reflect-
ing the state of the research accom-
plished to date, these chapters are more 
superficial than those of Part I or II. 
The inclusion of three appendixes, 

elements of probability theory, basic 
concepts of waveform analysis, and 
experimental techniques, is intended to 
make the book complete without ex-
tensive prerequisites. However, the 
reader without substantial mathematical 
sophistication will find that he must 
leave most of the theoretical derivations 
behind and concentrate on concepts and 
data. Nevertheless, the serious student 
who works through the book in its full 
depth will pay tribute to the thorough-
ness of the authors and rebuke them for 
occasional typographical errors, and 
return to their work with a state-of-the-
art understanding of signal detection 
theory and its application to human 

sensory system performance measure-
ment. From that vantage point it is only 
a small step to engineering applications 
of detection theory in man-machine 
systems. 

Richard W. Pew 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Mich. 

I. Tanner, W. P., and Swets, J. A., "The 
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2. Swets, J. A., Signal Detection and Recog-
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Communication Satellite Systems Tech-
nology, Richard B. Marsten, ed.—Aca-
demic Press Inc., III Fifth Ave., New 
York, N.Y., 1966; 1051 pages, illus., 
$12.00. This book is a compilation of 
papers presented at the 1966 Com-
munications Satellite Systems Confer-
ence of the AIAA. The papers have been 
carefully selected and grouped to pro-
vide a comprehensive treatment of 
satellite communications systems, both 
commercial and military. The book be-
gins with Arthur C. Clarke's 1945 Wire-
less World paper entitled " Extra Terres-
trial Relays." This prediction of world-
wide radio coverage by satellites using 
solar power and approximately 1-kW 
power levels, atomic fuels, and multi-
stage rockets is a valuable inclusion, and 
it may serve to inspire more of the re-
sponsible long-range thinking required 
for this field to continue its rate of 
growth. 
A strong emphasis is placed on sys-

tems problems, with two sections (Sup-
port Subsystems and Components and 
High-Power Systems) dealing with such 
techniques areas as antennas, stabiliza-
tion, and TWTs. Like most collections 
of papers, the level and quality of the 
treatment vary somewhat, but all of 
those areas with which the reviewer is 
conversant have been dealt with re-
spectably. 
One of the authors (Charles M. Kelly) 

makes a strong case for continuing pas-
sive satellite development, and one of 
the papers (by Chapoton and White) 
examines optical communication possi-
bilities in a very comprehensive fashion. 
The differing points of view of the 
Comsat Corporation and AT&T as to 
the relative merits of Early Bird and 
Cable Circuits are clearly visible in the 
two papers by Barstow (Comsat) and 
Helder (BTL). I found these two treat-
ments of subjective evaluations made by 
users very encouraging and illuminating. 
The "Sociological Overview" at the 

end of the book obviously suffers from 

being restricted to papers that were pre-
sented at this conference. "Sociological" 
just means, in this instance, nontech-
nical. The significant sociological im-
plications of routine intercontinental 
transmissions of news, sports, cultural 
programs, and inexpensive telephony 
were hardly touched. These political and 
sociological factors may well serve as 
the only limit, or the most important 
motivation to communication satellite 
development. 
The experience of the military in 

operating pilot Satcom systems is en-
couragingly reported in a paper by W. H. 
Edwards and J. S. Smith. It appears that 
both commercial and military experi-
ence with synchronous altitude-length 
delays has been much less troublesome 
than was expected only a very few years 
ago. 

This reviewer has always felt, pri-
vately, that communication satellite 
systems could become the best proving 
ground for some of the new systems 
disciplines. In particular, that much 

abused specialty, cost effectiveness, 
should, if it offers anything, be able to 
help guide our efforts in this area, in 
which we have such a plethora of cost 
data and reliability measures. In "Cost 
Effectiveness Comparison of Defense 
Communications Satellite Systems" by 
Guggenheim, Gernholy, and Collins, the 
reviewer found a considered, compre-
hensive, and realistic evaluation of sys-
tems by cost-effectiveness criteria. This 
treatment has served to moderate the 
suspicion with which I have always 
approached articles in this field. I be-
lieve this paper would prove to be useful 
reading to all those who hold systems 
responsibility in communications. 

This book is well worth having in the 
libraries of communications systems 
engineers and those of their managers. 

James Litton, Jr. 
Magnavox Research Laboratories 
Torrance, Calif 

Introductory Signals and Circuits, Jose 
B. Cruz, Jr., and M. E. Van Valken-
burg— Blaisdell Publishing Co., 275 
Wyman St., Waltham, Mass.; 430 pages, 
illus., $10.50. One of the basic problems 
with teaching circuits at the sophomore 
level is the problem of motivating the 
students while avoiding oversimplifica-
tions that lead to a misconception. This 
new book by two well-known circuit 
theorists and educators is a welcome 
addition to the textbook field because it 
makes a concerted attack on the prob-
lem. The primary engineering applica-
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tions of circuits are in signal processing. 

Most beginning circuits texts do not 
give the student sufficient background in 

signals to motivate him. This text does. 
In fact, the first 62 pages deal primarily 
with signals, with little said about cir-

cuits. 
When circuits are introduced, the 

authors include controlled sources, 
gyrators, and other non-RLC elements. 
Thus, the student is prepared, at least 
somewhat, for the modern engineering 
world of integrated circuits where active 
and passive components are all handled 
by the same techniques. In addition to 

the electrical elements, mechanical ele-
ments are presented in the network 

models chapter. 
The treatment of Kircholr's laws, 

Thévenin's theorem, and other such 
topics is not too different from that of 
competing circuits books. In the chapter 
on equilibrium equations, the authors 

have included the formulation in terms 
of state variables. The chapters on si-
nusoidal steady-state analysis, network 
transfer functions, and filtering are also 

fairly conventional. The one addition 
that is not emphasized in most other 
circuits books at this level is the intro-
duction of energy and power concepts. 
The terms passive, active, and lossless 

are all defined. 
This reviewer is very pleased that the 

authors completely avoid Laplace trans-

forms in their discussion of the general 
response of circuits to arbitrary signals. 
They introduce convolutions in one 
chapter, and in the final chapter they 
discuss the classical solution of homo-
geneous differential equations. Unfortu-

nately, these two chapters are not tied 
together well, and the student will 
probably get little connection between 
forced and natural response from the 
text. Of course, the book is not intended 
for self-study and, presumably, any 

reasonably skilled professor can make 
the connection for the student. 

This reviewer's objections to the book 
are comparatively moderate and, with 
skilled instruction, can probably be 
completely eliminated in a course with 
this text. Although controlled sources 
are introduced early, almost all the ex-
amples and most of the homework 
problems are still RLC. The background 
is there for work with linear electronic 
circuits. The professor will have to make 
his own examples and homework for the 
students. The impulse, as in most ele-
mentary circuits texts, is introduced as a 
limit that doesn't exist. The authors have 

modified the traditional demonstration 
of the application of impulse response 

and improved things slightly. Neverthe-
less, they still must use a nonexistent 
limit to show the final convolution form. 

A better derivation of the forced re-
sponse is certainly in order and within 
the grasp of students of this level. 

In summary, this reviewer believes 
that if first-semester sophomores are to 
be started on a course in circuit theory, 
this book is the best on the market. If 
the circuit theory is to wait until the 

second course, then the treatment herein 
is too elementary. The authors state in 
their preface that the book can be 
covered in about 70 class hours at the 
sophomore level. This reviewer, who 
has considerable experience in instruct-
ing sophomores in circuits theory, be-
lieves that the material can be covered in 
even less time if the circuits course is 
accompanied by a good laboratory. 

The authors claim that at the junior 
level progress could be even faster. 
This reviewer would recommend using a 
different book for juniors. 
A final strong point of the book is the 

symbols used for current and voltage 
sources. These symbols were agreed 
upon by a group of circuit theorists, 

including the authors and this reviewer, 
at the fourth Allerton Conference on 
Circuit and System Theory. The present 
book is the first in which the symbols 

appear. 
B. J. Leon 
Purdue University 
Lafayette, Ind. 

New Library Books 
The books described below were re-
cently acquired by the Engineering 
Societies Library. Members of the 
IEEE in Canada and the continental 

United States may borrow books from 
the library by mail. The books may be 
kept up to two weeks; a charge of fifty 
cents Ibr a week or a .fraction thereof 
is made lb,- each volume, exclusive ol 
transit time. Requests Ibr books and 
for information on literature searches, 
translation services, and photocopying 
and microfilming of library materials 

should be addressed to the Engineering 
Societies Library, 345 East 47 Street, 
New York, N.Y. 10017. 

Chemical Bonds in Semiconductors and 
Solids, N. N. Sirota, ed.—Consuliarns 
Bureau, Inc., 227 West 17 St., New York 

N.Y., 1967; 293 pages, $27.50. In recent 
years, the broadening field of application 
of semiconductors, the increasing under-
standing of their physical and physico-

chemical nature, and the attention given 
to a number of classes of semiconducting 
compounds have raised the question of 
the nature of the chemical bond in semi-
conductors. The problem of chemical 
bond takes on special significance in the 
field of quantum electronics. This book 
presents the results of a large number of 
theoretical and experimental investiga-

tions, the included papers being grouped 
under the following headings: general 

questions relating to the chemical bond 
in semiconducting crystals; experimental 

determination of electron density and 
evaluation of the chemical bond in 
semiconductors; thermochemical data 
characterizing the energy of the inter-
atomic bond; dynamics of the crystal 
lattice of semiconductors and the chem-
ical bond in crystals; and questions of 
the chemical bond and the physical prop-
erties of semiconductors. 

Computer Technology (IEE Conference 
Publication no. 32), Institution oi Elec-
trical Engineers, Savoy Place, London 
W.C.2, England, 1967; 237 pages, pprbk. 
This volume contains the papers pre-
sented at the Conference on Computer 
Technology, which was held in July 
1967 in Manchester, England. The 

papers are grouped under the following 
headings: automatic methods; storage; 

central processor techniques; semicon-
ductor devices; transmission line circuit 

techniques; communications; and dis-
plays. Among the topics included are 
procedures for the placement and inter-
connection of integrated circuits in 

digital systems, small-capacity thin cy-
lindrical magnetic film storage systems, a 
time-sharing system using an associative 
memory, and the use of field effect 

transistors in parallel binary adders. 

Electrical Characteristics of Transistors, 

R. L. Pritchard— McGraw-Hill Book 
Co., 330 West 42 Si., New York, N.Y., 
1967; 715 pages, $ 19.50. In this book the 

author attempts to fill the void between 
existing texts on semiconductor physics 
and texts on transistor circuit applica-
tions, which generally include only one 
or two chapters on electrical character-
istics of transistors. It is not possible in 
such texts to describe electrical charac-
teristics in detail. In this volume, the 
fundamental properties of the transistor 
are reviewed and expanded upon, and 
the difference between practical transis-
tor structures and the usual simplified 
models are described in considerable de-

tail. Topics covered include dc char-
acteristics, low- and high-frequency ac 
characteristics, equivalent circuits, 
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